
  



 

 Igarla awoke frightened. Her heart was pumping heavily and she was breathing fast. 

The sight of the inside of her tent calmed her down. She slowly sat up while whipping the 

sweat from her forehead. It had been a while since she was visited by similar dreams. Old 

memories she had thought long forgotten returned to haunt her in her sleep. She got down on 

her hands and knees and started bending her arms. One, two, three… Igarla was the best 

example of a good soldier. Disciplined, strong, resilient, and extremely well-conditioned. 

Doing exercises helped her to regain her focus. Twenty-five, twenty-six… counting pushups 

helps. It distracts from those persistent memories. “Why is it, that good things tend to fade, 

but the bad ones simply won‟t let you rest?” she asked herself somewhere between pushups 

fifty and sixty. At that point she noticed that she had lost count, and got up. After having 

stretched her arms she thought to herself again: “Perhaps some fresh air will help…” 

 Igarla was from the largest and most powerful country on the continent of Leviron, 

Lomar. The land took up the entire southern third of the continent. It was not only the 

strongest country on Leviron, but also the oldest. Throughout its three-thousand year 

existence it has made allies and enemies alike. The more religious states tended to fear the 

Lomarans, for there is told a frightening tale of their origin, in which it is said that their 

ancient descendants escaped from the realm of the demons, but before they were all corrupted 

by the fire of the demons. This is believed to explain the Lomaran peoples resolve, their 

longer lifespan, and their appearance, for every person born Lomaran can be recognized by 



the fact that the whites of their eyes are red. Although there exists no evidence to back up this 

legend, many consider it to be true, even among the Lomaran people themselves. 

She stepped out of her tent. Identical tents where erected all around. It was still dark out. It 

couldn‟t have been much passed midnight. Guards where still patrolling everywhere on the 

campsite. Small campfires could still be seen alight where the less tired soldier where up 

making marry. A tiny fire was still going in front of her tent as well, however it was not 

surrounded by soldiers drinking, but by a single man. His name was Tamolar and he had only 

recently joined Igarla‟s unit. He was still a novice, but he arrived with a strong 

recommendation from colonel Gonar, a man who the consul himself had named his finest 

warrior. The novice was staring intensely at the small flames. When he noticed his captain 

approaching, he appeared to become nervous.  

 “Oh…Captain!” he clearly wasn‟t sure if he should stand up and salute or not. Igarla 

quickly picked up on this and hurried to calm him down.  

 “At ease, soldier. I just came breathe some air. Don‟t bother.” 

 “Yes ma‟am!” 

Igarla sat down by the fire. 

 “May I ask, if all is well, captain?” Tamolar asked. 

 “I‟m just having trouble sleeping. Nothing serious.” 

 “Are you certain? You seem to have worked up quite a sweat.” 

She looked down at her shirt. The soldier was right. Her clothes were soaked with sweat, and 

not from the pushups she just did.  

 “Indeed.” She replied. “I‟d better dry it off before I go back to sleep.” 

Igarla took off her sleeveless shirt and placed it on a stone next to the fire. Tamolar was 

surprised by this. He had heard before that women in the army where were rather casual about 

this sort of thing, but the naturalness of the captain‟s behavior was surprising. One could tell 

from Igarla‟s upper body that she was a soldier. She had muscles that rivaled that of a man‟s, 

well-built arms and shoulders, a strong back, visible abs, and scars were noticeable from just 

about every angle.  

 “Everything all right?” the captain asked. Tamolar came to his senses. 

 “I um… I meant no disrespect, captain.” 

 “You meant no disrespect when?” 

 “Well… Never mind. I just noticed that the armor you wear doesn‟t seem all that 

effective.” 

Igarla looked at him for a minute then looked down at the scars on her stomach.  

 “Oh, you mean the scars? I got most of there in the Special Forces. We were forbidden 

from wearing metal armor back then. Makes too much noise.” 

 “I see.” 

 “Tamolar?” 

 “Yes?” 

 “You know it‟s fine if you notice more than just that, right?” 

 “I wasn‟t going to bring it up.” 

 “New recruits are often nervous in situations like this. Don‟t worry about it. In the 

army we don‟t have the luxury of behaving in a refined way.” 



 Tamolar remained silent. Igarla tried to lighten the mood.  

 “So, what are you doing here on your own? Some of the others are up having fun.” 

 “The other soldiers have a different definition of „fun‟ then I do.” 

 “How so?” 

 “Getting drunk and acting like an animal is not for me.” 

 “Then the army doesn‟t sound like your type of crowd.” 

 “On that we agree.” 

 “If you don‟t like it so much why are you here? Were you drafted?” 

 “No. I was pressured by my parents.” 

 “Seriously? There are parents in Lomar who pressure their children into joining the 

army?” 

 “They‟re nobles from Riverade. My younger brother was always treated specially. He 

inherits their land and fortune. The family wants us to live in the honorable way of the 

Lomarans. Sadly, I have few skills that would be of much use. As I learned under the 

command of colonel Gonar, I am rather good at killing.” 

 “You were a Knight of the Flame then?” 

 “Yes. It proved to be more than I could handle. My father pulled the strings to get me 

in. The cavalry is always in the most theatrical positions in battle. They wanted to make me 

into a great hero. There was just far too much work involved, mostly caring for my horse. I 

lasted little more than a month. I requested the colonel for a transfer to the infantry. Life here 

is much simpler.” 

 “And had you not joined? What would you be doing then?” 

 “Who knows? I try not to focus on „what if? ‟. I serve my homeland, I kill for it if need 

be. In return I am looked after, I suffer no losses. I should count myself lucky.” 

 Tamolar‟s voice said the opposite of his words. Igarla wasn‟t sure what to think of this 

new recruit. He never went looking for company, although that was none of her business. A 

soldier‟s duty goes well beyond just killing for his country. A soldier must fight for his 

companions, and work together with them. They are as much responsible for each other as 

they are for the safety of Lomar. She had seen Tamolar in action once before. Her unit was 

tasked with whipping out a group of Reptyl lurking in the area, and the novice had caught 

Igarla‟s eye once or twice with his fighting style. There however he was responsible only for 

his own safety. Weather he would be able to defend his fellow warriors as well still remained 

to be seen.  

 “What about you?” Tamolar asked. “How did you become a soldier?” 

 “Oh, there‟s nothing special about me. My past is not very exciting. As a little girl I 

grew up in the city, got into fights often, and talked back a lot. Being a soldier always suited 

me.” 

 “Why leave the special forces?” 

 “My reasons were similar to yours. As a commando one must be silent and precise. 

After a while it can get tedious for some of us. Being an infantrywoman is much easier. 

Besides, I always preferred using my sword rather than my bow.” 

They became silent again for a while. Igarla put her hand on her laid out shirt and noticed it 

had dried. 

 “Well, thank you for the conversation, Tamolar.” 



 “Thank you as well, captain.” 

She picked up her shirt and got up off the ground. 

 “Best I got back now and tried to get some sleep before we head out again tomorrow.” 

 “Understood. Good night, ma‟am.” 

 “Good night, soldier.” 

Igarla returned to her tent and left Tamolar in front of the fire. She lay back down on the fur 

and after only a few moments fell right asleep. She no more dreams that night.  

 Igarla woke up well rested the next day. Surprising, considering how little sleep she 

ultimately got. During the march she walked on foot beside her soldiers, which was not 

customary among the officers, who most commonly rode on horseback. Women were not rare 

in the Lomaran armed forces. Quite the contrary. One could easily say that women in Lomar 

enjoyed far more opportunities that anywhere else in the world. There were still more men in 

the army than women, but their numbers were still very noticeable to foreigners. This did not 

mean that gender equality in Lomar was perfect. Many in the land opposed the idea of women 

doing what was conventionally considered men‟s work, and spending less time at home 

raising children. Lomar was, after all, affected by the same history as the other countries on 

the continent. Scientists from the kingdom of Crylin tended to believe that the behavior of 

Lomaran women can be explained with the demon‟s fire. Others link it to cultural and 

economic differences between Lomar and the rest of the world. One thing is for certain. In 

Lomar losing a fight to a woman is not considered an embarrassing event. 

 By the time the marching army arrived at its destination it was already late into the 

afternoon. Before them stood the gate to the City of Fire, the capital city of Lomar. This was 

the seat of power for the Lomaran council, the military leaders, and the league of sorcerers. At 

the edge of the city, behind a large stone wall was the palace, the building where the two 

leaders of Lomar, the consuls resided. They were known as Baranar and Amanar. Baranar was 

elected by the vote of the people, since his predecessor never named an air. He was a popular 

man and a great military savant, but there are those who claim that the only reason he was 

elected in the first place is because he had the army behind him. He was an excellent leader 

and a gifted warrior. He presided over a great many victorious wars. He was mostly to thank 

for Lomar‟s security. Amanar on the other hand inherited his position. He rarely took part in 

military decisions since that was Baranar‟s court. Amanar dealt mostly in politics. He handled 

internal affairs, diplomatic relations with foreign lands, maintaining alliances, handling crises, 

finance and law. Both men were excellent at their respective fields.    

 The army reached the barracks. Igarla took her leave from her men and made her way 

to the officer‟s quarters. She was almost there when the voice of her colonel stopped her.  

 “Captain Igarla!” 

She turned around and saluted at the sight of the colonel by lifting her right fist to her left 

shoulder.  

 “Colonel Radomis!” 

The colonel saluted her back. 

 “Captain, I have a mater I‟d like to discuss with you.” 

 “I‟m at your service, colonel.” 

 “I was asked to report to the palace. Would you mind escorting me there? I‟ll explain 



everything on the way.” 

Igarla nodded and the two of them took off in the direction of the palace. 

 “How are your soldiers?” Radomis asked.  

 “Ready for anything, sir. The lizards haven‟t robbed them of the will to fight.” 

 “Good to hear, for you will most likely be given a new assignment soon.” 

 “Is that what you wished to talk about?” 

 “Not quite. It‟s actually more serious than that. It has to do with Nemeron.” 

The colonel turned serious. Nemeron was the main power of the continent across from 

Leviron. It had conquered countless states and basically taken over the entire continent. It was 

named after emperor Nemeron the conqueror, who had since died and left his son in charge. 

They had always seen Lomar as a rival, especially due to the colonization of the southern 

archipelago. Radomis continued with his speech. 

 “You were in the special forces, were you not?” 

 “Indeed I was.” 

 “And you also took part in the mission to Nemeron?” 

 “I did, yes. I was simultaneously in awe and in disgust.” 

 “As I thought. The others had the same reaction. You are probably aware then, that 

they are not on the friendliest of terms with us at the moment.” 

 “I do my best not to not to get involved in politics.” 

 “A good choice. Sadly this will slowly go beyond mere politics. While we were 

defending against Reptyl and Tusakaan hordes they have been building strength. They are 

more powerful than ever, and we are rather scattered around.” 

 “The things they do way across the sea is appalling. Laborers worked to death, 

peasants are being robbed of all their possessions, the people are being starved, and in the 

meanwhile the soldiers and noblemen are being stuffed with food and wealth. They pay a 

great price for all that power. Their mistakes will return to bite them eventually.” 

 “I wouldn‟t know much about that. We must be prepared for anything. The consul told 

me that in a few months‟ time a meeting will take place with the emperor to resolve the 

tension. He asked me to find him one of my officers who would make a good advisor to him.” 

 Igarla stopped in place.  

 “Colonel… you want me to… to serve as advisor to Baranar…personally?” 

 “The job isn‟t permanent if that your worry. Once it‟s over you will return to your 

command.” 

 “No, it‟s not that. It‟s just… you would recommend me to the consul as a military 

advisor? I am merely the captain of a small unit. Surely there must be someone more worthy.” 

 “You know the soldiers well, and you follow current events. Most importantly though, 

you‟ve been to Nemeron. You know the enemy, what goes on there, what their strengths and 

weaknesses are. You have also proven time and time again that your perception is excellent. If 

I had to I would trust you with my life. I believe you to be the perfect candidate.” 

 “You honor me.” 

 “You accept then?” 

 “If my country needs me, how can I refuse?” 

 “Wonderful! Well than, best we introduce you to the consul immediately.” 

 “You mean, right now?” 



 “It‟s why we‟re headed to the palace.” Radomis smiled as he started walking again. 

 “You want to take me before Baranar? Just like that? Should I not prepare or 

something?” 

 “The consul requires nothing of you that would need any preparation. Look, I know 

they say many things about him. That he‟s tall as a giant, grinds stones in his palms, levels 

siege towers with his two-handed sword, but I assure you he is a man like any other. He has 

merely accomplished a bit more than us.” 

 “Lords, Radomis. You don‟t think I believe what the legends say? No, it‟s just… If 

I‟m to give advice that will affect the whole of Lomar it would not be…” 

 “Captain, relax! Baranar does not expect you to advise him right away! The talks are 

still months away. He just wants to get to know you. To see for himself if you are worthy.” 

 “Yes, sir.” 

 They passed through the gates into the palace gardens. They were large and beautiful. 

The walkways were paved with black stone, all around the well-trimmed shrubs and lawn, 

and marble statues. The palace itself was about five-hundred years old, and carried the marks 

of the old style of construction. Pointy, arched windows, fire shaped decorative elements, 

black stone walls with towers reaching way up in the sky.  

 Igarla allowed the sight to take in a bit before continuing on to the entrance. Guards 

wearing decorated red armor were noticeable everywhere. At the entrance the colonel spoke 

to one of them. 

 “Colonel Radomis and captain Igarla here by request of consul Baranar.” 

 The guard nodded and opened the door for them. The inside of the palace was unlike 

what was on the outside. The walls were painted a light color, and the floor covered in pure 

white marble. Various paintings of landscapes and portraits hung on the walls. Guards were 

standing all around the inside as well wearing the same red armor. There were also many 

nobles and politicians in expensive garments walking and talking to each other. Igarla noticed 

in particular a man with grey hair and a dark grey robe, whose eyes weren‟t red, accompanied 

by what appeared to be a tall, bald bodyguard, who was dressed similarly. The colonel noticed 

that the man had caught Igarla‟s attention.  

 “The man is Johin Ghrestal, Nemeron ambassador.” 

 “And the other one?” 

 “I believe that‟s his bodyguard.” 

Igarla followed the colonel up the steps to a large door where they were stopped by a servant.  

 “Here to see the consul?” he asked. 

 “Yes. I‟m colonel Radomis and…” 

 “I know who you are. One moment while I see if the consul is ready to see you.” 

With that he vanished behind the door. The colonel turned to Igarla.  

 “Well?” 

 “I beg your pardon?” 

 “Any impressions?” 

 “It‟s… impressive.” 

 “Not to your liking?” 

 “No. I mean… maybe. All this extravagance… Not my cup of tea.” 



 “If you‟re worried that you‟ll be expected to behave like a lady, don‟t be. You have 

my permission to punch anyone who complains.” 

 “Ha! Understood, sir!” 

 They had a small laugh until the servant returned. He reported that Baranar was 

waiting for them and held the door open. This was the throne room. A large room with a table 

in the middle shaped like a half-circle, where most of the discussions took place. In the back 

facing the table stood two thrones, both completely identical. Three men were looking at a 

map laid out on the table. One was wearing sorcerer‟s robes, another noble's garments, and 

the man in the center wore a red cape and a crown. Igarla recognized him as the consul. He 

was by far the tallest of the three, and was blond, which was extremely rare for a Lomaran. 

Baranar looked up from the table at the two soldiers, and hastily ended the previous 

conversation.  

 “That‟s all for now then, gentlemen. I will be expecting updates regularly.” 

 “Yes, your majesty.” The sorcerer replied. They both bowed and left the room. 

Baranar‟s attention shifted to the new arrivals.  

 “Radomis!” 

 “Your majesty.” 

 “Excellent timing, as always. I finally had an excuse to get rid of that annoying noble.” 

 “Glad to be of service, my lord.” 

 “What news do you bring?” 

 “The army has returned from the east. The lizards were indeed massing, but we have 

reason to believe they were not preparing to attack, but collect supplies for voyage across the 

ocean.” 

 “Hm…interesting. So the Reptyl are fleeing. But why not in the direction of the isles?” 

 “We don‟t know, my lord. Interrogations have been of no use. Few can understand 

their language.” 

 “At any rate, the east needn‟t worry about Reptyl raids anymore. For now, at least. 

Well done!” 

 “There is one more thing. Allow me to introduce captain Igarla.” 

Igarla saluted. 

 “At ease, captain. I stand before you as consul, not a soldier. There is no need to salute 

me.” 

 “Understood, your majesty. My apologies.” Replied Igarla and bowed. “It is a great 

honor to meet you in person.” 

 “But also a bit of a letdown, no?” smiled Baranar. “I suppose I‟m not entirely what 

you pictured.” 

 “The colonel already made sure I would not be expecting anything grandiose.” 

 “My lord,” said the colonel. “you asked me to find you a suitable candidate for the 

position of advisor. I think the captain would be perfect.” 

 “I see. How much do you know?” 

 “Radomis told me that you were looking for someone to advise you on a conference 

with Nemeron.” 

 “Radomis is correct. Colonel, my friend, would you mind leaving me alone with the 

captain a bit, while I fill her in on the details?” 



 “But of course, your majesty.” Radomis bowed and left the room. 

 “Colonel Radomis choosing you was not by chance.” Said Baranar as he walked back 

towards the map on the table. “I wanted someone from the special forces squad that was part 

of the expeditionary forces in Nemeron.” 

 “In that case would captain Palanor not have been a better choice, or any of the other 

officers from the group? I was merely a recruit back then.” 

 “Sadly, captain Palanor passed away several months ago, two of the other officers are 

also dead, and one has retired and left the army entirely. We‟ve lost track of him. Only two 

members of the unit were deemed of high enough experience. Both serve under Radomis.” 

 “Belvar and myself?” 

 “I think so. Yes. Belvar was the other‟s name, I think. Radomis chose you apparently, 

and I trust his judgment. He is not often wrong.” 

 “You both honor me, your majesty.” 

 “Can I count on you then in this matter?” 

 “Absolutely.” 

 “Excellent! In that case, listen closely.” The consul leaned above the map. “The first 

Reptyl attack began fifteen years ago, and ten years ago was the Tusakaan invasion. Those 

barbarians still in Lomar are remnants of those times. The damage they caused has still not 

been entirely repaired. The problem is that our disorganization and weakness has attracted the 

attention of others.” 

 “The colonel told me Nemeron is part of the problem.” 

 “Nemeron is the problem. While lizards and barbarians were pillaging here their 

economy has been flourishing. We do not know exactly how big an army they have at their 

disposal, but it would definitely outnumber the entire Lomaran army two-to-one at the least. 

Amanar has been in contact with them via his connections and their local ambassador, Johin 

Ghrestal. He finds it likely that Nemeron‟s previous expansionist plans will be rekindled, this 

time directed toward Leviron.” 

 “We would be their target?” 

 “Almost certainly.” 

 “Why? We are weaker than in our prime, no doubt about that, but we are still the 

strongest in Leviron. Would it not make more sense for them to attack one or more of the 

eastern kingdoms? Say Livador?” 

 “In the short run. But the new emperor is nowhere near as subtle as his father was. It‟s 

always harder to maintain large empires. We are their greatest competition among the 

countries of Leviron. By attacking the smaller ones first they would be putting themselves in a 

vulnerable position, since we could theoretically ally the remaining kingdoms against them. If 

they take us out first they have no real rivals. The kingdoms would become easy targets; many 

at that point would probably give in without a fight. Only Crylin would have even the smallest 

chance of resistance, but even their resources would allow no more than a defensive war, and 

not for very long.” 

 “In other words we are literally all that stand between Nemeron and the domination of 

all of Leviron.” 

 “Everything points to that. For now they are only laying claim to our colonies in the 

southern islands, but sooner or later they will definitely target the mainland. Our part of the 



mainland.” 

 “What are we expecting from the negotiations?” 

 “Mostly them making demands and us making the compromises. This sort of thing is 

Amanar‟s area of expertise, not mine. He says the topic will mostly be rights over the island 

colonies, but secretly they will be scouting our leadership. I myself fear that war is inevitable. 

Amanar and I will represent Lomar, and both of us will be bringing advisors with us.” 

 “These negotiations must indeed be important if we are sending our highest leaders to 

take part. Who will Nemeron send?” 

 “The emperor will be there, two of his generals, and the high warlord too, if I 

remember correctly. The negotiations will take place in Namar, on neutral ground.” 

 “And what exactly will my role be?” 

 “I am going to need an experienced soldier who is well aware of moral among the 

troops, and takes part in skirmishes regularly. You fight regularly against raiders and 

barbarians, you have achieved the rank of captain, earned the trust of your troops, and most 

importantly, you have been to Nemeron and seen their world. Should the worst come to pass I 

must know the situation inside-out, if I am to make a well-founded decision.” 

 “I understand. If you truly believe I am the right woman for the job, I will do the best I 

can to help you.” 

 “I will be honest with you, captain. I know very little about you, but the little I have 

heard is promising. Meeting you has not changed that opinion either, and I trust Radomis.” 

 “I won‟t disappoint you.” 

 “Glad to hear it. If you have no questions…” he paused and Igarla shook her head. 

“…then you may return to the barracks. Continue your work, but expect to be summoned a 

few months from now. Until then keep your eyes open, pay attention to your men and the 

situation.” 

 “Yes, your majesty.” Igarla remembered just in time not to salute, and bowed. 

 “Until we meet again, captain Igarla. Please tell Radomis to come see me on your way 

out.” 

 As she left the room Radomis was already waiting for her. 

 “Everything go alright?” he asked. 

 “Yes. The consul is waiting for you inside.” 

 “Right. Well, congratulations, Igarla! Serving at the side of the consul is a great 

honor.” 

 “I‟m still having a hard time believing it. Wait, I‟d like to ask you a quick question. 

Why chose me and not Belvar?” 

 “Well, Belvar is a good and loyal soldier, but lacks the insight you have. Choosing 

between you two was not hard.” 

 “I appreciate that, thank you. I won‟t keep you.” 

 “See you at the lodging!” 

 He entered the throne room and closed the door behind him. Igarla took toward the 

exit, but upon entering the main hall she was stopped by an unfamiliar voice.   

 “Excuse me, my lady!” 

 Igarla didn‟t realize the voice was talking to her at first. She turned around and to her 



great surprise was approached by ambassador Ghrestal and his bodyguard.  

 “Can I help you?” she asked. 

 “That depends.” Replied the ambassador in a rather high pitched voice for a man, and 

with a strong Nemeron accent. “Please tell me, am I speaking to Igarla, the infantry captain?” 

 “Yes, that‟s me.” 

 “Most excellent! Please allow me to introduce myself, though you have already no 

doubt been informed of who I am. My name is Johin Ghrestal, and I represent his majesty, the 

emperor Nemeron in Lomar.” 

 “Indeed, I have heard about you. What might I do for you, ambassador?” 

 “Well, my lady, as you know, my duty as ambassador to Lomar entails getting to 

know the country in every way possible, and I was hoping You would grace me with some of 

your time, so that I might speak with you about your carrier.” 

 “My carrier?”  

 “Yes, my lady. You see, the number of women serving in the armed forces here is… 

well, unusual to us.” 

 Igarla crossed her arms. She did not care for people from Nemeron very much. She 

found them to be narrow-minded and zealous.  

 “Of course. And what in particular about my carrier are you interested in discussing? 

Are you perhaps interested as to the events that influence a woman to become a soldier? Do 

you wish to know the ordeals I had to go through to take my place among the men? Or are 

you perhaps more curious about how much harder I had to work to get where I am, as 

opposed to my male companions?” 

 “Well… all of the above, I suppose. If you deem those topics to be of importance. I 

sense from you tone you believe me to be of a predisposition.” 

 “You are very correct, ambassador, I do.” 

 “I can assure you, that my interest is purely anthropological. My goal is not to confirm 

a preexisting belief, merely to study what is and why it is.” 

 “I see. I apologize, Excellency, but now is not the right time for this. Perhaps we may 

discuss your anthropological interests in the future. I‟m afraid I have duties to attend to.” 

 “But of course, my…” 

 “And please!” said Igarla as she turned around to leave. “Call me by my name, or my 

rank. This „my lady‟ thing is for noblewomen, not soldiers.” 

 “As you wish, Igarla.” 

 “Rect Pranach.” 

 The ambassador smiled at Igarla‟s polite Nemeron „Good day!‟ and replied 

courteously. 

 “Ach tutra. (To you as well.)” 

 In the barracks training grounds most of the soldiers were sitting on benches, talking 

and having fun. Others were honing their skills. The grounds had straw dummies for melee 

exercises, targets for archery practice, and arenas for warriors to practice hand-to-hand 

combat with each other. Igarla was in one of these arenas training with her sword. Strength, 

balance, determination and patience. The most valued virtues of the swordmaster. The 

warriors of Lomar were diverse. The foot-soldiers made up most of their numbers, but some 



of those infantrymen had special training. The largest of these groups were the swordmasters, 

a group of warriors who dedicated themselves to mastering the one- or two-handed sword, 

sometimes in combination with a shield. Another famous order of warriors was the Knights of 

the Flame. They were the followers of the largest religion in Lomar, the religion of the Flame. 

This religion handled the demon fire related origin of the Lomarans as the truth. They 

believed that the corruption of the demons is present in all of them, and must be kept under 

constant watch. Loyal followers of this religion live every day of their lives with great 

discipline, to insure that the fire of the demons, which is a part of the all creating Flame, can 

never bring the evil of the demons out of them. As a part of this religion the leaders of the 

original founding tribes of Lomar, the Great Lords all live in the realm of the Flame as gods, 

there to help their followers to master the demons fire within them. The Knight of the Flame 

were regarded as the noblest of all warriors in the land. The infamous colonel Gonar was 

raised among their ranks. They fight from horseback wearing heavy armor and carrying heavy 

weapons, and are just as formidable on their own two feet.  

  Though they were not directly part of the military, every city had its own league of 

sorcerers. Members of the leagues spent most of their time researching magic, but in need 

they would gladly send trained individuals as war-sorcerers into battle alongside the rest of 

the soldiers. They were not present on the battlefield in numbers, but were extremely effective 

in combat. They used various fire spells to support the troops and specialized in taking out 

enemy battle-magi. 

 Foot-soldiers also came in varieties. Some fought at close range armored lightly or 

heavily, others from a distance with bows and arrows, others yet from horseback. The most 

talented soldiers would often be declared champions for great heroic deeds, which was the 

highest honor any warrior could achieve.  

 Igarla herself was trained as a swordmaster but was not one of them. Her talents were 

utilized in the special forces, a unit of commandos who wore light leather armor and 

specialized in stealth attacks with swords or bows. It was in those days six years ago, that 

Igarla travelled to Nemeron to help fighting various uprisings. She transferred to the foot-

soldiers after her return, and had used only her sword ever since.  

 As she was practicing, she noticed someone got in the way of one of her reverse 

swings. Luckily the individual had a shield above his head and successfully blocked Igarla 

sword. As she lowered her sword she saw Belvar‟s face behind it.  

 “I beg your pardon. Am I interrupting?” 

 “Lords, Belvar, are you mad?! I could have cut your head off!” 

 “They say drinking by one‟s self is silly.” Said Belvar as he dropped his shield and 

handed one of two wooden swords from his other hand to Igarla. “The same should go for 

fencing as well.” 

 “A good idea. I could use the exercise.” 

 “On your guard!” 

 They began to fight. Belvar‟s technique was cautious. Very different from Igarla‟s 

swordmaster technique.  

 “Where have you been all afternoon?” Igarla asked. “I haven‟t heard a single slap or 

woman‟s shriek all day.” 

 “You wound me!” laughed Belvar. “How can you be sure I did not take my date to a 



private location?” 

 “Because there is no way you would have the energy to take me on afterwards.” 

She sent two direct swipes in Belvar‟s direction, who was forced to back away a few steps to 

avoid them. 

 “I was in the palace courtyard.” He replied after a few successful blocks. “The second 

Gormon unit offered me a position in their ranks.” 

 “You‟re leaving us?” asked Igarla with a sarcastic false sadness. 

 “You‟re not that lucky. I turned them down. I did bump into colonel Radomis though 

who told me a thing or two.” 

 “Really?” 

 “Allow me to congratulate you! Being asked to serve at the consul‟s side is quite 

something.” 

 Belvar moved on the offensive, and after a strong repost forced Igarla back.  

 “Do I detect a hint of jealousy?” 

 “Rather envy.” Belvar smiled. “You are going to represent Lomar in front of the most 

powerful nation in the world! Our fate could depend on your actions.” 

 “My role is merely supportive. I‟m not nearly as important as you think.” 

 “Don‟t underestimate yourself! Your impact on things will soon be way bigger that 

you admit.” 

 He surprised Igarla with a sudden sweep of the leg, and knocked her on her back. 

 “You win.” She said. 

 “Rematch?” Belvar gave her hand and helped her up. 

 “Not today, I think. But thanks for the game.” 

 “Nine times out of ten you would have seen that move coming a mile away. Is 

something wrong.” 

 “Yes. Sorry Belvar, I‟m not allowed to talk about it.” 

 “I know exactly what‟s wrong. The consul is worried there will be a war, isn‟t he?” 

 Igarla looked surprised.  

 “It doesn‟t take a genius to see Lomar has problems. I saw the advancements Nemeron 

has made myself too. If I were them I‟d want a war now as well. Who knows when an 

opportunity like this will come around again? I know it‟s not a pleasant thought, and don‟t 

worry, I won‟t go spreading it around.” 

 “I‟d like to stress that I told you nothing.” 

 Belvar smiled. 

 “I never said otherwise. If you need to talk I‟m here. No anterior motives involved.” 

 “Right.” 

 “Why are you smiling? I‟m being serious.” 

 “I know. Come on, let‟s go eat.” 

 “They went in the direction of the mess hall.” 

 “Igarla, tell me. If a war really were to break out what would you do?” 

 “My duty, of course. I‟d fight them.” 

 “Till the end if need be?” 

 “Do you doubt it?” 

 “Well, no, I could just use some reassurance. I have my worries as well. you know.” 



 “Such as?” 

 “You want me to talk to you? How do I know you‟re not just trying to take advantage 

of my sensitivity to sweep me off my feet?” 

 “I sorry, take advantage of your what?” 

 “Ha! Very well. It‟s just that I‟m disturbed by the thought that our enemies in the 

recent past were lizard-men, Tusakaan and undead, and I‟m not counting the last one since we 

were not defending our own homeland from them. Tough opponents to be sure, but… 

basically animals. Their organization ranges between week and non-existent. Nemeron is 

whole different story. If they choose to invade we will face a well-coordinated, organized 

force with a specific goal. When that last happened, when we tried to teach Livador a lesson 

we were defeated, despite the small size of their army.” 

 “You think we could not win?” 

 “I‟m not sure. What I do know, is that our attitude needs to change. We cannot face off 

against Nemeron the same way we have been doing up to now.” 

 “That makes sense, but what do you mean by it?” 

 “I hope it doesn‟t come to this, but I fear we will no longer be able to rely on our 

swords alone. We may need to use their own weapons against them. Taking up arms in 

politics as well as the battlefield.” 

 “Then you can relax. Unless you want to become a politician our task is to fight. Let‟s 

focus on doing our job well, the rest is not up to us.” 

 “You‟re right, of course. I think too much.” 

 “True, but that‟s not a bad thing. There are many advantages to thinking for yourself. 

We need more men with that ability.” 

 Dinner was not particularly good. Better than the food they were given on the road, 

but it was no coincidence, that most soldiers preferred to take their money and buy food at 

various inns rather than eat what is served in the barracks. Afterwards Igarla said goodnight to 

Belvar and returned to the officer‟s quarters to turn in for the night. It would only be a matter 

of time before the nest assignment from the consul rolled around. 

 

 The next day Igarla was summoned back to the palace to report on moral to Baranar. 

She relayed all the information she believed relevant, including the concerns Belvar shared 

with her earlier, but being careful not to make him out to be a coward. Once finished she was 

given a message by a servant from ambassador Ghrestal inviting her to converse with him on 

the subject mentioned earlier at her convenience. Eager to get it out of the way she went 

looking for him immediately.  

 She found him in a guestroom on the second floor of the palace. The door was wide 

open as the ambassador was most likely expecting her. 

 “Ah, Captain! So good of you to join me. I see you got my message.” 

 “I did. Is now a good time to continue with our discussion from yesterday?” 

 “Indeed it is.” He turned to his bodyguard, who was also in the room. “Bect hidard lac 

madrac.” 

The bodyguard left the room without saying a word.  

 “Please, have a seat! Make yourself comfortable!” he gestured at a chair by the 

fireplace. Igarla sat down, and the ambassador sat down in front of her. “Now then, where 



shall we begin?” 

 “Up to you, excellency.” Said Igarla with an emotionless tone. “Perhaps you would 

like to ask me what great obstacles I‟ve had to overcome as a woman to be where I am now?” 

 “An interesting suggestion. Seeing however as your question already implies the 

answer, I would rather just ask this. Did you have to overcome any obstacles as a woman in 

the army?” 

 “Yes, I did. Training was hell. The things they put us soldiers through not everyone 

can take. Some even die in the process.” 

 “I sense though, that your womanhood was not an issue?” 

 “No, it was not. I was subjected to the same training as all the other recruits. We were 

treated not as men or women, but as soldiers. As Lomarans.”  

 “I see. Tell me, do relationships tend to form in these co-educated groups of warriors? 

Is there a policy for such a thing? Do complications ever arise from incidents like these?” 

 “It‟s not unheard of, and it‟s not particularly shunned either. If you are referring to 

emotional relationships, those almost never form. Soldiers tend to approach sex casually. 

There already exists a bond between brothers and sisters in arms that is way stronger than any 

emotional attachment could be. We literally put our lives in each other‟s hands.” 

 “Very interesting. And…” 

 “Do relationships not form between the soldiers of the empire?” 

 “Um… I suppose so. I spend little time with soldiers back home, but they rely on one 

another as you do, so…” 

 “That‟s not what I was talking about, excellency.” 

 “Oh, you mean…right, I see. That I would not know about.” Igarla‟s implication 

clearly made Ghrestal uncomfortable. “Anyway, if I may return to my line of questions. Is 

there any stigma attached to genders in the army? I mean, can one say that there exists a 

behavioral pattern for women and one for men?” 

 “We are soldiers, not machines. We still have personalities, and those are influenced 

by how we were raised, which is influenced partially by our gender.” 

 “And what about family? Are many of your fellow female soldiers mothers?” 

 “Quite a few, yes.” 

 “And their husbands are responsible for raising the children on their own?” 

 “If a woman can do it, why couldn‟t a man as well?” 

 “I suppose there‟s no reason why not. But if casual sexual relationships are so 

common among troops, what happens is a woman gets pregnant?” 

 “Generally she fights until the armor no longer fits. When that happens she is given a 

leave of absence until the child is born. That is one solution, anyway.” 

 “There is another then?” 

 “There is, but you would certainly not want to hear it.” 

 “Oh please, I am not one to judge. The point of this conversation is to expand my 

knowledge. Don‟t feel a need to hold back anything!” 

 “Very well. You see, some women when they get pregnant do not wish to give birth, 

being that they have no partner or no desire to raise a family. In that case the can undergo a 

treatment with a special potion that sterilizes her.” 

 The ambassador‟s expression changed. He seemed shocked, but kept good control 



over his reaction. 

 “So… the woman can kill the unborn child while still inside her?” 

 “And simultaneously remove her chances of getting pregnant again, yes.” 

 “I… see.” 

 “Is everything alright, excellency?” Igarla asked, knowing very well that everything 

was not alright. 

 “Well, I am merely surprised a bit, that‟s all.” 

 “We believe that a woman should have the right to choose what she will allow to 

happen to her own body.” 

 “Are they though? By killing the child are they not making a decision about the body 

of someone else as well?” 

 “A controversial issue to be sure. We have a particular stance on the matter, however.” 

 “And if a woman chooses to undergo this… procedure, but then later decides that she 

does want children of her own?” 

 “There are a great many children living as orphans in need of parents. They can 

always adopt one of them.” 

 “One would think that the population of the country would suffer under a policy like 

this.” 

 “One would think that the oppressed women in more backwards nations would tire of 

being considered little more than broodmares.” 

 Igarla‟s comment was followed by a short period of silence. She was very stern in her 

gaze, she could feel herself being analyzed by Ghrestal. Finally after a short while he spoke. 

 “You were one from the special expedition to my homeland, weren‟t you?” 

 “I was.” 

 “I take is you were not pleased by what you experienced.” 

 “Despite the best efforts of our hosts, no, I was not.” 

 “Is the cause for your dislike of my countrymen the life our women lead?” 

 “Are you interested in my honest opinion, ambassador?” 

 “I wouldn‟t ask otherwise.” 

Igarla leaned forward in her chair, and lowered her voice keeping a strong tone. 

 “I despise your kind. Not the people of Nemeron, just the ruling class. You claim to be 

the uniting force of the continent or Maradar, the great liberators. The things I‟ve seen your 

soldiers do, the things I‟ve seen you people try to hide from me, to make you look like a 

strong country with vast resources at our disposal. In true Nemeron is built on the extortion of 

its people. They die of hunger, famine, disease while soldiers and aristocrats feast on their 

misery. You are a sick race of men, and deserve none of the wealth you enjoy. And now 

you‟re here playing nice with a representative of everything you hate in the world.” 

 Ghrestal remained silent for a second. His expression revealed to Igarla that he was not 

surprised by this. 

 “You are right, Igarla. I see there is no point in acting the diplomat in front of you. 

You do represent one of the biggest problems in the world in my eyes. Women shouldn‟t be 

allowed in the army. They should be housewives baring children and raising them, keeping 

the country‟s population stable. It‟s a model that has worked well for ages and one that is in 

no need of change.” 



 “And walking all over your people is completely just as well, I guess.” 

 “Of course it is. People are fools. They need guidance, otherwise they turn on each 

other in the blink of an eye. Knowing their place and keeping them from having delusions of 

freedom makes it easy to keep order.” 

 “I wonder if living as one of them would affect your opinion on the matter.” 

 “Lomar considers itself a great nation, but in reality it is a naive one. The only hope it 

has of remaining great, is if they notice this in time and take control over their people‟s hearts 

and minds before it‟s too late.” 

 Another period of silence followed. Igarla leaned even closer to the ambassador, so 

close, that he could feel her breath on his face. She spoke in almost a whisper. 

 “Let me make one thing perfectly clear, ambassador. I may have to play nice with you 

because of your status and because of my orders, but know this. I know how your kind works. 

I know how you „conquer‟. Trying to take apart a country from the inside before taking them 

on in honorable combat is the coward‟s way. I know that that is your primary function in this 

city, and if I so much as suspect you are up to something treacherous, I will slit your throat 

myself. Do we understand one another?” 

 Ghrestal did not answer immediately.  

 “Your accusations have little basis, I‟m afraid, my lady.” The last word was 

accompanied by a smirk. ” You are very wrong if you think my purpose here is any more than 

diplomatic.” 

 Igarla drew back slowly then stood up from her chair.  

 “I enjoyed this chat, ambassador. We must do it again sometime.” 

 “It would be my pleasure, captain.” 

 And with that Igarla left the ambassadors room. 

 Igarla liked to finish the day with a little exercise whenever she could. After her usual 

sword practice and cardio training she stopped for a short moment in front of the archery 

range. In a sudden bolt of curiosity she took up one of the bows laying on a stand and drew 

the arrow for the first time since she left the special forces. She was pleased to see that her 

accuracy was not affected greatly by her lack of practice over the years. She hit all the targets 

from a distance of one-hundred paces, though not nearly as in the center as when she last used 

a bow. As she was studying her last shot, an arrow from behind her took off and hit the target 

dead center. To her side she could see that the shot came from Tamolar, the soldier she had 

spoken to a few days ago by the fire.  

 “Beautiful shot!”  

 “It‟s not difficult.” Tamolar replied. “I have all the time in the world. That target 

wasn‟t going anywhere.” 

 “Where did you learn to shoot like that?” 

 “From my uncle. He was a hunter in his free time, and taught me how.” 

 “Do you think you could repeat it?” 

 Tamolar picked up another arrow from the stand and drew his bow. He held it there for 

about twenty seconds before letting up and taking the shot. The arrow hit one finger under the 

previous one. 

 “Almost.” He said. 



 “With accuracy that good you could easily become an archer.” 

 “I doubt it. Like I said, the board goes nowhere, and I have time to think. I‟m far less 

accurate under pressure. I do better at arms distance.” 

 “You could improve on this with practice.” 

 “Undoubtedly, but who has the time? I‟ve never needed more than my blade and my 

shield.” 

 “I‟ve seen you in battle, you handle yourself well. Can I interest you in a friendly 

duel?” 

 Tamolar put down the bow.  

 “A friendly one? No.” he said as he reached for the wooden blades. He threw one in 

Igarla‟s direction. 

 “What are the rules?” she asked. 

 “The challenger decides.” 

 “Alright. Standard sword fighting rules. First deadly strike is the one to win.” 

 “I‟m ready.” 

 “Defend yourself!” 

 Tamolar‟s style was far different in appearance when she saw it on the battlefield. It 

seemed very random there, when in reality it was fast and precise. Every block on Igarla‟s 

part was crucial, for if a single one of Tamolar‟s strikes had hit it would have been a game 

winning one. He was able to counterattack from just about every defensive move he took, 

despite her best efforts Igarla was unable to relax for even a fraction of a second. A small 

crowd had started to gather around the two of them. After about a minute of fighting Igarla 

noticed a crack in his defenses. She struck immediately, but this proved to be a mistake. 

Tamolar not only dodged the blow, but in the same motion swung around and landed a strike 

on Igarla‟s unprotected leg. The wooden sword made a large smack sound and Igarla 

stumbled for a second in pain. Tamolar stopped and hesitated at the sight of this. Igarla 

needed no more incentive. She struck from Tamolar‟s left side so fast, that he was unable to 

block in time. 

 “Direct hit.” She said. 

 Tamolar nodded. 

 “That was a real exercise though.” She added. 

 “A good reminder as to why I carry a shield in my left hand.” Tamolar said quietly. 

“Um…is your leg alright, captain?” 

 Igarla moved the weight of her body to her right leg to see.  

 “Perfectly.” 

 “Because that strike came full force and… it obviously left a mark on the sword.” 

Tamolar lifted the sword which had a small dent in it. 

 “I‟m fine, really. You are most certainly one of the best swordsmen I have ever met.” 

 “This is just training, captain. I was never trained for war. I had to impress noble 

parents. The battlefield is a whole different experience. Thank you for the exercise, I think I‟ll 

go get something to drink.” 

 “Can I treat you to something?” 

 “Thank you, captain, but I was talking about a pitcher of water, or something.” 

 “Ah, right. I remember.” 



 “Good day, captain.” Tamolar saluted and walked away from the training grounds. 

Still panting slightly Igarla walked towards a bench, and when Tamolar was out of sight, sat 

down to rest her awfully hurting leg. 

 The new orders arrived in the evening. Colonel Radomis entrusted Igarla and her 

squad with running a patrol of a certain region of the northlands and whipping out any and all 

enemy encampments. As soon as she got them she went looking for Belvar to share the new 

orders. 

 “Belvar!” 

 She found the lieutenant in the middle of writing a letter in his quarters. 

 “Captain. Something happen?” 

 “Yes. New orders from Radomis. We‟re being sent to the northlands where Tusakaan 

raiders have been spotted harassing local trade caravans. The local garrisons are ill-equipped 

and can‟t handle them on their own. The task is ours.” 

 “The whole unit or just us?”  

 “Just us.” 

 “Understood. When do we leave?”  

 “Upon sunrise.” 

 “I‟ll go inform the troops immediately. They‟ll be ready by dawn.” 

 “Make sure of it. See you in the morning.” 

 Belvar rolled up the piece of paper he was writing on, stood up, saluted and left the 

room heading for the troops lodgings. Igarla remained at the officer‟s quarters until he 

returned. She sat on her bed looking at the image in her locket. 

 “Everything alright?” Belvar asked her. 

 Igarla turned around and closed the locket.” 

 “Yes.” 

 “Very well then. The troops have been informed. When the time comes they will be 

ready.” 

 “Excellent. Let‟s get some sleep then. We‟ll need the energy.” 

 “Agreed.” Belvar replied. 

 Igarla lay back in her bed without covering herself. She closed her eyes but before she 

could fall asleep Belvar spoke to her. 

 “Um…Igarla. Sorry to keep you awake, but… I need to ask you something.” 

 “I‟m listening.” 

 “I began to think about what you said the other day, and… well, do you think you 

would be able to give your life for Lomar if you had to?” 

 Igarla was surprised by the question. 

 “I wouldn‟t be a particularly effective soldier if I didn‟t.” 

 “That‟s not what I meant. We have been trained to protect our home with our lives if 

need be. That‟s one thing. But if the moment arose, if the fate of the land depended on you 

walking directly into the clutches of death in that moment…could you?” 

 Igarla was still not sure what Belvar was asking. 

 “I‟m not sure I understand the difference.” 

 “It‟s one thing to start something, like a battle, knowing that your life is at risk the 



whole time, it‟s entirely another to take an action that directly results in your death.” 

 “Oh…I think I get it now. I don‟t know. One of the many things we‟ve learned from 

the many horrible things we‟ve experienced over the years, is that the fear of death can arise 

at the most unexpected moments, even in those who have trained diligently against it.” 

 “That‟s for sure. Do you remember Lafrar? Back in Nemeron?” 

 “I remember most of my dead comrades. Poor Lafrar suffered a particularly ugly 

death. Belvar, is something bothering you? The timing of this question is curious.” 

 “I‟ve been thinking back to the expedition days. I remembered this one soldier I 

became good friends with. This was before I was reassigned to Palanor. He was a good 

warrior, but I just felt that he didn‟t belong there, you know? He just didn‟t give the 

impression of a soldier. I still remember the day he died. We ambushed a camping group and 

he was the first to die. Arrowshot to the head. He didn‟t even swing his mace. It was a 

pointless death.” 

 “Don‟t think about it that way. Every soldiers death has meaning.” 

 “The generals aren‟t here, Igarla. Let‟s not bullshit ourselves. Soldiers die practically 

meaningless deaths all the time. It‟s the nature of war. I have always considered myself a 

practical man, that‟s just how it is. We won that battle even without him in the fight. He had 

no way of knowing his death would be that pointless. I just started to wonder, If he knew 

ahead of time that he would die there, even with all his training and conditioning, would he 

have charged out like he did? I then took this thought a step further and asked myself if I 

would have, and quite frankly I have no idea. Death is a danger we all face. The only way to 

make the right decision when faced with it is to prepare yourself.” 

 “The victorious warrior wins first then goes to war, while the defeated goes to war first 

and then seeks to win.” 

 “Wise words indeed. Our ancestors knew it well. Forgive me for keeping you up, but 

you did say I could talk to you.” 

 “I know. It‟s no trouble.” 

 “We really should get to sleep. We have a long journey ahead of us. Good night, 

captain!” 

 “To you too, lieutenant.” 

 The squad marched for five days. During that time they met a group of merchants who 

had come under attack, but not a single Tusakaan anywhere to be seen. In the evening of the 

fifth day they made camp south of a village called Armast while Igarla planned their next 

move. She and Belvar together came to the conclusion that head in the direction of the 

Livador border, on the riverbank. The best place to hide would be forest in that area. After 

three days of searching they still found nothing. The trackers found signs of them, but they all 

lead nowhere. They made camp for the night. 

 “We will continue in the morning!” gave Igarla the order. “This spot will do for our 

campsite. I want sentinels around the perimeter. Be on your guard!” 

 “You heard the captain!” shouted Belvar. “Get those tents up! Come on! Group one, 

you get the first watch! To work!” 

 The squad began setting up camp. Igarla called Belvar into her own tent for a tactical 

discussion.  



 “Here‟s the deal. Our time is almost up, and we haven‟t found so much as a trace of 

the Tusakaan out here. We are far away enough from any inhabited area, that if they are 

hiding around here they are not endangering any civilians.” 

 “I agree.” 

 “If they are in these woods we will deal with them. If two more days of searching 

doesn‟t turn them up we head back to the city and report to Radomis.” 

 “Will two days be enough?” 

 “If it takes longer than that they are no threat.” 

 “Understood. I will take a few men and do a little reconnaissance.” 

 “Good idea. Don‟t stay away for long.” 

 Belvar saluted and left. The camp was set up and the fires burning. Igarla sat down on 

her animal-skin cover and took her journal out of her bag. She began writing under the date of 

that day. 

 „We are through with another day of marching, still without success. We have met 

victims of Tusakaan raids in the past few days, but they have stayed clear of any settlements. 

If they are active nearby their goals are a mystery to me. If they are not here to pillage or 

ransack villages I can only guess as to their motives. The only suitable area to hide in is the 

forest of Khaltos, where we are currently camping. Reconnaissance is under way. If we fail to 

find them here as well, after two days we will turn back and make for the City of Fire.‟ 

 Finishing her entry she lay down on the ground. After a few short minutes she had 

fallen asleep. She was visited by dreams again that night. Images of Nemeron. Marching 

soldiers stomping on the bones of millions of peasants. Burned down forests and destroyed 

villages which all looked very Lomaran. She was awakened by Belvar‟s voice.  

 “Igarla! Igarla!” 

 She turned toward the entrance to the tent. Belvar‟s face was visible looking very 

worried.  

 “Belvar?” 

 “Igarla, we found something, but this cannot be…” 

 “What? Have you found the Tusakaan?” 

 “Have we ever! Come quickly. You‟ll have to see this with your own eyes!” 

 Igarla sprung out of bed and hastily put on her armor.  

 “Come! Hurry!” 

 Belvar ran out of the tent with Igarla right behind her. They left the camp and headed 

north. After about five minutes of fast paced moving Belvar ducked down behind a shrub. 

 “Look there! On the far side of the river!” 

 Igarla got down beside him. 

 “Where? I see nothing.” 

 “Look carefully, on the opposing riverbank, to the left among the trees!” 

 Igarla leaned out of the shrub to get a better look at the area Belvar indicated to her. 

 “Are you sure? I can‟t…” she stopped mid-sentence when she heard the sound of 

crossbow being prepped to fire from behind her. She sprung up and turned to face it, but the 

arrow was already in flight. The shot hit her in the thigh and she cried out in pain. She didn‟t 

even have the time to draw her sword. Her attackers were Tuskers. members of a separate 

Tusakaan tribe. She could just barely make out the outline of Belvar backing away, then 



turning his back and running off. Before she could take after him another arrow flew from the 

forest and struck her in the side. The strength of the shot caused Igarla to lose her footing, and 

she fell from the side of the hill in the direction of the river. The water was cold as ice. She 

tried to stay on the surface, but the pain kept her from being able to move her leg, and the loss 

of blood began to wear her out. After a few seconds her world faded to black.  

 When her eyes opened she found herself in the attic room of a small house. It was hot, 

and she could feel herself sweating. Slowly she tried to get up and look around, but a sudden 

pain shooting into her side kept her from doing so. She fought of the need to scream and lay 

back down. She tried to calm herself. Once she caught her breath again she tried sitting up, 

taking great care not to stress the wounded area. She managed to get up and get a better look 

at her surroundings. Chests and boxes were all around her and she was laying on a surface 

padded with animal fur. The attic had only one window right in front of her. The low angle of 

the sunlight indicated that it must be morning.  

 Suddenly Igarla heard steps. They were coming from behind one of the boxes under 

the floor. She tried getting up, but her wounded leg kept her from doing so. 

 “Hello? Are…um…Are you awake?” said the voice that sounded young and female. “I 

heard noises. Is everything alright?” 

 Igarla did not answer. 

 “I‟m coming up, ok? I won‟t hurt you, I‟m just bringing water.” 

 There was a slow creaking sound indicating that a trap door was opening. From behind 

the box the head of a young woman popped out. She had dark brown hair with two braided 

strands wrapped around her head. Her eyes were green with no red in them. As the rest of 

form became visible Igarla could see that she was wearing green and brown Livadorian 

peasant‟s clothes. Her face looked nervous. 

 “You‟re awake then.” She said. “Forgive me, you must have lots of questions. My 

name is Loraine, and I found you washed up and wounded on the riverbank. I removed two 

arrows from you, on in the leg and one in the side. The wounds were bad, but I treated them. 

You‟re in no more danger of dying.” The girl was holding a pitcher of water in her hands. She 

slowly approached Igarla‟s resting place and kneeled down beside her. 

 “Where am I?” Igarla was not sure what to think of her hostess, she asked the first 

question that sprang to mind. 

 “In my house, not too far away from the town of Lighn.” 

 “In Livador? I ended up on the opposite shore?” 

 “Well… It would seem so.” 

 “How long was I out?” 

 “I found you two nights ago. If you don‟t mind I must ask… how did you end up 

there? You were wearing the gear of a soldier.” 

 “I was… the victim of a betrayal.” Igarla was cautious.  with her answers. The girl 

appeared harmless but one couldn‟t be too careful. “My name is Igarla.” 

 “Pleased to meet you. Are you thirsty?” 

 After a slight hesitation Igarla took the pitcher of water and lifted it to her mouth. She 

had not even realized how thirsty she was until the water was pouring down her throat. It felt 

really good. 



 “I treated your wounds with a herbal extract against infection and numbed the afflicted 

area with a relaxant while you slept to soften the pain.” 

 “You‟re a doctor?” 

 “I don‟t practice healing professionally but my mother was one. I learned everything 

about healing war-injuries from her. You will have to rest for a while until you recover fully.” 

 “I‟ve had similar wounds before. The physicians ordered me not to return to service 

for weeks.” 

 “Yes I saw the scars. You must have seen a lot of action. The physicians were right. I 

would recommend not wandering for about that long.” 

 “Out of the question! I don‟t have time to stay in Livador for weeks. I have to get back 

to Lomar as soon as possible.” 

 As she said that a strong pain struck her side and she was forced on her back. Loraine 

grabbed her, and laid her down gently. 

 “Careful! I know you don‟t like it, but trust me. You won‟t get far with pain like that if 

you leave now.” 

 “You… may be right.” Igarla said panting. 

 “”You needn‟t worry. You are safe here. We are far away from great traffic and you 

can stay here until you can get back on your feet again.” 

 “Then… so be it.” 

 “I‟ll go get your medicine prepared. I‟ll be back later to apply the balm to your 

wounds.” She got up and left for the door. ”If you are in need of anything just knock on the 

floor and I‟ll be right up.” 

 “Thanks you.” 

Loraine smiled and left Igarla alone. 

 As she lay there she ran the events that brought her here through her head again. As 

Belvar lured her away from camp, lead her to the riverbank, distracted her so she could get 

shot by Tusker raiders, and then ran off. After that everything was blurry. How she fell into 

the river and ended up on the other shore. She could not even remember if she swam ashore 

on her own or if it was all thanks to the current. As these thought raced through her head, one 

question nagged at her the whole time. Why? What could Belvar possibly hope to gain by 

removing her from the picture? Did this have something to do with getting that position aside 

the consul? 

 She kept thinking about such things, but after a while the fatigue caused her to fall 

asleep again. In her dreams she saw Tusakaan raiders. She watched them level farms and 

towns, burning everything in sight, murdering farmers, shepherds and sacking without end. 

The soldier were unable to stop them, all who opposed them were slaughtered. Screams of 

terror and anguish were all around her. And she was completely helpless.  

 “Good morning!” 

Loraine‟s voice woke Igarla up. As she opened her eyes she saw her kneeling above her with 

a small bowl in her hands. 

 “I was up early gathering herbs and made you a balm for your wounds.” 

Remembering that she was still hurt Igarla sat up slowly. 



 “What sort of balm?” 

 “To prevent infection. No need to worry. Just let me treat the wounded area. It will 

sting a bit.” 

She raised Igarla‟s shirt on the left side to make the arrow-wound visible and removed the 

bandages. She took a tiny bit of the balm on her fingertips and began rubbing the muscle with 

it. Once the skin had soaked it up she put the bandage back on and moved on to the leg. 

 “There you go, all done. How do you feel?” 

 “Terribly.” Igarla replied. 

 “I can imagine. At any rate, just try to rest. You are lucky to be alive.” 

Igarla had one question poking around in her head. 

 “Tell me, Loraine, why are you helping me?” 

 “If I hadn‟t you would be dead.” 

 “I know that, but you are also hiding me. In my home hiding a soldier of a hostile 

nation is a criminal offence. Will this not get you in trouble if someone finds out?” 

 “Hardly anyone ever comes by here. Hardly a soul comes by here every few weeks. 

And besides, your king may have gotten into a disagreement with mine, but that does not 

make you my enemy. You have done nothing to make me fear you.” 

 Her words sounded true. Igarla slowly started to fathom what incredible luck she had. 

Anyone else would probably have turned her over to the Livador authorities, and they do not 

take kindly to Lomaran visitors wearing soldier‟s armor.  

 “Are you a soldier?” Loraine asked. 

 “Yes.” 

 “That‟s… surprising.” 

 “I know it is not custom in Livador. In Lomar it is quite common.” 

 “I‟ve never seen a woman with a build like yours before. With those muscles your 

arms could be mistaken for a man‟s.” 

 “Thank you. If you meant it as a compliment.” 

 “I…well it was just an observation, really…but not in a bad way…I mean…” Loraine 

was obviously embarrassed. Igarla hurried to calm her. 

 “It‟s fine. I don‟t feel insulted.” 

 “Good…um… I shall go make something to eat. I‟ll bring you a plate once it‟s done.” 

 “Thanks you. I‟m really grateful. For everything you‟ve done for me.” 

 “Let me know if you need anything.” 

 She got up and slowly left the attic. Igarla was left alone again with her thoughts. This 

time she was not trying to figure out the reason of the betrayal. Rather what she would do 

from here. Her wounds were nasty and painful. The loss of blood would have made her weak, 

walking would be difficult, and the scars splitting open was also a possibility. Not to mention 

that she was trapped in a foreign land full of people unfriendly towards her kind, and she 

would be instantly recognized by the color of her eyes. She needed to get to the other side of 

the river as soon as she could. Swimming across would probably not be a good idea because 

of the strong currents, meaning she would have to find the nearest bridge. Once back in 

Lomar Belvar would have to be dealt with. Everyone in the army must believe her dead, so 

revealing herself directly to the traitor would most likely be the best option, lest he should 

have the chance to escape or try to kill her again. 



 She decided to leave the „how‟-s alone for the time being. She could not go anywhere 

anyway until she was fully recovered. Carefully she tried to stand up. She let most of her 

weight rest on her left leg so as not to stress the weaker muscles. Leaning on the boxes around 

her she was able to slowly limp toward the trap door. The hardest part was going down the 

stairs, but one by one she managed to get to the bottom without hurting her foot too much. 

The stairs lead her into a small empty room. To her right was an open door through which she 

could see the river outside. To her left was an archway leading to the rest of the house. She 

looked around and leaning on the wall kept on walking. Beyond the arch to the left she found 

Loraine standing in front of a fireplace, leaning over a pot of food. Behind her were 

cupboards and a dining table with chairs.  Loraine heard the footsteps behind her and turned 

toward the door. She gasped when she saw Igarla on her feet, and rushed over to lend her a 

hand. 

 “Gods, what are you doing?” 

 “Just having a look around and stretching my legs.” Igarla replied. 

 “Your wounds are still fresh! Stressing the muscles will set back your recovery.” 

 “I‟m not stressing the wounded muscles, relax. This is not the first time this has 

happened to me.” 

Loraine helped her sit down on a chair in front of the table. 

 “Well in just a few minutes the food will be ready.” 

 “It smells wonderful.” 

 “Duck-soup based on an old family recipe. You‟ll see, it‟ll be the best you‟ve ever 

tasted!” 

 Igarla took another look around. From the window one could see only trees and a road. 

There were no other houses nearby. 

 “Loraine, can I ask you something?” 

 “Sure.” 

 “Why do you live out here all alone?” 

 “I‟m not exactly a people-person.” 

 “Odd.” 

 “What do you mean?” 

 “You know I had this one soldier in my squad.” As she said this Loraine turned around 

to face her. “He is an odd person. When we make camp he doesn‟t mingle with his comrades 

or anything, just sits all by himself starring at the fire. I‟ve never even seen him smile. One 

can tell though that he really hates people in general. You on the other hand, upon seeing a 

wounded soldier in Lomaran armor your first reaction is to take her in and nurse her back to 

health. You just seem to… nice to hate people.” 

 Loraine didn‟t answer, she just starred at the ground. After a bit of silence she finally 

spoke.  

 “I‟m afraid of Livador society. Religion is strong here, influencing peoples judgment 

and leaving little tolerance for people with… different ideas. It‟s better for me here where I 

attract little attention.” 

 “Is it because you‟re not married?” 

 “Among other thing. I know little about Lomar, but here a woman my age who hasn‟t 

found a husband and raised at least two children has done nothing with her life in the eyes of 



the people.” 

 “I understand. And I sympathize, honestly. I didn‟t mean to pry, if you don‟t want to 

talk about it I‟ll back off.” 

 “Thanks. And if I may ask you something, what‟s it like being a woman and a 

soldier?” 

 “It‟s hard. Not harder that if I was a man, but… well, there are horrifying moments. 

I‟ve seen many friends die in horrible ways, and you never get used to seeing dead civilians.” 

 “I see. By the way, I gathered all you belongings and things I found on you, and put 

them in this box.” Loraine pointed to a wooden box in the corner.  

 “Oh, wonderful. Would you do something for me? I was wearing a golden locket an 

my neck. Could you find it for me?” 

 “Of course.” She rummaged through the chest and pulled out the afore mentioned 

locket. “Here you are. Um…I hope you don‟t mind but I noticed the picture of the lady inside. 

Who is she? A relative of yours?” 

 “No. Not a relative. Just a friend.” 

 “Well, I think the soup is done. One second and I‟ll get you some too.” 

 She set the table and offered a bowl of soup to Igarla. She had truly never eaten 

anything as delicious in her life. Especially after what she regularly received in the army. The 

talked a lot over the meal. Loraine asked her about life in the army and what it was like. Igarla 

told her the tails of a few of her adventures facing the lizards as well. She also got to know 

Loraine a little bit. She found out that her father was a warrior in the army with quite a 

reputation. Her brother, Roger had carried on their fathers tradition and become a soldier 

himself. Her mother was a healer of front line injured soldiers. She was the one who taught 

Loraine all about herbs and healing. Her parents both died in war, and she‟d been living in 

that house on the riverside by herself  ever since with little contact to others. Her brother was 

the only one who visited her occasionally.  

  

 Igarla was pleased to be able to do pushups again. Over the past weak and a half or so 

she had healed well and could barely feel the pain anymore. Loraine was also very friendly to 

her. They continued to get to know each other. Among many thing Igarla learned that Loraine 

had served on her mother‟s side in aiding wounded troops, she could imitate a crylinian 

accent very accurately, and that when she was young she tried to get a friend of hers to fall in 

love with her by brewing a love-potion. It didn‟t work. She was clearly happy to have 

company. It occurred to Igarla that she might be trying to keep her there a while longer than 

needed, but then even Igarla could tell that she was not fully healed yet. Setting of at this 

stage would have been irresponsible. At any rate she was pleased to be doing physical 

workouts again. Losing herself in counting pushups was a welcome change, while she 

continued to think of what to do once she got back home.   

 One day though Loraine rushed up to the attic in what looked like a panic. 

 “What‟s going on?” Igarla asked when she saw the look of worry on her face. 

 “We‟ve got a problem.” She said and started to search through on of the chests. “You 

remember my older brother, the one I told you about? A messenger just got here. He‟s coming 

to visit.” 

 “Right now?” 



 “Sometime today. His unit is stationed here for a while and he was given leave to 

come see me. ” 

 “Then perhaps it‟s best if I leave now.” 

 “No. I won‟t allow it. Not until you‟re in condition to travel.” 

 “I‟ll be fine. I can stand on my leg and the pain is bearable.” 

 “An injured Lomaran will not get far in Livador, trust me. No, I have an idea.” She 

took a woman‟s dress and a scarf out of the chest. “He will be staying here for a few nights, 

so trying to hide you is not a good idea. Put this on and wrap the scarf around your eyes. 

We‟ll tell him you are a blind woman traveling with a group of merchants. I found you in the 

forest attacked by bandits. I brought you back here, treated you, and you know the rest.” 

 “Why am I blind?” 

 “Uh…reptyl fever. You were treated in time, but you had already lost your eyesight.” 

 “Are you sure about this? What is he suspects it‟s not true?” 

 “I‟ll take care of it, don‟t worry. It‟ll be fine.” 

 “Alright, if you say so.” 

 Igarla hesitantly put on the dress. She had not worn a skirt since she was a little girl, 

she never really liked it. She tied the scarf around her head covering her eyes. The material of 

the cloth was slightly see-through, she could see in front of her for a short distance.  

 “Can you see?” 

 “A little, yes.” 

 “Good. Here, take this cane. Use it to pretend you can‟t see.” 

 “I hope this works.” 

 “My brother won‟t object to me helping a blind woman. Relax, he won‟t suspect a 

thing.” 

 The knock on the door came later that day. Loraine rushed to open it and let her 

brother in. He was a tall, handsome man only slightly older than his sister. He had a short 

trimmed hair and wore the uniform of the Livador garrison.  

 “Roger! You‟re finally here!” Loraine jumped into his arms.  

 “I missed you, Lori! How are you? Is everything alright?” 

 “Just the usual, you know. Come on in! I‟d just finished making supper. Let me 

introduce you to someone.” 

 “Excellent! Ah, and I see you have a guest?” Roger noticed Igarla as he stepped into 

the dining room. She got up from her chair a felt around in front of her with the cane. 

 “Roger” said Loraine “this is Igarla. She is a merchant from Morige. Igarla, this is my 

brother, Roger.” 

 Loraine didn‟t sound even the least bit nervous. Igarla moved clumsily in the direction 

of the entrance and put her hand out. 

 “An honor to meet you, sir” She said politely as a high class woman of Livador 

should. “I‟m so pleased to finally meet you. I‟ve heard so much about you.” 

 “The honor is all mine, madam.” answered Roger and hurried ahead of her, so as not 

to force her to walk towards him.  

 “Igarla was a victim of reptyl fever a few years back. She is completely blind.” 

Explained Loraine. 



 “I see.” Responded Roger. “please accept my sympathies, madam Igarla. To what do 

we owe this pleasure?” 

 “Well, good sir, your sister saved my life.” Began Igarla. 

 “I found her in the woods with two arrow-wounds. She had almost bled to death. They 

were on their way to Lighn with a group of merchants when bandits attacked.” 

 “Bandits?” said Roger with shock in his voice. “That‟s… that‟s terrible. Did anyone 

else survive?” 

 “I have heard from no one else since, sir.” Replied Igarla. 

 “I saw no one else on the spot when I was there.” Said Loraine. “Please, everyone  sit 

down! Let‟s eat before the meal goes cold.” 

 “That sounds great! Has the madam had the opportunity to experience my sisters 

masterful cooking yet? She has no match, I assure you.” 

 “You‟ll hear no argument from me there.” Igarla replied. 

 During dinner all seemed to go well. Roger was very well-mannered throughout the 

entire evening, and Igarla‟s performance as a Livadorian merchant woman was very 

convincing. The boy asked only a little about Igarla‟s past, which she answered with 

believable lies. Roger seemed most interested in the bandit attack. Fortunately Igarla knew 

enough about bandit attacks to give a plausible story, and giving only the specific details that 

a blind person would pick up on. 

 “By the way, Loraine.” He said changing the subject. “Do you ever visit the town?” 

 “No more than necessary, you know. ” 

  “You still don‟t like it there?” 

 “Roger, lets please not talk about this.” 

 “Why not? I‟m sure your guest has already wondered why you live here in the woods 

all by yourself, no friends of family.” 

 “We have spoken about this, actually.” 

 “Don‟t make that face. You know very well I want only what‟s best for you. Igarla 

deals is trade and I‟m sure she has a family at home in Morige. Or am I wrong?” 

 Roger looked at Igarla. She could barely make it out under the cloth, but she was sure 

that Loraine was looking right at her with a look of panic on her face. What was she supposed 

to say to that? 

 “Well, as a matter of fact, I intended to for a while, but…” Igarla began slowly. “But, 

well you see, my sickness changed everything.” Loraine breathed a sigh of relief. “Reptyl 

fever only effects grown people, it can be cured, but it also carries over generations. If a child 

is born with the disease in his blood it could cripple him for life.” 

 Roger felt ashamed. 

 “Of course, you‟re right, I‟d forgotten. It must be terrible.” 

 “My engagement was broken up once the doctor diagnosed me with the fever. As you 

can see, they did not stop it in time.” 

 “It was ignorant of me to bring it up, madam, do forgive me! All I want is for my 

sister to be happy. I have been unable to talk her into finding a good husband.” 

 “Roger” interrupted Loraine “let‟s not bore our guest. She wouldn‟t be interested in 

our family affairs.” 

 “Very well. So how long do you intend to stay?” 



 “Your sister insists I remain until my injuries are healed. Afterwards she volunteered 

to escort me into town so that I may continue my journey. I‟ll find a coach from there to take 

me home.” 

 “How long until she‟s better?” he asked Loraine. 

 “A matter of days. She is almost completely healed.” 

 “Miss Loraine is capable of miracles. She is a very talented doctor.” Igarla praised. 

 “Just like our dear mother.” Roger said sadly.  

 “I see you‟re done with your food, Igarla. Would you like me to escort you back to the 

attic.” Asked Loraine. 

 “Yes please, my dear.” Igarla replied. 

 “I‟ll be right back.” She told Roger. 

 “Of course. Good night, madam.” 

 “To you as well, sir.” 

 Loraine took Igarla by the arm and led her out of the dining room. At the top of the 

stairs she whispered quietly to Igarla.  

 “That went very well! Your answer about family was perfect. I was worried you 

wouldn‟t know how reptyl fever is carried.” 

 “Thanks you. You were very convincing yourself.” 

 “Stay here until morning. I‟ll be back to help you decide what next. I think you‟d 

better keep the scarf on.” 

 “As you wish, my lady.” Igarla said with a smile. 

 “Good night, madam.” 

She bowed with a large grin on her face then left the attic. Igarla lay down on the fur and went 

right to sleep. 

 Igarla spent most of the nest up in the attic. Despite the success of supper the other day 

she did not want to tempt fate. The more she spoke with Roger the greater the risk he would 

notice something. She kept the scarf on at all times so there would be no danger of him seeing 

her eyes. She sat up in the attic all day and meditated. Her wound were all but completely 

healed, meaning she could soon embark on her trip to return to Lomar. Though she was still 

not sure as for what to do once she got there, or even how she was going to cross the border. 

Loraine had said she would help her get to the town, but then what? 

 Loraine came up twice that day. Once to bring up food, and once to look at the 

wounds. Roger also came up once with her. He was a bit surprised that Igarla was ok in a bed 

so modest, but he did not seem suspicious. Nothing happened all day until late at night, when 

Igarla heard that a messenger had come with a note for Roger. She heard none of the 

conversation with the messenger, but once he was gone, he started talking to Loraine. 

Suspecting that there may be some trouble Igarla snuck down silently to listen in on them. 

They were talking in the kitchen. 

 “Look, I think I‟ve been dancing around the issue for quite a while now, but… I have 

to speak to you about something.” Said Rogers voice. “It has to do with your guest.” 

 “Is something wrong with Igarla?” 

 “Maybe. I think. I just can‟t shake the feeling that she isn‟t who she says she is…” 

 “Come on, Roger…” 



 “Wait, hear me out. She tries to hide it behind that dress, but I can tell by her 

movements that she‟s way stronger built than any merchant I know of. She shook hands with 

me yesterday. Most of my fellow soldiers don‟t have a grip like she does!” 

 Igarla started to get worried. Apparently they had not done as good a job of hiding it as 

they thought.  

 “You‟re overreacting.” Loraine answered. “So she takes care of her body. I don‟t see 

why that‟s a problem.” 

 “Women don‟t take care of their bodies like that. They keep them beautiful not strong 

as an ox.” 

 “Why should she try staying desirable, when her chances were destroyed by her 

sickness?” 

 “A body like that only comes with years of training. And when was the last time you 

heard someone call a healer a „doctor‟? She used that word every time. I also don‟t believe 

she was attacked by bandits.” 

 “What?” 

 “We have been keeping a close watch on the area. We haven‟t had any bandit attacks 

out here in over a year.” 

 “I treated the wounds myself. Do you think she tripped and fell on those two arrows?” 

 “Why are you defending her so?” 

 “Because she‟s a poor blind woman, who would have died in the river if I hadn‟t 

helped her.” 

 “The river?” 

Roger noticed the slip of the tongue immediately. Igarla new this could not end well.  

 “Forest. I meant to say forest.” 

 “Lori, you know I can tell when you‟re not telling me the truth, right? Please just tell 

me who she really is.” 

 “I already have.” 

 “She… she isn‟t…?” 

 “What? NO! Nothing like that! I‟ve told you. She‟s a helpless soul in need of aid, and 

I gave it to her.” 

 “Lori, you know I only want your safety. I can‟t protect you if you‟re not honest with 

me. Please tell me, who is she?” 

 Igarla made up her mind. She would take matters into her own hands. She took off the 

scarf and stood in the doorway.  

 “She‟s telling the truth.” She said. Both members of the conversation turned around in 

surprise. Igarla was standing there with her eyes closed. “I‟m a stranger whose life she 

saved.” 

Slowly she opened her eyes. Roger gazed in alarm, jumped before Loraine and drew his 

sword.  

 “A Lomaran?! You‟re hiding a Lomaran in your 

home!”



 
 “Roger please, let me explain!” Loraine cried desperately. Roger ignored her. He 

spoke to Igarla. 

 “Who are you and what do you want with my sister?” 



 “My name is Igarla. I am a captain in the Lomaran army. As for your sister I want 

nothing of her. She found me, she saved my life. That‟s all.” 

 “What are you doing here?” 

 “I was patrolling the northlands for Tusakaan parties when I was betrayed by one of 

my officers. I was cast into the river and wound up here. You won‟t need that sword. I have 

no wish to hurt you.” 

 “Why, Loraine? Why didn‟t you tell anyone? This is no longer just risking your 

freedom, they could have you executed for this!” 

 “She means no danger to us, Roger, you have to believe me. Please put that away!” 

 “No. Give me a single reason why I should believe a word you say!” he yelled firmly 

at Igarla. She replied without hesitation. 

 “Neither you nor your sister present any danger to me. If I wanted her dead she would 

be dead. And I could kill you right now with ease if I wanted.” 

Roger hesitated. He could see in Igarla‟s red eyes that she was not in the least bit intimidated 

by his sword. After a brief second he lowered it.  

 “You…you realize that if anyone found out about this, my sister would be in big 

trouble?” 

 “Yes. And believe me, I have no intention of risking her security. Once I‟m fully 

recovered I‟ll be gone.” 

 “Why don‟t you come and talk with my superior? If what you say is true he can help 

you.” 

 “You know very well, that if I surrender to the authorities I will never see my home 

again.” 

Roger looked down on the ground. Igarla was right. His comrades would most likely just 

execute her. He took a few steps around the room trying to think of what to do. Finally he 

spoke. 

 “Let‟s get one thing out of the way right now. I don‟t trust you. Not at all. Your story 

sounds believable but it‟s all way too… convenient. Loraine believes you, so I‟m doing this 

for her. A few minutes ago a messenger arrived with a note from my commanding officer. My 

legion is leaving again for patrol. I will, however return in a week at the most. If upon my 

arrival I still find you here, I will not hesitate to inform my superior. Clear?” 

 “Clear. Thank you.” 

Without a word he turned to Loraine and gave her a hug.  

 “Thank you, Roger. You‟re doing the right thing.” 

 “Just promise to be careful, alright? You can‟t trust her.” 

 “I will be. I promise.” 

 Roger gave her one last look than started toward the door. On his way he bent close to 

Igarla‟s ear and whispered. 

 “By the way, I hope this goes without saying, but if any harm comes to her, I don‟t 

care if you are the superior fighter, I will track you down and I will kill you. Remember that!” 

 And with that he left. Loraine sat down on a chair and buried her face in her hands. 

 “I‟m so sorry.” She said after a while.  

 “Don‟t be. He‟s a good man. He‟s just looking out for you.” 

 “I know, but I wish he hadn‟t snapped at you like that.” 



 “It‟s fine. I‟m just glad I can finally get out of these ridiculous clothes.” 

Loraine giggled.  

 “I‟ll be going to bed I guess as well.” Igarla said.  

 “Good night then. See you tomorrow.” 

 Things returned to normal the next day. Igarla‟s wounds were practically gone and she 

could exercise regularly. Sometime around noon Loraine came up to attic to check the injuries 

one final time.  

 “Just as I thought.” She said. “Just about perfect. Another day and you‟ll be all set to 

go.” She sounded a tad bit disappointed. 

 “It‟s as if you‟re not happy about that.” Igarla noted. 

 “I‟ve gotten used to your company. I‟ll be all alone again once you leave. But don‟t 

worry. I wouldn‟t keep you here a day beyond what I believe to be necessary. I know you 

have important business.” 

 Igarla finally decided to get to the bottom of things.  

 “I have a question. Your brother yesterday mentioned something about me, and that 

you were risking your freedom. Who did he think I was?” 

 “I can‟t say for sure.” 

 “You told him no, right away. You must have had some idea.” 

 “Please, I know your trying to help, but don‟t, alright?” 

 “Loraine… are you in some kind of trouble? Have you done something?” 

 “It‟s not your problem…” 

 Loraine was concentrating on Igarla‟s wound and avoiding eye-contact. Igarla took her 

hand and gently pushed her chin upward with the other hand to try and meet her gaze.  

 “Please listen to me. I know I‟m a foreigner around here, and I may not know anything 

about local culture, and that I must return home as soon as possible. But you did save my life 

and I owe you for that. If you were in any kind of trouble I could help with, you would ask 

me, would you not?” 

 Loraine seemed unable to answer. She gazed intently into Igarla‟s eyes. She found the 

feeling familiar. She had seen this before. She felt Loraine‟s hand return the grasp and her 

other hand, which had been rubbing the balm into side-wound slowly start to stroke her. Tears 

started to form in her eyes. The distance between their faces gradually began to decrease. In 

that moment all thoughts vanished from Igarla‟s mind. All she could think of the beautiful 

face in front of her and how much closer she wished it was. The hand she had under her chin 

moved up against her cheek.  

 All of a sudden, as if woken from a dream, Loraine jolted and backed away letting go 

of Igarla‟s hand. She got up with her hands shaking. 

 “I…I‟m sorry… I didn‟t … I didn‟t mean to … I‟m sorry…” 

 She could barely form words from her mouth. She hastily grabbed for her bowls and 

cloth and left the attic crying. Igarla understood everything now. She just sat there in shock 

for a few moments. She had thought that Loraine had made some sort of mistake or 

committed a crime, and technically she was right, but not in the way she thought. She did not 

expect this. 

 For a while she was unsure as to what she should do. She obviously needed to talk to 



her, but what should she say? She went after Loraine and found her sitting on the steps just 

outside the back door to the house, looking at the river. Igarla, slightly nervous, gently put her 

hand on her shoulder. Loraine glanced back.  

 “Please don‟t be mad…” she said softly. 

 “Don‟t be ridiculous. I think I understand it all now. I‟m sorry, I shouldn‟t have 

pried.” 

 “It‟s not your fault. Now you know why I live out here by myself.” 

 “And… how long… ” 

 “How long have I known? Ever since I first fell in love. My father was a war hero. My 

mom had grown influential too. They wanted to marry me into a respectable house. When I 

was sixteen I was promised to the son of one of their noble friends. After a while I started to 

notice that I spent more time gazing at his sister then him. And it seemed as though she was 

looking at me too. I wasn‟t sure what to think about this feeling at first. I was afraid. My 

parents told me horrible stories of people who were attracted to members of the same sex. I 

didn‟t want to imagine becoming a monster, or worse as they described. But I was just so 

terribly in love, that I just didn‟t care in the end. I‟m still not sure exactly how, but I managed 

to work up the courage to tell her how I felt, and as it turned out, she felt the same way.” 

 “This wouldn‟t be linked to your love-potion story, would it?” Igarla asked.  

Loraine blushed. 

 “Well, it might. A little. We were together for almost a year. We kept it a secret from 

everyone. The first person to discover us was my brother. Had it been anyone else who found 

out, they would have reported us to a priest or worse, but not him. I had to beg him, but he 

finally agreed not to tell anyone, if in return we promised never to see each other again. He 

even talked my parents out of the marriage, and I haven‟t a clue how he managed that. I‟ve 

been living here ever since they died, too scared to go live among people for they might one 

day find out my secret. But even so I could not live out there in the town. I would be 

constantly pressured to marry a man, and live in a relationship with someone I am incapable 

of being attracted to. The only regular visitor I get is my brother. He comes by to check up on 

me, hoping that someday I might get „cured‟.” Loraine sighed. “Please don‟t be mad at me for 

what happened back there. I‟ve just been cooped up her for so long by myself that…” 

 “I told you, I‟m not mad. I understand. More than you realize.” 

 “What do you mean?” 

Igarla took out her locket.  

 “Remember the picture of the woman you saw in my locket? She was my big love.” 

 “Really?” Loraine sounded astounded. 

 “Yep. She was the wife of one of the soldier I served with in the special forces. He 

introduced her to us once, that‟s how I met her.” 

 “She‟s beautiful.” Loraine said her eyes fixed on the picture.  

 “We talked, we got to know each other, we grew to like each other, than it just… 

happened. We came to love each other. Happiest three years of my life.” 

 “What happened?” 

 “Her husband. He found out she had been with me and beat her to death. Then he 

came to the barracks swimming in rage and her blood, looking for me. He had me on the 

ground, when he made the mistake of telling me what he had done to her. He died two 



seconds later. Justifiable self-defense.” 

 “That‟s terrible. I‟m sorry.” 

 “I try to remember her for the time we spent together, not the way she was taken from 

me. Seeing her smile at me like that always makes my day brighter.” 

 “But are you not worried that someone might see it and get suspicious?” 

 “What? Oh, right. No. There are no laws forbidding same sex relationships in Lomar.” 

 “What?” 

 “Not that everyone is happy about that, mind you. There are those who still think it‟s 

an abomination. Usually the same ones who would keep women out of the army. The kinds of 

ignorant people that get laughed at.” 

 “This all sounds so unbelievable.” 

 “I‟m sorry I forced all this out of you.” 

 “No, it‟s fine. In fact it feels good to talk about is.”  

Igarla smiled and patted her on the shoulder. She managed to get Loraine to smile a bit as 

well. She then stood up to go back to planning her trip home.  

 Loraine cautiously came up the steps to where Igarla‟s bed was made. The soldier was 

doing pull-ups on one of the crossbeams. She was not wearing her shirt. After a certain 

number of pull-ups she dropped to the ground and let out the air from her lungs. She heard the 

footsteps behind her. 

 “Loraine. Everything alright?” 

 Loraine was stuttering. 

 “Yes…I think…actually…” 

She looked very nervous and was rubbing her hands together. For one second she stopped 

moving, closed her eyes and took a deep breath. Igarla was caught off guard by what 

followed. Loraine moved forward swiftly and kissed her on the lips. Igarla‟s shock wore off 

after a second. She then felt calm. As though all her worries were gone, and all that was there 

was that kiss. She came to after a short time, and put her hands on Loraine‟s shoulders and 

gently pushed her back. 

 “Wait I…” now it was Igarla who had become nervous. “I thought this was dangerous. 

That it could get you into trouble.” 

Loraine‟s voice had been removed of all doubt and fearfulness when she answered. 

 “I don‟t care. I‟m tired of living in fear. Of not being able to be honest with myself. I 

want this. I want you. I don‟t care about anything else. Of course, only if you want it too.” 

 They looked into each other‟s eyes. Loraine had never seemed so self-assured, so 

passionate. Igarla wrapped her arms around her and kissed her. 

 Loraine was woken up by the song of birds. She looked to her side and noticed that the 

space next to her was empty. She yawned and stretched, then pulled her nightgown on and 

went down the stairs. Igarla was out it the yard doing breathing exercises. Her body moved 

gracefully to accompany her breaths. Loraine leaned against the doorframe and jest watched 

for a while with a smile on her face, mesmerized by the beauty she witnessed. She then 

walked up to her from behind, her bare feet brushing against the soft grass. Once right behind 

, she hugged her. Igarla looked back, and smiling took the hand that was hugging her. 



 “Good morning, beautiful!” Loraine said. 

 “It sure is. Are you not worried that someone might see this out here?” 

 “See what. This is just an innocent hug. Nothing bad happening here.” She answered 

cheekily. She let go of Igarla, who turned to face her. “I just wanted to thank you. I‟ve been 

feeling so lonely for years now, I can‟t remember when I last felt this good. Despite local 

pressure I never considered myself religious, but I believe that some all-powerful force sent 

you to me. That too makes it hard for me to … ask this of you.” 

 “Go ahead.” 

 “This is going to surprise you, but before you say anything, I‟d like you to hear me 

out. Igarla…I‟d… I‟d like you…” She looked down at the ground. She was obviously 

struggling to get the words out. After a deep breath she continued. “…to take me with you.” 

 “To take you with me? You mean to Lomar?” 

 “Yes, but wait, don‟t answer yet. I know how this must seem to you. I know it‟s hard 

to believe that I could really have fallen in love with first woman to sleep with me in years, 

and I would be lying if I said that there isn‟t a part of me that just wants to stay with you, 

but… I‟ve put a lot of thought into this. The people here would drive me away, or worse, have 

me locked up, try to fix me. After last night I don‟t think I could go back to the life of hiding. 

If there is a chance that I could be accepted in your homeland, I‟d like to take the risk.” 

 “No, no, I understand… I understand perfectly, but…” Igarla was searching for words. 

“I think I might have painted an unrealistically idealistic picture of Lomar. We are more 

advanced in the field of human rights, but we are far from perfect. Lomarans have developed 

a strong sense of pride and nationalism. I‟d even go so far as to say as a nation we tend to be 

very xenophobic. As a foreigner you would be subjected to great hardship even with me there 

to protect you, and it‟s not as though you could hide your origin.” She said pointing to her 

eyes. 

 “I‟m willing to take the risk. I believe in you. You have shown me what the heart of a 

Lomaran can be like. There is tolerance where you come from. There is none here.” 

 “It could be dangerous.” 

 “So is staying here. I would rather die pursuing happiness than live another day in this 

lie I called my life.” 

 “What about your brother?” 

 “He just wants me to be happy in his own way. He would never admit this is the right 

choice but it is what both of us want for me. I‟ll leave him a message telling him what I‟ve 

decided. I‟ll make sure to tell him that it is not your fault. He‟ll understand, he has to.” 

 Igarla was not sure what to do. Her heart wanted her to take Loraine with her, but she 

was conflicted as to whether it was the right choice. As though she had sensed Igarla‟s 

concern Loraine added. 

 “You would not be doing me any harm, and I will not slow you down. Please.” 

 “Well…alright. You‟ve convinced me. If you‟re sure it‟s what you want.” 

 “I‟ve never been this sure of anything in my life!” 

She jumped into Igarla‟s arms and wrapped her arms around her. They just stood there on the 

riverbank for a while not a care in the world. 

 “Well then, let‟s not waste any time!” said Loraine enthusiastically. “I‟ll get your dress 



and the scarf and put on some comfortable traveling clothes. The town is few hours away. 

Once there we‟ll figure out a way to get you home.” 

 Within an hour Loraine was ready to set off. She wrote a farewell letter to her brother 

in which she held back none of her thoughts about the country and the people living in it. She 

made sure to add that he was the only reason she felt some sorrow for leaving, but assured 

him that she was doing it in the interest of her own happiness. Once finished she nailed the 

letter to the door. She picked up her important gear, a spare set of traveling clothes, a small 

bag of food, a water bottle, a pouch filled with herbs and a journal, and she put all these in a 

large bag. She called Igarla back into the kitchen once before leaving.  

 “What do you want to do with these?” She asked her pointing to the box filled with 

her armor and her sword. 

 “There is now way to carry these with us unnoticed.” Igarla said disappointed. “We‟ll 

have to leave them here.” 

 “Are you sure? Is there nothing you want to take with you from them?”  

 “I‟d take the whole thing if I could. This armor has been mine for four years, and the 

sword was a gift from a swordmaster, but we have no way to carry them with us.” 

 “Such a shame.” 

 “Once in Lomar I‟ll get new ones. It‟s no tragedy.” 

 “Very well. I‟m all set. Are you ready to head out for Lighn?” 

 “I am. If you are sure it‟s what you want.” 

 “It is. Let‟s go!” 

 The two of the left for the town of Lighn. It was a few kilometers away from Loraine‟s 

house. Along the way Igarla hung on to Loraine‟s arm with the blindfold on. Her view of the 

Livador countryside was very limited. After a few short hours of walking they arrived in 

Lighn, where to their surprise they saw a small crowd gathering in the square, as if they were 

waiting for something. 

 “Something is afoot.” Said Loraine.  

 “Any idea what it is?” 

 “It‟s no holiday or anything. I have no clue. Come on. I know the town healer. We‟ll 

ask him for information.” 

 The walked into a small house just off the small main square of the town. Inside sat a 

short old man behind a desk, the room they entered into was full of shelves and cupboards 

stacked with herbs, books, notes, balms and potions. Seeing his two guests the old man got up 

to greet them. 



 
 “A fine day to you, my good… Ah! Miss Loraine!” 

 “Good day, Barthrem. How are you today?” 

 “Oh, still suffering the same old cramps, nothing new. I haven‟t seen you in a while, 



have I? And who might this be?” 

 “Igarla, this is Barthrem, healer of Lighn. This is Igarla, a merchant from Morige.” 

 “A fine day to you, sir.” Said Igarla. 

 “To you as well, madam.” 

 “Igarla caught reptyl fever some years back. She was healed but not before loss of 

sight kicked in, unfortunately.” 

 “Oh, how dreadful! Damnable lizards and their plagues! But what brings you to me 

today, Loraine dear? Have you perhaps brought me some more concoctions to sell?” 

 “Not this time, Barthrem. I promised Igarla I would help her get home. Were just 

stopping on the way.” 

 “I see.” 

 “You wouldn‟t happen to know what all commotion is outside, would you? It‟s as 

though they were expecting something.” 

 “Ah, yes! You see, a few hours ago a man came from the east, spreading the news, that 

Lomaran soldiers had crossed the border and are headed this way.” 

 “Lomaran soldiers?” Igarla said with excitement.  

 “Indeed. The whole town is on edge. Most have never even seen a Lomaran before. 

They‟re not that interesting though. Humans just like us, but with red eyes.” 

 “And longer lifespans.” Igarla added. 

 “What?” 

 “It‟s not important.” Interrupted Loraine quickly. “What are they doing here? Why 

have they come?” 

 “I haven‟t the faintest. Although, guess what, Loraine. Yesterday a lad from the inn 

told me a Lomaran was in town. Maybe it has something to do with that.” 

 “You don‟t say.” 

 “I do! He said he was an ugly figure, alright. Short stature, clothes torn and mucky, 

and a cloth covering one of his eyes. He said he could see some scar sticking out.” 

 “Did he tell you what he was doing here?” 

 “No. Thankfully he didn‟t stay long. Damn Lomarans. Have they not enough land to 

rule over? They need to take ours away too?” 

 “Thank you for your help, Barthrem.” 

 “You are most welcome, ladies. Feel free to come by anytime if you are need of 

anything!” 

 They walked back out to the streets. Loraine spoke softly to Igarla.  

 “I was not expecting this.” 

 “This is most convenient. They must have sent a party to come looking for me. We 

might just reach our destination faster than I thought. Once they arrive I‟ll demand to speak 

with the officer in charge, and they can take me home, and grant you safe passage.” 

 “What about the other Lomaran? The one who came here?” 

 “I don‟t know. The description didn‟t remind me of anyone I know. It is of no 

concern. What matters is, that soon all this will be behind us.” 

 “What shall we do?” 

 “Wait. Let‟s find a place to rest till they get here. Once they arrive I‟ll try to get close 

to them and hope for the best.” 



 

 A few hours later the square had gotten rather full. The arriving Lomaran soldiers had 

attracted quite a crowd. Loraine stood in the doorway of the town inn watching the street.  

 “I see them.” She said. 

 “How many?” Igarla asked.  

 “About twenty. Gods, do they look impressive!” 

 “Let‟s wait for the to get close. I‟d rather not get into a row with the crowd.” 

 They walked out onto the street and stood in the back of the crowd, ready to fight their 

way to the front. Just then however, Igarla felt someone grab her by the arm, and drag both 

her and Loraine away from the crowd. Before she knew it, they were pulled into an alley 

behind the inn.  

 “What the… Loraine, what‟s happening?” Igarla asked. She could not see properly 

from under her blindfold. 

 “What do you think you‟re…” began Loraine.  

She was interrupted by the man who had dragged them here. She could finally get a good look 

at him. Male, short, dark hair, one eye covered by a red cloth. Visible scars underneath. He 

wore a short black cape with a hood, under that she could barely make out a damaged 

Lomaran breastplate.  

 “Shhh!” he said. “Calm down. Captain, it‟s me.” 

 Igarla‟s vision somewhat cleared up now that she was standing still. The vague 

outlines of the face were visible. She recognized it, although it had changed somewhat. 

 “Tamolar?” 

 “I have little time. I don‟t want anyone to see us talking to each other. The locals are 

already rather hateful of me. I have a camp in the woods to the north of town. Find me there 

after sundown. No matter what do not remove your disguise, and do NOT approach the 

soldiers. If they recognize you, they might kill you.” 

 “What? Why?” 

 “I‟ll explain everything tonight.” He pulled up his hood and vanished behind the 

corner. 

 “Who was that?” Loraine asked. 

 “One of my men. Apparently he was the mysterious visitor to the town. But what is he 

doing here?” 

 “Why did he tell you not to approach the soldiers?” 

 “I suppose we will have to wait until dark to find out.” 

 “Can we trust him?” 

 “I think so.” 

 They chose to return to the inn and wait for nightfall. Once it was dark they left to take 

a walk. They headed north not fully sure what they were looking for. Perhaps a campfire? 

Once the lights of town were distant enough they saw it. A small flickering light in the 

distance among the trees. Tamolar was already waiting for him. Once he saw the approach he 

got up and motioned them to come closer. 

 “Excellent, you‟re here. I apologize for my hate in town, captain. I had no time to 

explain.” 

 “Well we‟re here now. What‟s going on? What happened to you?” 



 “Come have a seat. I‟ll tell you everything.” He motioned toward the campfire. 

Meanwhile he turned to Loraine. “Pardon me, You and I are not acquainted. I am Tamolar. I 

served under the captain in her squad.” 

 “Loraine. I‟m Igarla‟s… um…” 

 “We‟re together, Tamolar.” Igarla stepped in, seeing Loraine was unsure what to 

describe herself as. “She found me on the riverbank and nursed me back to health. I promised 

her I‟d take her with me to Lomar.” 

 “Ah, I see.” Tamolar had a sudden change in expression, but what sort was unclear. 

“People from around here aren‟t particularly accepting to those who are… different. Well, if 

you saved the captain, then I am in your debt as well.” Tamolar politely kissed her hand. “I 

am at you service.” 

 “Thank you. You are most kind.” 

 “But please, take a seat by the fire. I have a lot to tell.” 

 They all sat down by the fire. Tamolar had fur beds prepared for both of them. Once 

all had made themselves comfortable he began to speak. 

 “The unit is no more. The night you vanished we were ambushed by a group of 

Tuskers. The sentinels never saw them coming, they knew just where to strike from.” 

 “Everyone… they‟re all dead?” Igarla said with a look of pure horror on her face. 

 “Not everyone. Fourteen of us managed to fight our way out of the woods. Belvar lead 

us to safety.” 

 “It was all his doing! I‟m sure of it!” 

 “I know. Sadly I am alone in thinking so. After we escaped Belvar presented a bundle 

of letters and a sack of gold with the seal on Nemeron stamped on them. The letters were 

correspondence between you and a noble clan of Nemeron in which it is made obvious, that 

you were part of a plot to overthrow the consuls.” 

 “What?!” Igarla became enraged. He told everyone, that I betrayed my country?! 

 “And that it would have been just the start had he not gotten rid of you when he did. 

He claimed to have noticed you leaving the camp late at night before the attack, and followed 

you. He said he suspected nothing wrong until he saw you talking with Tusker agents. He 

then engaged you in combat, and sent you falling into the river wounded. Your bag had fallen 

to the ground, the letters and the gold still in it.” 

 “That piece of filth! He will pay for this. What of the others? They all believed him?” 

 “Those who knew you refused to believe that you would so much as think of such 

treachery. Sadly they were had no choice due to the overwhelming evidence against you. I on 

the other hand know the truth.” 

 “How?”  

 “I was awake that night when you left the camp. I saw you and Belvar leaving the 

camp together, and not him following you as he claimed. And you were not carrying any bag 

with you. I must have been the only one who saw to survive the attack.” 

 “So that‟s what the soldier were doing here! They were looking for me, but not in a 

good way.” 

 “Not just you. I tried to convince colonel Radomis to send a search party to find you. I 

told him there was a chance you could still be alive. I asked him permission to look for you 

myself.” He held a pause. “I didn‟t get it.” 



 “What?” 

 “Radomis told me that if you really are a traitor, you could rot in Livador for all he 

cared. He wasn‟t willing to devote resources to find you. He even sent a letter to the consul 

branding you as a traitor, and recommending Belvar as your replacement.” 

 All this information was a lot for Igarla to handle at once. 

 “So the soldiers here are looking for me, because they think me a traitor, and for you 

too, because you deserted?” 

 “In a manner of speaking.” 

 “Tamolar, how could you? Leaving the army unauthorized, that is a crime punishable 

by death! You know that!” 

 “If I hadn‟t you would have returned to Lomar and been arrested immediately, and you 

would not have even known why. Belvar was after your position and he got it. The only way 

to stop him, whatever his plans are, is to prove that he is the traitor. Deserting is a serious 

crime, but don‟t regret it for one second.” 

 “All this… Lords, this is all a lot to take in at once… as a matter of fact, this changes 

everything.” She said turning to Loraine. 

 “What do you mean?” 

 “I knew that you would have a hard time in Lomar already. Foreigners are treated 

harshly by my kinsmen, but this is much worse. Treason is a most severe crime, and aiding a 

traitor is just as bad. If they catch you, they could kill you.” 

 “What are you saying?” 

 “That… perhaps it would be best if you…” 

 “Oh no! Forget it! I‟m with you now, no matter what we must face. When I told you I 

would follow and face the possibility of death by your side rather than live another day in this 

hell I meant it!” 

 “The dangers are now far worse than I feared.” 

 “I know it‟s none of my business,” Tamolar injected. “But I agree with her. I‟ve seen a 

few… interesting things during my stay here. It isn‟t obvious, but I think she would actually 

be safer with us than here.” 

 Igarla tried to think. She could not bear the thought of Loraine coming to harm. Once 

again, as though she could read her thoughts, Loraine put her hand an Igarla‟s face, and kissed 

her. 

 “Ok. Forget I even said anything.” 

 “How does this change you plan?” Loraine asked? 

 “First of all, we cannot count on my countrymen‟s help.” She looked over at Tamolar, 

who shook his head. 

 “But Tamolar is here. There must be some who would help you.” 

 “I doubt it.” Tamolar said. “The captain was proven guilty. I was the only one with a 

reason to doubt Belvar, and none would listen to me.” 

 “The point,” Igarla continued “is that we must now be just as cautious in Lomar as we 

are here. I‟ll have to change my appearance, we cannot stay in one place for too long and we 

must avoid any military garrisons. If I want to clear my name, I‟ll have to go straight to 

Belvar himself.” 

 “I agree.” Said Tamolar. “But that just complicates things. As the advisor to the consul 



Belvar has moved permanently to the City of Fire. He practically lives in the palace, and that 

is one of the most highly guarded facilities in the country.” 

 “We‟ll cross that bridge when we get to it. For now the bridge across the border will 

be tough enough.” 

 “I already have an idea.” Said Tamolar, and reached for a bag next to his bed. “On my 

third day here, as I was looking for you, an innkeeper told me he knew someone who saw a 

Lomaran that fitted your description. Turned out he was setting me up to be robbed by a 

group of bandits, but something good came out of it. I confiscated their stolen goods and 

found some documents they stole from Crylinian merchants.” He gave the papers to Igarla. 

“Do you think we could use these somehow?” 

 Igarla examined the papers. They told of traders from a large city in Crylin who had 

sent two representatives to Lavrador to check on a shipment of fine cloth. Nothing in them 

said anything about these two people.  

 “I don‟t know.” Said Igarla. “It says here, that the shipment they were sent to pick up 

is in Lavrador. How do you think we could convince the border guard to grant us passage into 

Lomar instead of the capital of Livador?” 

 “Does it say anything about where the shipment is from?” Loraine asked. 

Igarla looked over the papers again. 

 “No. Just that the representatives were sent to Lavrador to check on it.” 

 “Then what if it was import goods from Lomar? It never arrived in Lavrador because 

of the trade embargo between Lomar and Livador.” 

 “Not bad.” Tamolar said. “They made arrangements for a shipment but couldn‟t 

deliver when the hostilities forced the two nations to close their borders to each other. So they 

would have to go to Lomar to check on it.” 

 “Yes…yes, this could work.” Igarla answered. “Loraine, remember when you 

performed your crylinian accent? Do you think you could do it for real?” 

 “I wouldn‟t fool a native of Crylin, but I think I could manage. There are still two 

problems though. The documents state that there are two representatives, and there will 

almost surely be a tax for crossing.” 

 “Not a problem.” Said Tamolar. “I‟ll cross into Lomar the same way I came. I‟ll climb 

under the bridge. You two will be our merchants. Take my purse. You should easily be able to 

pay the tax with this.” 

 “You want to climb on the scaffolding?” Igarla asked. “If you fall into the water the 

current will be way to strong.” 

 “I got over here easily enough and without being seen. You will even be there this 

time to provide a distraction. This was a routine exercise during training. I‟ll be fine.” 

 “The river is wider than what you trained on.” 

 “If you have a better idea I‟m all ears. Otherwise I‟ll manage.” 

 “If you‟re certain.” 

 “I suggest getting some rest. The bridge is still half a day away from here.” 

The three of them continued their journey. Igarla went on wearing her dress and 

blindfold, and walked holding Loraine‟s arm. They were careful to avoid roads with high 

traffic or patrols. They timed their arrival to the crossing to be after sundown. They could see 



two armed guards standing at on edge of the bridge, and two Lomarans on the other side. 

 “This is where we split up.” Said Tamolar. “Take my coin purse and use it to pay the 

tax. I‟ll climb on the underside of the bridge.” 

 “Hang in there.” Igarla said. 

 “It took me about an hour and a half to cross on my way here. Make camp somewhere 

on the other side. If I‟m not there in two hours, go on without me.” 

 With that he was on his way. Igarla and Loraine prepared to give their performances. 

Once they had given Tamolar enough time to get into position they approached the crossing. 

One of the guards raised his hand. 

 “Hold! Who goes there? State your business.” 

Loraine started to speak confidently.  

 “A pleasant evening to you, my good man! We have come under contract to the 

merchants guild in Nestryl, and seek passage into Lomar.” 

 “You‟re from Crylin? Then you will certainly have the papers to prove it.” 

 “But of course!” Loraine presented the documents. The soldier took them and began to 

read for a short while then looked up. 

 “It says here that your employer sent you two ladies to Lavrador.” 

 “Indeed they did. Sadly we had to learn there that our good never made it passed the 

border. They were to be delivered from Lomar, but some sort of incident occurred.” 

 “Ah yes. That incident was the failure of Lomar.” Said the guard proudly. “They tried 

taking our lands and we drove them off.” 

 “That is no small accomplishment, achieving a victory against a force as strong as 

Lomar!” said Loraine pretending to be in awe. 

 “What‟s with her?” asked the guard gesturing to Igarla.  

 “She‟s my servant. The poor woman is completely blind, you know. Reptyl fever.” 

 “I see. Well these papers do seem to be in order. The tax on trade is fifty pieces of 

silver. Pay it and you can be on way.” 

 Igarla counted out the fifty silvers and gave them to Loraine, who passed it on to the 

guard. He looked it over quickly then waved them by. 

 “Very well. Have a safe trip, ladies!” 

 “Thank you so much! Have a pleasant evening.” Loraine replied with a smile.  

They started to walk across the bridge, leaving Livador behind them.  

 “Loyalty and order around her are apparently maintained with deceit.” Igarla said. 

 “I‟m sorry?” 

 “What he said about are failure was less than half true, you know.” 

 “Do I detect a hint of jealousy on account of the tiny Livador holding its own against 

the mighty Lomar?” Loraine said meaning to lighten the mood. 

 “There was only one armed encounter and they really did win, be were not the ones 

who provoked it. We proved that ships of the Livador fleet were responsible for robbing 

Lomaran trade vessels. Their victory came at a cost. They simply could not take up arms 

against us, so they gave us back what belonged to us. That‟s the only reason we let up.” 

 “Alright, fine. I was just making fun.” 

 “Five-hundred of our warriors were lost I that battle…” 

 “I get it, I‟m sorry. Gods, I was just trying to lighten the mood.” 



 “Well maybe you shouldn‟t have u… right, sorry. You didn‟t mean it. Let‟s just forget 

about it.” 

 After a short walk they arrived on the other side of the bridge and were held up by the 

Lomaran guards. They presented the same story to them as well, and ran into no obstacles. 

Igarla did her best not attract attention to herself. They passed the guard point with little 

trouble. Igarla and Loraine had made it back into Lomar. 

 Next they followed Tamolar‟s advice and made camp. Igarla collected a small pile of 

firewood and stacked them up. She tried repeatedly in vain to get the fire going. The bits of 

dry grass just wouldn‟t light up.  

 “I take it you squad had assigned people to light the campfires.” Loraine said after a 

while poking more fun. Igarla gave her an irritated look. “Or are your fire-lighting skills off 

the table for being made fun of too?” 

 “I already apologized for snapping at you, didn‟t I? When will…” noticing Loraine‟s 

smirk she stopped talking. “Oh, you‟re still making fun?” 

 “You‟ve spent too much time among subordinates.” Loraine chuckled. “Stand aside.” 

 Loraine put the bits of straw right on the fire and pulled two flint stones. After banging 

them together a few times sparks began to pop out, and lit up the straw. The whole woodpile 

caught fire soon after. 

 “A quick question.” Igarla said with minor irritation. “How long were you planning to 

wait before mentioning you brought those tools with 

you?”



 
 “I was curious how long you would keep trying before asking for help.” 

 “Good Lords, what have I gotten myself into…” Igarla laughed. 

 The small tension on the bridge seemed to have resolve itself. All they had to do now 

was wait for Tamolar to arrive. Well within his two hour ultimatum he made it to the camp. 

They could see him approaching from a long way off. Once he got to the campfire he threw 

himself flat on the ground gasping for air. 

 “Gods, Tamolar, are you alright?” Loraine asked. 

 “Y… Yes… Just… a bit… exhausted….” 



 “Rest.” Said Igarla. “Must have been quite some workout.” 

 “By the end… I could barely… hold on. Muscles tired out… beyond belief… but I 

made it.” 

 “Both of you get some sleep. Tomorrow we will head to the village of Armast. It‟s not 

far from here. We can resupply there. I‟ll keep watch for tonight.” 

 Tamolar fell asleep within seconds, Loraine followed shortly after. 

 

 The village of Armast was the place Igarla‟s squad camped out once. Because of this 

Igarla had concerns of being recognized, even though she never set foot herself in the village, 

only her men. Before arriving in the town she tied her hair back in a ponytail, and tied the 

scarf around her neck.  

 “This hair looks very good on you.” Loraine commented. 

 “Thank you. I don‟t like wearing my hair like this.” 

 “It makes the lines of your face more visible. You have a rather attractive jaw-line.” 

 “You really think so?” 

 “Yes. You have a beautiful face. Am I not right, Tamolar?” 

 Tamolar was lost in thought. 

 “Hm? Oh… um, sure.” 

 “Here we are!” Igarla announced as they arrived in the village. “Tamolar, you and 

Loraine go to the inn. Get something to eat and drink. I need to go get some gear from the 

local leatherworker.” 

 “Understood, captain.” 

 “And don‟t call me that, please. Don‟t forget what we discussed. We are hunters from 

the west. My name is Anrid.” 

 “Right, sorry.” 

 “I‟ll join you shortly.” 

 They split up as she said. Tamolar and Loraine went to take a seat in the local tavern 

while Igarla went to a local hunting goods store.  

 “Good day!” said the shopkeeper with a pleasant smile on her face. “How can I help 

you?” 

 “Greetings. I‟m in the market for a fine quality bow and a set of leather clothes.” 

 “Absolutely, ma‟am.” She reached into a closet behind her and took  out a brown 

leather jacket, a pair of pants and a boots to match. “Will these do?” 

 She handed the jacket to Igarla, who tried it on over her dress. The jacket was made of 

thick material and had a high collar. It was brown from top to bottom. It felt comfortable and 

flexible. 

 “Excellent.” She said. “Do you have any gloves to go with that?” 

 “Naturally. I have these right here, if you like. They are insulated with wool to help 

keep you warm on those cold nights.” 

 “Good. I‟ll take it.” 

 “You also wanted a bow, did you not?” the shopkeeper took a bow off of a hook on 

the wall and handed it to her. Igarla raised it and stretched the string. 

 “I‟m not sure. This is hardly high quality, flexible wood. Do have anything better?” 



 “Well I do have this other type here, ” she said reaching under the counter. “But it 

costs way more. Customers are not usually into this one for that reason.” 

 “Let me see it.” 

 Igarla tested the other bow out as well. This one she found was way more to her liking. 

Still not military standard, but good all the same. 

 “Much better! I‟ll take all of these then. How much do I owe you?” 

 “Thirty-two silver for the leather gear, that includes the gloves. The bow is seventy-

five.” 

 “Here you go.” Igarla paid the shopkeeper. “And do tell me. Is there a blacksmith in 

this town, who could sell me a good sword?” 

 “A sword?” 

 “Yes. A friend of mine mentioned bandits in the area. One can‟t be too careful.” 

 “That‟s true. The village blacksmith has a workshop next to the book dealer. Its right 

off the main square. You can‟t miss it.” 

 “Thank you. Would it be ok if I changed into this gear here?” 

 “Not at all. Here, use the room behind me.” 

 Igarla did as the shopkeeper offered. She stepped into the room which was apparently 

the leatherworking workshop. She discarded the dress which she had grown really tired of, 

and put on the new clothes. She felt much more comfortable. Once ready she thanked the 

shopkeeper and left for the blacksmith. 

At the same time in the tavern of the village a sorcerer was sitting at one of the tables 

accompanied by his apprentice. His name was Melovis, he was a member of the highly 

renowned league of Riverade. He was about middle height, he had long, wavy, brown hair, 

and a beard. He had a belly, but he wasn‟t exactly fat. He wore elegant sorcerer‟s robes of red 

and brown color. The apprentice was called Belleira. She was a slim girl, with black hair 

down to her neck, and a smiley face. Her clothes were more modest than that of her master. 

She wore a simple apprentice‟s robes with two leather bags on her belt and a book of magic. 

She also carried a staff with her at all times. The two of them were sitting at a table in the 

corner. An unrolled scroll sat on the table in front of Belleira, a half drunken mug of bear in 

front of her master. 

 “So,” said Belleira enthusiastically. “last night I finally found something! It took me a 

lot of research but I finally managed to identi-” 

 Her sentence was interrupted by her master‟s loud burp.  

 “… to identify a pattern.” She continued slightly annoyed. “I think I now know which 

characters are the ones that divide the sentences into parts. If we combine that with the little 

we already know about the language…” 

 “Mhm…” the master muttered. 

 “…Then we can finally assign military serving rights to horses.” 

 “Mhm…” 

 “Not to mention giving a part of sales taxes to plantations that grow babies…” 

 “Mhm…” 

 “Master! You haven‟t been listening to a single word I said, have you?” 

 “What?” Melovis‟ voice made it clear that this was not his first drink of the day. 



 “How many?” Belleira asked. 

 “Yes.” 

 “How many did you drink before I got here?” 

 “Oh who has the time to count, little Bell?” 

 Belleira buried her face in her hands. 

 “Master, do you not care even a little bit that we are supposed to be on an 

assignment?” 

 “These things always work themselves out.” 

 “No, master! They do not work the selves out! Ever since I have been studying under 

you, the only one working has been ME!” 

 “You see? I told you so.” He took another sip from his mug. 

 “Please, just this once, try to remember why we are here! If we are able do understand 

reptyl writing, if our linguists could translate the intercepted messages, our soldiers would 

have far less guessing to do. We could be saving lives with this!” 

 “Life… have you learned nothing from me, little Bell? None can be saved from 

death…” 

 “Not this again…” 

 “You think too much about what others expect of you. Relax! Enjoy yourself!” 

 “And you spend far too much time thinking about yourself.” 

 “If…” he took a pause to drink from his beer. “If that‟s all you find wrong I can think 

about others as well! For example I could think about that lovely barmaid over there.” He 

turned to look at a young blond barmaid serving drinks to a one-eyed hunter and a foreign 

woman sitting at a table. “I‟m thinking about her very much indeed!” 

 Belleira was still rubbing her head. All the wise men in the world together couldn‟t 

possibly figure out why this man had not been expelled from the league years ago.  

 “Master,” she said with as much restraint as she could muster. “That‟s not what I 

meant…” 

 “No? Would you like my attention all to yourself, little Bell?”  

 “Not in the way you are implying, and for the last time, stop calling met by that awful 

nickname!” 

 “Oh my! Now I‟m thinking hard about you and the barmaid! Why hadn‟t that thought 

come to me sooner?” 

 Belleira‟s nerves had reached their limits. 

 “Fine then. Go ahead and continue to drown yourself in alcohol since that‟s all you 

seem to be good at. In fact, you know what? Tell the lovely barmaid about those fun thoughts 

you‟re having! The fall on your face would do you some good. If you ever sober up I‟ll be at 

the book dealer‟s.” 

 She rolled up her scroll and got up from the table. 

 “Oh come now. You wouldn‟t disobey your master, would you little Bell?” 

 Like a flash of lightning she turned around and leaned above the table.  

 “Respectfully, master, if you call me that again, I will burn that beard off your face.”

 She turned and left her master by himself. On her way out she paid the bartender to 

water the rest of his drinks down while she was away. She felt greatly relieved to be outside in 



the fresh air. She stretched and took a deep breath as let it sink in a bit before heading out. Rid 

of the strong smell of alcohol she left for the bookstore. 

Belleira left after about two hours of searching through the book at the local dealer, 

hoping to find anything helpful for her research. She had high expectations since Armast was 

a common target for Reptyl raids back in the day of the wars, sadly however she was out of 

luck. The best she could find were historical documentations of event involving their attacks, 

and even those she could verify were full of information she knew to be untrue. Despite the 

setback she continued to look for anything, even an exciting adventure novel, just to put off 

having to go back to her drunk of a master. She was not in the mood to hear any more of his 

intoxicated sexual advances. Perhaps setting his beard on fire just once would really be a 

learning experience for him.  

 As she was dreading returning to the tavern screams and cries broke the silence of the 

village. And in the next moment a large explosion shook the air. It came from the direction of 

the tavern. The walls of the building were up in flames. She started to look around for the 

cause of the mayhem and then she saw it. Raiders rode into town by the dozens. They were 

clad in cloth from head to toe, all that could be seen were they‟re eyes. They were armed with 

swords and crossbows, and they began killing anyone who tried to fight them.  

 Belleira didn‟t hesitate. She began to cast her spells. She noted that the raiders were 

still far enough away from her not to have to worry about the swords. She saw a villager being 

dragged away by a group of raiders at one end of the square. With a quick flick of the wrist 

she created an explosion between the raiders, setting their clothes on fire. As the two men 

panicked the villagers were able to escape. After setting a few more bandits on fire and 

dodging several arrows she saw something else on the other side of the 

square.

 
A woman dressed as a hunter had disarmed one of her opponents, and attacked them with the 

acquired two handed sword. She was outnumbered, but seemed to have no problem holding 

her own. Belleira quickly launched two balls of fire in her direction, to relive her of the 

pressure. The more she looked at the hunter, the more familiar she became to her. But this 

was not the time to think of such things. The flames engulfed two of the attackers and the 



woman had no problem cutting down the rest. She looked up to see who had given her aid, 

and motioned to her to follow her. Belleira did as she asked. The two of them ran into an 

alleyway to stop and catch their breath.  

 Belleira spoke slightly tired.  

 “Are… are you a soldier?” 

 “I‟m a hunter. My name is Anrid.” 

 “Belleira. Apprentice to Melovis.” She introduced herself along with the name of her 

master, as was required. 

 “Pleased to meet you. Thanks for the aid back there. Is your master around? Do you 

think he could help us?” 

 “I left him in the tavern two hours ago, but I‟m quite sure he won‟t be of any help to 

us. Not in his condition.”  

 “I see. Then listen up. The garrison is far off, they can‟t possibly react in time. The 

two of us have to somehow distract the attackers and get these people to safety.” 

 “You sure you‟re not a soldier?” 

 “Look, there‟s no time! Will you help me do this?” 

 “Sure, but..” 

 “Good. The raiders are the fewest over that way. We need to get the villagers running 

that way.” 

 Belleira nodded. Anrid dropped the sword and took out her bow. The two of them ran 

for the main square. The raiders were burning everything in sight and dragging off the 

villagers in large nets. The terrified people were running in all directions. Belleira launched a 

pillar of fire into the air to attract the attention of everyone. Villagers and raiders ran towards 

the signal alike. With a series of graceful fluent moves Belleira weaved her fire spells to ward 

off an attackers, setting fire to all her targets with impeccable accuracy. Anrid provided cover 

from a distance with her bow. Once the majority of the survivors had gotten away Anrid 

signaled Belleira. They fell back to the entrance of the village, while watching for possible 

pursuers, but none came. Once the survivors had been lead from danger Belleira spoke. 

 “No more than thirty people.” 

 “It could have been a lot worse.” 

 “Not a lot…” 

 “Chin up! You can be proud of what you‟ve done!” 

 “Alright already! No need to patronize me. I know things would have turned out worse 

had we done nothing. The results are still not happy.” 

 “They can make for the nearest settlement for refuge until the local garrison arrives to 

deal with the problem. I‟m afraid now I must return.” 

 “What? Return? Where? Back to the village?” 

 “My two friends are still back at the tavern. I have to go back for them.” 

 “Are you mad? If you go back there they will kill you!” 

 “I owe them that much. They were there for me when others were not.” 

 “But…” 

 “Belleira, it was an honor to meet you! I hope the members of your league recognize 

your talent soon, and make you a sorceress. You deserve it!” 

 “I… Thanks. Good luck.” 



 The huntress shook her hand and ran back in the direction from which she came, back 

towards the flames. Belleira took several steps in the opposite direction. Something stopped 

her. Was she really going to let that huntress go back all by herself to save her friends? 

Perhaps she should help. That‟s absurd! Those bandits would probably kill her in an instant. 

It‟s just a waste of time. Any yet she could not get herself to follow those fleeing.  

 “Oh, fuck…” 

The apprentice turned around and ran after her. 

 Igarla stopped at the edge of the village. Some of the houses had already been burned 

down, but some still stood. She approached the streets with caution, just to be sure the 

Tuskers couldn‟t ambush her. She recognized the attackers right away. Tuskers, members of a 

minor Tusakaan tribe, well known for being hired mercenaries in the Tusakaan wars. She had 

not seen them in Lomar since the end of the war. That is, until the night of her betrayal. She 

heard steps from behind her. She turned around ready to strike, but it was just the apprentice 

from before. She ducked down leaning against the wall next to her. 

 “Belleira? What are you doing here?” 

 “I couldn‟t just leave you to come back her on your own. Besides, my master is still 

here somewhere. Someone has to look out for him if he won‟t.” 

 “It could be dangerous.” 

 “I know, I tried warning you, remember?” 

 “Anyway, I am glad to see you. Come. Follow me, quietly.” 

 They moved in silence until they got to the main square. The Tuskers were gone. 

There was nothing to be seen anywhere but bodies and ashes.  

 “Do you think they got what they came for?” asked Belleira. 

 “I don‟t know. Best be cautious.” 

 “They‟ve taken no food, no livestock, they didn‟t even loot the dead bodies… I don‟t 

get it. What did they want?” 

 “My Lords!” Igarla turned toward one of the alleys.  

 Tamolar was lying on his stomach, pulling himself on the ground towards them. He 

had a huge gaping stab-wound on his side. Igarla ran over to him and kneeled down beside 

him, gently turning him over on his back. The wound was large and blood was pouring out of 

it at an alarming rate. An improvised cloth bandage was all that was keeping the bleeding 

down, and it wasn‟t enough. 



 
 “Captain…” his voice was soft, and he was coughing blood. “The tuskers weren‟t here 

to pillage. They were after the people. Slavers or something…” Belleira stood above the both 

of them, her expression had changed drastically, but Igarla didn‟t notice. “They… They took 

Loraine with them… I‟m sorry. There were too many of them…” 

 Igarla was trying very hard not to panic. She tried to calm both Tamolar and herself. 

 “Relax. Don‟t worry. You‟ll be fine, I promise! Everything is going to be just … fine.” 

 Igarla was interrupted. Belleira had aimed the tip of her staff right at Igarla‟s face, and 

it began to glow red. The girl‟s light hearted innocent voice had become menacing.  

 “So that‟s why you seemed so familiar, Captain Igarla.” 

 Tamolar closed his eyes on the ground. He‟d forgotten not to call her captain. 

 “Funny, that new hairdo really put me off. The drawing produced of you are an 

excellent likeness, traitor.” 

 “Don‟t do this…” Tamolar tried to speak. “The captain was framed. She‟s innocent.” 

 “Tamolar, be still.” Said Igarla. “Don‟t speak. Just lie still, please.” She turned to 

Belleira. “Look, I don‟t know what you‟ve been told about me, but I‟m not instigator of 

betrayal. I‟m a victim of it.” 

 “Or so you say.” 

 “I‟m not going to surrender. You‟re not going to take me alive.” 

 “Are you trying to intimidate me? I‟ll set you on fire before you could even reach for 

your bow.” 

 “I‟m not trying to fight you. I‟m trying to reason with you. I was the one who was 

betrayed not the other way around, that‟s what matters. But you can see that my friend is 

dying, I have no time to explain myself. I‟m therefore forced to put my fate in your hands. If 



you believe what they say, then you might as well kill me now, because I will not surrender. 

Do you really think I am a traitor?” 

 The intensity of Belleira‟s stare decreased. She looked deep into Igarla‟s eyes, who did 

not even blink. She put it to thought. Does she seem like a traitor? Of course she knew the 

answer well for a while. It was just a matter of admitting it. 

 “No…” she said. “I don‟t know any traitors personally, but I‟m quite sure they‟re not 

the kinds of people who would risk their lives once to save innocent villagers, and then a 

second time to save their friends.” 

 She lowered her staff.  

 “By the Lords, I had better not regret this.” 

 Igarla relaxed. 

 “You won‟t. You can be sure of that.” 

 “Mhm. Sure… Stand aside. Let me see what I can do for your friend.” 

 Belleira pushed Igarla aside and got down on the ground next to Tamolar. 

 “I was not aware that sorceress‟ could heal.” 

 “We can‟t. But I do know a few tricks.” 

 She stared at the large wound for a bit. After a few seconds of thinking she leaned over 

Tamolar‟s face. 

 “Listen to me! I‟m going to cast a spell to diagnose you. Get a magical reading of you 

to see just how severe this wound is. Try not to move at all, ok? It‟ll make it easier.” 

 Tamolar nodded. Belleira put her hands over his body and closed her eyes. A barely 

visible blackish smoke could be seen around her hands. She opened her eyes after a bit. 

 “It‟s bad. He‟s got a damaged kidney, and I‟m sure I could sense internal bleeding in 

at least two places. Your friend has taken quite a beating.” 

 “Is there anything you can do?” Igarla asked. 

 “He needs a doctor as soon as possible, but I think a can do something to stabilize 

him.” She began to think a bit again. “Tamolar, there‟s one thing I can do, but it won‟t be 

pleasant. I‟m going to summon a bunch of tiny fires to cauterize the wounds. It‟s a temporary 

solution, but it should stop the bleeding.” 

 “Alright.” Said Tamolar with what little strength he had. 

 “Get ready. This is going to hurt like hell. Again try to move as little as possible.” 

 She put her hand above Tamolar‟s body again and took a deep breath. The pale smoke 

around her hands began to move faster. Tamolar‟s face showed great pain. He shouted out 

loud from the unearthly amount of agony he felt, but tried to keep as still as he could. After 

about twenty seconds of this, Belleira stopped. She was taking deep breaths and her forehead 

had begun to sweat intensely.  

 “And we‟re done.” She panted. “A real doctor should still take a look but he will be ok 

for now.” 

 “Thank you so much!” said Igarla with gratitude.  

 “From me as well.” Said Tamolar carefully sitting up.  

Belleira stood up, turned toward Igarla and crossed her arms.  

 “Now then, let me hear why exactly I shouldn‟t believe what I‟ve been told about 

you.”  

 “The new advisor to the consul, Belvar, he used to be my lieutenant. He lured me 



away from our camp and had a group of Tuskers attack me. Afterwards he allowed them to 

wipe out my entire squad. Only a handful survived. Tamolar was the only one who knew 

Belvar lied, so he came looking for me. The bastard has  now taken the position away from 

me.” 

 Belleira hummed a bit. 

 “Had I not come from the City I might not have believed you. Lucky for you my 

master had business with the sorcerers alliance in the city. While I was there I heard a few 

things about the man.” 

 “Really? What sort of things?” 

 “The consul‟s new advisor is doing his job extremely diligently. Opinion about him is 

divided in the court. The officials say he does a lot of good. He keeps Baranar informed, 

maintains good relations with those across the sea, but the people I know think he spends way 

too much time in the company of ambassador Ghrestal.” 

 “He openly meets with the ambassador on a regular basis, and none have thought to 

keep an eye on him?” 

 “Why should they? It‟s his job. He is trying to maintain friendship with Nemeron on 

Baranar‟s orders. He would appear to be a very talented diplomat.” 

 “That treacherous son of a bitch…” 

 “I‟ve met him once.” 

 “Have you.” 

 “Yes, but I didn‟t actually speak to him. He spoke with my master very shortly, and as 

an apprentice who knows her place, I observed in silence. It was quite entertaining really, 

watching Belvar try desperately to get rid of Melovis. The stench of concentrated alcohol 

mustn‟t be to his liking.” 

 “It would seem as though he has changed then.” Tamolar remarked as he managed to 

stand up on his feet. Igarla helped him to lean.  

 “Thank you again for what you‟ve done for me.” The hurt soldier said. “But we can 

count on your discretion, can‟t we? The military cannot hear of Igarla‟s return, at least until 

we have unmasked Belvar.” 

 “Don‟t worry, No one will find out from me.” 

 Belleira decided to stick with the two for a while longer. They rested up in a house that 

had not been completely burned down. After searching the rest of the houses they had found 

no survivors, but the number of dead bodies was way too small. Many must have been taken 

as slaves. Igarla was completely unable to sleep. Thought of what horrible thing those 

monsters must be doing to her dear Loraine were making her sick with guilt. She wanted to go 

after her, but she was conflicted. There was still the matter of Belvar to address, and Tamolar 

couldn‟t possibly keep up with what he‟d gone through. 

 She was spinning around in bed trying to get some amount of sleep, but it was no use. 

In the bed next to her, Belleira was already sound asleep. Tamolar‟s bedroll on the other hand 

was empty. Apparently Igarla had slept a tiny bit, if she didn‟t notice Tamolar getting up. She 

went out to look for him. He was right outside the house on the street doing exercises. 

 “Tamolar? What are doing out here?” 

 “Captain? I was just…” 

 “Tamolar, please! Get used to calling me Igarla. You don‟t have to constantly refer to 



me by rank.” 

 “Right, I know. Sorry, Igarla. I‟m just checking to see how much stress my body can 

handle after Belleira‟s miracle.” 

 “Why?” 

 “I need to be ready by dawn.” 

 “Ready for what?” 

 “The journey, what else?” 

 “Out of the question! You were on your deathbed a few hours ago…” 

 “I was, but now I‟m not. Whatever that young sorceress did, was damn effective. I feel 

stronger than ever. Besides, the more we wait the less chance Loraine has. We have to go 

after her and the rest of the villagers.” 

 “You are not going anywhere until a doctor has taken a look at you. I won‟t have 

you…” 

 “All due respect, Igarla, I‟m not willing to argue. We can‟t report this to the garrison, 

and even if we could, we could not do it fast enough. You are the one, who has to save those 

people, and my place is right behind you.” 

 Ever since she knew Tamolar this was the first moment that he didn‟t treat her as his 

officer. It was in this moment that she realize how little she knew about the man. He gave up 

his carrier to help his captain in need, even when everyone else abandoned her. Based on the 

little she knew about is family history, his service, and the very little about his thoughts, he 

didn‟t seem to be a man of strict principles. Igarla found herself asking the question, why was 

he here? Why would he be willing to take such a risk to help her? The first thought that came 

to her mind almost made her regret asking the question in the first place. But she had to know. 

 “Why?” 

Tamolar remained silent. 

 “We have been on a total of two missions together, one incomplete. You‟ve no reason 

to demonstrate this level of loyalty?” 

 He turned around. 

 “Tamolar… is it what I think it is?” 

Tamolar clearly did not know that Igarla thought it was. 

 “If you think I‟m secretly working for Nemeron…” 

 “No… I wasn‟t. But apparently…” 

 “Look I know that from your perspective this seems … pointless, but it‟s not. Believe 

me, what I‟ve done, deserting the army, going after you, helping you on this journey, it‟s the 

one thing in my life I do not regret.” 

 “And that‟s what I don‟t understand. Why?” 

 “Because it‟s the right thing, and because it‟s not obvious.” 

 “You‟ve lost me.” 

 Tamolar took a second to gather his thoughts.  

 “Most of my life has been about following commands. My path has been laid before 

me by others, choices had already been made for me. The few choices I have made, were only 

to get me out of having to make more choices. When I came to the conclusion that going after 

you was the right decision, I ran into obstacles everywhere. Normally I would have just given 

up right there, but instead I fought against all odds, and went through with it anyway, because 



it was the right thing to do. If I hadn‟t Lomar‟s fate would be in the hands of a man who could 

very easily be working to bring it down. It was not obvious, but it was the right choice, and 

making that choice is something to be proud of.” 

 Igarla was honestly surprised by this answer.  

 “And since this is the one choice in my life, I‟ll do something I‟ve never done before, 

and stick to it. So if you think that you can get rid of me this easily, you are very wrong. Go 

on, go get your rest. We have a long journey ahead of us tomorrow, and I need to finish my 

exercise before going to bed.” 

 “Very well…” Igarla responded with a little remainder of awe in her tone. The speech 

he gave was out of character as far as Igarla knew him, but she thought she did see him smile 

a bit by the end. 

 

 The next morning Belleira was the first one up. Igarla found her washing her face after 

having taken a bath by the well.  

 “You bathe in the middle of the street?” she asked. 

 “What?” Belleira replied with a shrug. “You and Tamolar were fast asleep. And it‟s 

not like there‟s anyone around to see.” 

 “Bit still…” Igarla said as she walked out to her. 

 “How‟s your friend?” 

 “Alive and well thanks to you.” 

 “Who‟s Loraine?” 

 Igarla looked surprised that Belleira knew the name, but then she remembered that she 

was standing right there when Tamolar said she had been taken.  

 “Remember when I told you that I had to find my friends? There were two. I had 

washed up in Livador after the attack, and Tamolar came to find me. Loraine was the girl 

from Livador who found me on the bank and nursed me back to health.” 

 “And now the Tuskers have her.” 

 Igarla looked down at the ground and clenched her fist. 

 “Yes, they do. And for every minute that goes by I fear even more for her.” 

 “I take it you‟re planning on going after them.” 

 “You bet your ass I am. And when I fond those filthy sons of bitches they are going to 

pay for every second of anguish they caused her with their blood.” 

 “I think we can be of help to each other then.” 

 “How so?” 

 “Well, the afore mentioned puppies still have my master in captivity, and…” 

 “Puppies?” 

 “Yes. Puppies. Get it? You called them sons of… It was a … yeah, never mind. The 

point is that they have my master, and I need to help him. I don‟t think I can take on an entire 

group of Tuskers by myself, but the two of us…” 

 “You mean the three of us?” 

 “Three?” 

 “There‟s Tamolar as well.” 

 “He… But he couldn‟t possibly be in shape to fight! Not after what happened.” 

 “Believe it or not, he insists that he is.” 



 “Well, anyway if you allow me to tag along with you I can be of use to you. I have 

combat training, as you‟ve already seen, I can handle myself.” 

 “You don‟t need to convince me, Belleira. We would be glad to have you.” 

 “Oh… I thought you might need more persuasion than that.” 

Igarla laughed. Tamolar showed up next from behind the house fully dressed. 

 “Igarla! I think I found their trail! We can leave as soon as you are ready.” 

 Igarla went back into the house to get her gear and they left Armast, following the trail 

that lead to the east. 

 After a day of constant marching they made camp for the night. Tamolar assured them 

that the Tusker party could not have been more than half a day ahead of them. Dragging 

slaves along with them slowed them down significantly, despite the fact that they were on 

horseback. The could allow themselves a nights rest. 

 With the apprentice sorceress present the take of lighting the fire became much easier. 

She could light up the collected firewood in a matter of seconds without even breaking a 

sweat. Tamolar fell asleep quite fast, he was in the weakest condition. Igarla decided to let 

him sleep rather than wake him for his watch. Belleira on the other hand did not seem tired at 

all. Igarla took the opportunity to get to know her. 

 “Back in the village, your skill with magic was quite impressive.” 

 “Sorcery.” 

 “Excuse me?” 

 “You said magic. I practice fire sorcery. I know it sounds like nitpicking but there is a 

difference.” 

 “I was just trying to compliment your abilities.” 

 “Yes, I know. Sorry. I just have the league of sorcerers in my mind again, and I get 

angry sometimes.” 

 “Why is that exactly?” 

 “Because they are deliberately trying to postpone my becoming a sorceress.” 

 “Seriously? Why would they do that?” 

 “Because they think I‟m temperamental and rash. I mean, they name me the apprentice 

of Melovis, and then they‟re surprised? I‟m trying to decode reptyl writing while a drunk, 

perverted imitation of a sorcerer is trying to get me naked. This would make a monk from 

Woodrend temperamental.” 

 “The league has no objection to his behavior?” 

 “He wasn‟t always like this. The older apprentices say he was once a powerful 

sorcerer with a wife and a good reputation. I believe she was even with child. If the rumor s 

are true, then they died in a reptyl attack. In his sorrow he reached for the bottle, and never let 

go.” 

 “That‟s awful!” 

 “It is. My reaction to the man was lighter at first. I thought he was just a poor old soul, 

with a heart of gold buried deep down inside, and all I needed was patience and it would come 

to the surface. I took no notice of his chauvinistic slander at first, but after three years… after 

a while, it doesn‟t matter why he is the way he is. He‟s lost himself in this drunken monster to 

forget all his troubles. Not the mark of a good man, certainly not the mark of a good sorcerer. 



I hope the league figures it out sooner or later.” 

 “I have a question I‟ve been dying to ask someone like you for a while.” 

 “Go ahead.” 

 “Magic… how does it work?” 

 “How does magic work? Are you serious?” 

 “Is that such a stupid thing to ask?” 

 “Not stupid, no, but not very easy to answer. Apprentices spend years trying to answer 

that question, many never find the answer.  

 “Can you not describe it to me?” 

 “Well, I can try. Let‟s see. The very basics. The world is full of magic. Magical 

energies a present everywhere in nature. It cannot be seen, and can only be felt after many 

years of training. Magic is the manipulation of the magical energy found in nature.” 

 “But you don‟t practice magic, you practice sorcery.” Igarla teased.  

 “A smart one, eh…” Said Belleira with a tiny smile. “True. Simple magic is the most 

commonly practiced. It‟s because manipulating magical energy in its natural form is the 

easiest. It does not try to change it, just to condense it.” 

 Belleira made a swift arm-movement and unleashed a bolt of white lightning at a 

nearby tree. It left no mark. Igarla glanced over at Tamolar, who was not awakened by the 

noise. Belleira continued. 

 “This is called white magic, and it‟s the most commonly practiced school of magic in 

the world.” 

 “Does it have anything to do with black magic?” 

 “It does. Natural magical energy has two… let‟s call them polarities. One is used by 

white magi. It‟s harder to sense and harder to manipulate. The other is black magical energy, 

and it is shunned by most magi in the world. It is very similar to our life-energy, which makes 

it easier to sense, but also makes it dangerous.” 

 “How so?” 

 “Because it is so similar, a mage could easily channel his own life-force into the spells 

he casts. The more he does this, the more tired he gets, and the weaker. An inexperienced 

black mage can easily kill himself by casting to many spells. But they can also replenish life-

force by channeling it into their own bodies. That can only be done by taking it from other 

beings.” 

 “I see. So that‟s why so many countries have forbidden use of black magic.” 

 “True, though I tend to disagree. If apprentices were taught how to control it instead of 

just banning it altogether, it would not be nearly as dangerous. But let‟s not get into that.” 

 “Do you know any black magic?” 

 “A little. My first master taught me a few black magic spells once I had mastered 

sorcery, and proven to be of good patience and responsibility.” 

 “You still haven‟t told me how sorcery is different.” 

 “Sorcery does not manipulate magic in its pure form.” 

 “So you turn magic energy into fire first?” 

 “If only it were that simple. No. Magic energy doesn‟t work like that. You can‟t just 

turn it into anything. There are specific things you can do only.” 

 “How does it become fire then?” 



 “There is only one way to light a fire. You need three things for it. You need air, so the 

fire can breathe, you need fuel to feed it, and you need a spark. With the proper use of magic 

energy two of those can supplied. For example to light a simple fire I have to do this.” She 

raised one hand in front of her. “A change the magical energy. I speed up its vibration, turn it 

flammable, and start to channel it through my body.  Create a small barrier to protect my hand 

from the fire, and with a swift move I knock two small white magic knots together, to produce 

the spark.” She flicked her wrist, and the area around her hand lit up. “And that is how it‟s 

done.” 

 “Fascinating!” Igarla said. “But it seems to me, that you are performing far more tasks 

to make your spell work than say a whit mage would.” 

 “You see that tree? My white magic bolt didn‟t even scratch it. This fire on the other 

hand is real, and would set that tree on fire right away. White magic is easier to learn, and it 

can be really powerful when mastered, but it will never be as effective a sorcery.” 

 “You see? You are much better at explaining this than the others.” 

 “And being that way has made me tired. I think I‟ll go to bed now, if you don‟t mind.” 

 “Of course. I‟ll wake you at dawn.” 

 “Thank you. Good night.” 

 Belleira was asleep shortly after. Igarla stayed awake to watch for threats. All she 

could think about was her love. The thought was killing her. Loraine in the hands of those 

Tuskers suffering who knows what. At the same time she was stricken by guilt. She had 

brought her to Lomar with the promise of a better life, and she had failed her. Her duty as a 

soldier was to protect the weak, and she let them take her away. Guilt then struck her in a 

second wave. An entire village of people had been kidnapped, and she was so focused on just 

one of them? She could not even remember when she last felt an attachment this strong to 

anyone. Perhaps way back … when she murdered a fellow soldier. The man who beat her 

previous love to death. One thing was for sure, If she was about to lose another love of hers, 

much more blood would be spilt this time around. 

 

 The next day the team tracked the Tusker party to a rocky area with a group of caves. 

In front of one of these caves, hidden away between the rocks, they found two Tuskers 

guarding the entrance. No doubt, this was the hideout of the Tuskers, who attacked the 

village. The three stayed out of sight, and prepared to make their move. 

 “Well Igarla?” said Tamolar. “You were the special soldier. How do you want to do 

this?” 

 “The longer we can stay unseen the better. We don‟t have the time or numbers to scout 

out the caves, and we have no idea how many there are. We must be cautious. There is also 

the danger of the Tuskers using human shields to stop us. We can‟t let that happen.” She 

looked toward the cave. “First order of business, take out those two silently without raising an 

alarm.” 

 “Two shots at once?” asked Tamolar. 

 “I could take them both out.” Belleira said. 

 “Without the others hearing it?” Igarla asked. 

 “Um…not really, no.” 

 “Then we stick with the bows. Tamolar, I need you to be sure. We have one chance at 



this.” 

 “Just give the order.” 

 “Alright. Once the two are dead make for the cave as fast as possible. Ready?” 

 “Let do it.” 

Igarla and Tamolar both drew their bows. 

 “You take the one on the left.” Igarla whispered. “I‟ve got the right.” 

 “Got it.” 

 “Now!” 

 The arrows both took off at once. Igarla‟s target was hit right in the head. Tamolar‟s 

arrow struck the throat. Both of them fell to the ground dead within seconds. Quickly and 

silently they approached the cave entrance. Igarla could see no one else inside. Tamolar and 

Belleira followed her into the cave. 

 They needed a few seconds for their eyes to get used to the dark. There were only a 

few torches to provide light. Slowly they crept forward. Igarla and Tamolar with their swords 

drawn, Belleira clutching her staff. Suddenly they heard noises. Footsteps getting louder. 

With no chance to hide they readied themselves. From behind the bend two Tuskers walked 

out talking to each other. They were not wearing their cloth masks, for the first time Igarla 

saw the face of a live Tusker. They had some sort of Tribal tattoos on their foreheads. Before 

they had a chance to defend themselves Igarla stabbed one of them through the chest, and 

quickly withdrew it to attack the second one. This could not be done silently. The second 

Tusker managed to shout something in Tusakaan language before he was killed.  

 “Looks like we have to fight. Get ready!” 

 “Let them come.” Belleira smiled. “Time for me to shine.” 

 Shortly after the scream they started to hear scurrying steps and loud incoherent 

voices. They moved to face their attackers. Armed tuskers emerged from passages all over, 

about a dozen all together. Belleira did not hesitate. While they were in a cluster she pointed 

her staff at them and bathed them in a hose of fire. The flames engulfed those in front 

immediately, and set the clothes of most of the others on fire. Igarla and Tamolar engaged the 

ones that weren‟t hit. Igarla plowed through her disorganized opponents with ease. Tamolar 

on the other hand was having some trouble due to his 

wound.



 
He was attacked by two opponents simultaneously, and though he did take them out with 

three swings, he received a cut on his left arm. Belleira also engaged in melee with one of the 

Tuskers, Igarla was about to go help her, but the apprentice was in need of no help. With 

beautiful acrobatic moves she deflected all the incoming blows with the staff, then knocked 



him back, spun around and set him on fire while he stumbled. Finally all the attackers were 

dead. Igarla looked around and took a moment to catch her breath. 

 “Is everyone alright?” 

 “Yes.” Belleira answered.  

 “I got a cut on the arm, but nothing serious.” Said Tamolar. 

 “Good. Remain on your guard, there could be more of them.” 

 They went on exploring the cave. They found two caverns that had been furnished as 

sleeping chambers. Apart from bedrolls and bits of food these areas were empty. They kept 

going deeper. All of a sudden Igarla heard something. Muffled crying, as though someone 

was trying to speak, but was being silenced. Following the noise they turned into another 

chamber and found its source. The room had two large iron cages in the back, filled with the 

men, women, and children they had kidnapped from Armast. To the right was a desk with 

papers all over it. Right next to it two large wooden chests, and weapons stacked next to them. 

In the center of the room stood one last Tusker, no facemask, holding a dagger to the throat of 

the hostage he was hiding behind. It was Loraine. She was standing there with her hands tied 

behind her, a sash in her mouth and tears in her eyes. Igarla and Belleira advanced, Tamolar 

stood behind and drew his bow. 

 “Minach rad hijuth vagh! Kornath oscot rotha!” The kidnapper shouted in the 

Tusakaan language.  

 Belleira leaned over to Igarla.  

 “He‟s threatening to kill her if try to get close.” 

 “Of course he is. Wait, you understand him?” 

 “He‟s speaking Tusakaan. I know it a little.” 

 “Tell him if a single hair on her head comes to harm, he will die in more pain then he 

ever thought was possible.” 

 “I‟ll try.” She turned to the Tusker. “Vladra nodul rad hozarastarra, inlach tressed, 

vlidor, tet lehrov.” 

 The Tusker‟s hand began to shake. His panicked gaze jumped between Belleira and 

Igarla.  

 “Bodorest vola nodar.” He said, in a completely different tone. One that sounded 

scarred. “Beset rezsik moda Nemeron blo...“ 

 His words were stopped by an arrow to the forehead. Tamolar let down his bow. The 

Tusker fell to the ground, and Loraine fell to her knees. Igarla jumped in front of her, got 

down beside her and removed the sash.  

 “Oh, thank the Gods you came for me!” Loraine burst into tears. “I was beginning to 

think I would never see you again.” 

 “I would never leave you.” Igarla cut the ropes tying her hands together and wrapped 

her arms around her. “Are you alright? Did they hurt you?” 

 “No.” Loraine was still sniffling but seemed calmer. “They were going to, but they 

didn‟t. You came just in time.” 

 “Lords, I was so worried about you!” 

 She put her hands on Loraine‟s face and gave her deep, passionate kiss as a sign of 

how relived she was to see her alive. Belleira was struck by sudden realization. She whispered 

over to Tamolar. 



 “Oh! So Igarla and Loraine are…” 

 “Yes.” Tamolar cut her off.  

 “My! I swear I didn‟t get that from …  anything.” 

 “Come on, let‟s get the hostages out.” 

 “I kind of feel weird about her asking me about bathing in the streets now…” she said 

quietly as she went to help Tamolar. They began getting the trapped people out of their cages. 

Igarla took another moment or two in Loraine‟s embrace, then upon seeing her companions 

put a hand on Loraine‟s cheek before getting up to help them. The villagers one by one 

expressed their gratitude for being saved. They found all of the kidnapped civilians save for 

two who were killed on the trip by their captors. In one of the cages Belleira found her master 

face down on the floor. She turned to the others. 

 “How long has this man been unconscious?” 

 “The drunk?” said a blond haired man. “He wouldn‟t shut up until the Tuskers shut 

him up. One of our captors smashed is head to the wall yesterday, and he‟s been out ever 

since.” 

 “Old moron.” Muttered Belleira. “Hey! Master! Wake up, you drunken pig!” 

She shook her unconscious master. He started to blink and gradually came to. Belleira took 

the ropes off his hands. 

 “Is that you?” Melovis asked. “How did you get here, little Bell?” 

 The next moment Belleira‟s eyes turned a burning glowing red. She clenched her 

teeth. Melovis got up screaming, and wildly patting his face, trying to put out the fire that had 

taken to his beard. The people in the room were dumbfounded. 

 “Why you ungrateful bastard…should have left you in the hands of the Tuskers…” 

Belleira muttered under her breath.  

 “Listen up, everyone!” Igarla shouted. “The cave has been cleared. You are all safe 

now! Rest up and head back to your village! The local garrison will undoubtedly send troops 

to make sure an attack like this does not happen again!” 

 “And will someone please take him as well?” Said Belleira pointing to her master, 

who had fainted again. “Just put the man on coach to Riverade. They will know what to do 

with him.” 

 The villagers left the cave, two of them carried the old sorcerer out on their shoulders. 

 “You‟re not going with him?” Igarla asked.  

 “I believe I am needed elsewhere.” 

 “What do you mean.” 

 “I am firmly convinced by this point that you are not guilty of what you are accused 

of. I‟d like to go with you and help. I could be of use to you.” 

 “You‟d leave you master by himself?” 

 “Igarla, believe me” Tamolar interrupted. “I was born in Riverade. I know Melovis. 

He doesn‟t deserve her.” 

 “You‟re sweet, thank you. And yes, I would. I just saved the man‟s life and won‟t 

even bother calling me by my name. he can drink himself to death for all I care.” 

 Tamolar looked at the table. The weapons lying there attracted his attention.  

 “Igarla! Take a look at this.” 

 She went over to the table and saw what caught his eye. Weapons made to look 



Tusakaan in appearance, but were clearly not made from iron. 

 “Weapons made from an alloy.” Said Tamolar. “Made to appear Tusakaan.” 

 “Either Tusker craftsmanship has developed in leaps for the past few years, or they‟ve 

gotten a new supplier.” 

 “I think I know who.”  

 Tamolar picked up a tiny bag and emptied its contents on the table. Silver coins with 

the seal of Nemeron stamped on them.  

 “Belleira!” Igarla called. “These papers can you read them?” 

 “Um, maybe. Let me see.” 

 “I think we know what‟s going on here even without it.” Tamolar said. “Nemeron is 

supplying Tuskers with coin and weapons to conduct slaver raids in the land.” 

 “It‟s the first step in an invasion!” Igarla gasped. “Destabilize Lomar‟s internal 

security weakening us for when they attack. These tuskers must have been operating out here 

since the ambush at Khaltos.” 

 “And if Belvar is in on the plan, it could also explain why the garrisons were unable to 

react.” 

 “Heavens…” Loraine whispered. 

Belleira in the meantime had been reading paper after paper, and with every one she read her 

face became more and more pale. 

 “Igarla, do you know what these are?” 

 “What?” 

 “Reports! These Tuskers were sending regular reports to the City of Fire!” 

 “Impossible! How?” 

 “The only thing I can think of, is that Nemeron has some sort of espionage network set 

up. It has to be! The ambassador of Nemeron has been receiving copies of these regularly! It 

says so right here.” Belleira held up a page. “As of today we prepare to attack another 

northern town. In another weak the ships will take another load of red-eyed ones to serve you. 

Remember Ghrestal, you keep up your end of our deal! Keep the red ones‟ warriors off our 

backs or you will regret it! If we die, copies of all the messages you received will be reviled to 

them. Do not fail us. We expect the same level of treatment as we are giving you.” 

 “Clever bastards.” Tamolar remarked. “Kept copies of the letters as insurance. These 

people are not nearly as primitive as we thought.” 

 “They learn fast, that‟s for sure.” Said Igarla. 

 “This could still be dismissed as a con.” Loraine said quietly. “There is no real way to 

prove that the Tuskers really sent copies of those letters.” 

 “That‟s right.” Said Tamolar. “Belleira, are there any letters here written in response 

from Ghrestal?” 

 “You bet. Vague and unspecific, but they answer to questions posed in letters written 

from the Tuskers. We have a full to way correspondence here.” 

 “That bastard…” Igarla had turned away from the rest of them. The others looked at 

her. “That treacherous, backstabbing, murdering, unholy spawn of a fucking demon!!!” 

Within the same sentence Igarla went from irritated to enraged. Enraged like boiling 

demonfire was coursing through her veins. She threw the table across the room in her anger.“I 

trusted him! I trusted that motherfucker with my Lords-damned LIFE! And he‟s been selling 



our people as SLAVES to Nemeron!!! I‟m going to kill him. I‟m going to kill him by tearing 

out his fucking heart with my own hands and shoving it in his face so he can see how cold and 

black it is!” 

 Loraine walked up behind Igarla, who appeared to be going mad with pure demonic 

rage, and gently put one hand on her shoulder and took her hand with the other one. Igarla 

turned to face her, and Loraine moved a hand up to her face. Igarla calmed down. 

 “Forgive me…” Igarla said in almost a whisper. 

 “It‟s alright. I share in your anger. I‟d like to help in whatever way I can.” 

 “Thank you, Loraine.” She kissed her on the cheek and turned to face the other two in 

the group. “We are going to need these. Take a few of the silver pieces and some letters as 

evidence. Belleira, pick the ones with the most damning information, and take as much as we 

can carry.” 

 “If I may, Igarla,” Tamolar spoke up. “These weapons are also better than what we are 

carrying at the moment. Perhaps we should replace ours with some of these.” 

 “I don‟t like the idea of carrying a Tusker weapon…” she said “… but these are 

excellent weapons. Very well.” 

 They carefully examined the armory. The quality of the weapons did in fact surpass 

that of those they were carrying already. Taking some of them was a practical decision. 

Tamolar exchanged his own one-handed swords for ones of similar weight and length. 

Luckily they were not too big for the sheath he was carrying. Igarla dropped the weapon she 

had bought in town, and picked up a single longsword, a weapon she was much more fond of. 

She also picked up a dagger and gave one to Loraine as well. Belleira didn‟t carry a weapon, 

and had no desire to, but she did pack a large portion of the letters and coins into her bag. 

 They returned to their campsite once they had finished with searching the cave. 

Belleira lit the fire, and they all sat down and had a good bite to eat from the meat of the game 

Tamolar hunted. Loraine and Belleira introduced themselves officially, and the four of them 

talked happily all evening. Belleira and Igarla told the story of how they fought the Tuskers in 

the village and rescued the civilians. Loraine told them everything about her kidnapping. She 

and Tamolar were having lunch in the tavern, when an explosion from a tusker bomb blocked 

the door with a wall of flames. Tuskers burst in from all directions, six of them, dragging off 

the villagers, and killing anyone strong enough to resist. Tamolar told Loraine to get to hide in 

the pantry while he tried to distract them. She was to run and get to safety once the coast was 

clear. She stayed and hid, like he said, but one of the Tuskers saw her, and tried to take her 

away. Tamolar killed him, but was soon overwhelmed by them. He fell to the ground after he 

got stabbed, and the Tuskers made off with her. They tied her up and threw her on the back of 

a horse. The whole group of captives were taken to the caves, on the way they had to punish 

some of the more resistant prisoners as an example. They abused some of them, and two were 

even killed. Inside the caves they were thrown into the cages and left there. One of the 

Tuskers got bored and came looking for someone to “play” with. Before he could do anything 

though, a fight broke out in the caves, and the trio had arrived. Minutes later, all the Tuskers 

were dead. 

 When she finished her story and all had finished eating, the first thing Loraine did, 

was drag Tamolar away from the fire to speak with him in private.  

 “Show me!” she said. 



 “What?” 

 “The wound. I know Belleira cauterized it, but I‟d like to see it anyway.” 

 “I‟ve been traveling with it for three days now, I was even able to fight, it‟s not worth 

your trouble.” 

 “Tamolar, show me your wound right this instant!” 

 He rolled his eyes and gave in to Loraine‟s motherly behavior. He unbuttoned his 

shirt, and revealed the stab-wound on his side. Loraine began to examine it.  

 “Oh my! I‟d better treat that right away.” She took out a combination of herbs from 

her pouch and squeezed their juice onto Tamolar‟s skin. “Heat is helpful to some extent, but 

you need proper medicine to prevent infection. Also if is not properly sealed you run the risk 

of the wound opening up again. This should help your body to heal itself. Try not to stress the 

wound, alright?” 

 “I‟ll do my best.” 

 Loraine rubbed the herbal mixture into his skin.  

 “And by the way…” Tamolar said nervously. “I‟m sorry.” 

 “For what?” 

 “For not preventing it.” 

 “The wound?” 

 “Your capture.” 

 “Oh, don‟t be silly! You took on numerous bandits to try and protect me. It‟s not your 

fault.” 

 “Yes it is. I was under pressure and I made a bad call. I should have stayed by your 

side, and fought our way to safety. You‟ve seen how much Igarla values trust. She trusted me 

with your life, and I failed her and you. It won‟t happen again.” 

 “Stop being so hard on yourself! It all worked out in the end, didn‟t it? As long as I‟m 

looking at your wounds, would you like me to take a look at that too?” she pointed to 

Tamolar‟s left eye. 

 “I…don‟t think that‟s necessary.” 

 “If it hasn‟t been treated it could get infected too. Around the eye, that‟s a nasty spot.” 

 “I…” 

 “Oh, relax, will you? I‟m not going to hurt you!” 

 After a short hesitation he removed the cloth from his eye. Loraine got to see for the 

first time the full extent of the damage. The cut was deep, it started from up above his brow 

almost all the way down to his lips. The cut was caused by a knife or a sword with a serrated 

blade designed to cause extensive damage to the target. Upon the blade had caught the eyeball 

and tore it out of its socket. Along the line of the cut the skin was all torn up, though it had 

seemed to have healed and there was no sign of 

infection.



 
 “Gods…” Loraine forgot her composure for a second. 

 “I know…it‟s hideous.”  

 “Sorry, I didn‟t want… I didn‟t mean to hurt your feelings.” 

 “Don‟t worry about it. The man who did this, he‟s done far worse to others.” 



 “How did it happen?” 

 “During the Tusker ambush on the squad. The sentinels were the first ones taken out, 

most of the others weren‟t even wearing armor. I only stayed alive as long as I did, because I 

was on the far side of the camp and my shield was right on the ground next to me. I was able 

to defend myself even against the majority of the incoming arrows. One of the Tuskers 

engaged me in close combat. He got a lucky strike, hit me in the face, and I fell to ground 

grasping at my wound with my eyeball in my hand. He didn‟t finish me off because another 

soldier jumped in. He died. I got away with this reminder.” 

 “What about the Tusker?” 

 “Hell if I know. He‟s probably still up north pillaging. I blame Belvar, not the 

Tusker.” 

 “Let me treat this too. It does not appear to be infected, but it can‟t hurt.” 

 “Whatever you say, Loraine. It‟s up to you.” 

 Using the same herbs, she squeezed some more pulp onto her fingers and rubbed it 

into the wound. It stung, and caused Tamolar‟s facial muscles to tighten up at times, but 

Loraine was finished soon. 

 “So, how long have you known Igarla?” 

 “Before she vanished I had served under her for two missions. The second was where 

she was attacked. Before that I knew her by reputation.” 

 “Were you two close?” 

 “We only spoke once for the sake of conversation. Our relationship wasn‟t exactly 

personal. I always saw her as my commanding officer.” 

 “I see.” 

 “Why do you ask?” 

 “I just thought there might have been some… something between you two.” 

 “Where did you get that idea? Wait, don‟t answer that. My coming to find her doesn‟t 

mean anything like that.” 

 “Ok, I believe you. I‟ve just never seen such loyalty before in a soldier. I thought there 

might have been something, but I was wrong. Forget I said anything.” 

 “Ok. Thank you for the treatment.” 

 “After all you‟ve done it‟s the least I could do.” 

 Tamolar buttoned his shirt again and tied the cloth around is eye again. They both 

returned to the campfire. Tamolar took the first watch that night. Igarla and Loraine fell asleep 

in each other arms, and Tamolar just sat there staring at the fire, as he always did.  

 The road to the City of Fire lead trough on last town. It was called Morval, and it was 

the center on a small agricultural area. Igarla only agreed to stop here after a lot of thought, 

since there was a garrison of troops not far from the town. She decided that as long as they 

drew no attention to themselves, they had nothing to worry about. 

 They rented a room at the local inn. Belleira did all the talking, since Igarla and 

Tamolar were worried about being recognized, and Loraine was a foreigner. The room was 

small. It had one double bed and a roll on the floor.  

 “Should we not have asked for a bigger room?” Belleira asked.  

 “No need.” Igarla replied. “I don‟t intend to stay here for more than one night. Armast 



was far enough from the capital for us to be calm, but Morval is practically next door.” 

 “And as long as you‟ve brought it up,” Tamolar said. “I think it‟s safe to say we have 

reached the bridge. Igarla, what is your plan? How are we going to catch Belvar?” 

 “I‟m working on it. We still have very little information. Infiltrating the palace is 

impossible, so we‟ll have to find out where else he turns up frequently.” 

 “And when we have him? What then?” 

 “We turn him over to one of the consuls. We use the proof we‟ve obtained to prove his 

guilt. That way my name will be cleared.” 

 “I thought you were going to kill him…” Loraine said silently. 

 “I would want nothing more, but I cant. If he‟s dead, he can‟t admit to his crimes and I 

remain a traitor.” 

 “I don‟t mean to discourage you,” said Tamolar. “but it sound to me, like you haven‟t 

thought this through.” 

 “Because I don‟t have all the information. Collecting some will be our first goal. Once 

that‟s done, then we can act.”  

 “Understood.” 

 “Tamolar, don‟t worry. We‟ll think of something.” 

 “I believe you. Right now though we are running low on previsions. I‟ll go do some 

shopping.” 

 “Good. Be careful.” 

 “I will.” 

 Tamolar left the room. He walked out of the inn, and went to one of the produce 

stands. It was slowly getting dark out, but there were still some traders out in the market. He 

filled his bag with fruits and bread. He spent no more than a few silvers, he was spending 

rather wisely. He was about to head back to Igarla when four men black leather got in his 

way. They were all about a foot taller than he was. The man standing directly in front of him 

was the first to speak. 

 “I like your sword!” 

 Tamolar said nothing.  

 “Doesn‟t look like it was made here. Where did you get it?” 

Tamolar examined the four men. They were bounty-hunters. Could they have recognized 

him? 

 “Armast.”  

 “Really? I had no idea one could buy Tusakaan weapons in Armast.” He laughed and 

his henchmen did the same.  

 “A dead Tusakaan doesn‟t care what happen to his belongings.” 

 “Well, well! That sure is something! You killed a Tusakaan?” 

 “What business is it of yours?” 

 “I just like good weapons.” He drew is own custom made sword and stroked the blade. 

“A Tusakaan doesn‟t go down easy. I should know. I‟ve killed my fair share. You must be 

quite the warrior. What are you? A bounty hunter? Perhaps a soldier?” 

 “I‟m a hunter.” 

 “Ah! That explains it. Took him down from range, huh? That‟s the smart way to do it, 

for sure. They don‟t normally wear armor.” 



 “Do you want something?” Tamolar‟s patience was wearing thin. The more this man 

spoke, the more he believed that he was on to him.  

 “As a matter of fact, I do. You see, we‟re bounty hunters. We took a job from 

someone a while back. Turns out the job he had us do wasn‟t nearly as legal as he said, so 

now the authorities are after us. I‟m thinking we could perform a favor for them to make it 

right. Something like capturing a wanted criminal who deserted from the army.” 

 “I still don‟t know what you want from me.” 

 “You‟ve come from Armast. That‟s the direction this particular fugitive was believed 

to be heading. Perhaps you might have heard something about that?” 

 “I haven‟t.” 

 “Are you sure? Because we are willing to share the reward with whoever can put us on 

the right track.” 

 “Thanks, but no thanks. If that‟s all, then I‟ll be on my way.” 

 “Alright. If you‟re sure. If you change your mind we‟ll be here for a few days more.” 

 Tamolar did not answer. The man got out of his way and let him walk away. Tamolar 

didn‟t look back, but he knew he was being watched. These men knew exactly who he was. 

They were scouting him out. Waiting for an opportunity to capture him when he‟s all alone, 

far from other bounty hunters, or guards. He could not risk bringing them to Igarla and the 

others. Instead of heading to the inn, he took a walk in the woods. It was dark out, and getting 

difficult to see. He walked around a bit, until he was sure that they were following him. On 

the way he took one of the fruits from his bag and began to eat it. When done, he threw the 

core on the ground next to a path way, then he hid. Just a bit later, he saw his pursuers, all 

four of them. They however did not see him. They took the bait, and followed the false trail. 

Once they were well out of sight, he headed back to the inn.  

 He opened the door. Belleira and Loraine were already sleeping, Belleira on the roll on 

the floor, and Loraine on one of the sides of the bed. Igarla brandished her dagger when she 

heard the door opening. She let it down when she saw Tamolar. 

 “It‟s me.” He said to calm her. 

 “Where were you for so long?” 

 “Just the market. Here.” He gave Igarla the bag. “This should last us until the capital.” 

 “Yes, it should by the looks of it.” 

 “Getting in however… you know there‟s a good chance of us getting noticed even in a 

crowd?” 

 Igarla sighed.  

 “Yes, I know. Honestly, Tamolar, I haven‟t the slightest clue how we‟re going to pull 

this off.” 

 “I know. Don‟t worry, we‟ll think of something. You‟re not in this alone.” 

 “Thank you. I don‟t know what I would do without you.” 

 “You‟d still think of something.” 

 “That‟s kind of you. Are you tired?” 

 “Yes I am. I‟ll take the floor.” 

 Igarla nodded and lay down beside Loraine. Tamolar rolled up his cape and put it 

under his head. He did not sleep easily.  



 They got an early start next day. There was not a soldier anywhere to be seen, thank 

goodness. The continued their journey to the City of Fire. Igarla and Loraine walked in front 

hand in hand. Belleira and Tamolar walked behind them at a distance. Belleira walked up to 

Tamolar, with a casual expression and her hand behind her back. She stayed far away enough 

to be out of Igarla‟s hearing range. 

 “This must be rather awkward for you.” 

 “Excuse me?” Tamolar said surprised. 

 “I for one would probably want to strangle someone in frustration if I were you.” 

 “What are you talking about?” 

 “I mean after all you went through for her, deserting the army, climbed mountains, 

forded rivers, endured blistering winds and scorching deserts and all that. You practically 

sacrificed yourself for her, only to find out she is already with another woman.” 

 “Good Lords, not you too…” 

 “I‟m just saying, you must feel frustrated.” 

 “You‟re wrong, it‟s nothing like that. The fate of Lomar could depend on getting 

Igarla back to the city, and catching Belvar. I have no such feelings for her.” 

 “And you‟ve successfully convinced both her and Loraine, but you can‟t trick me.” 

 “I‟m not arguing with you. Even if you were right it would make no difference.” 

 “Why not?” 

 “Because when I look in front of me, I see a happy devoted couple, and anyone with 

even a shred of decency would keep from harming it.” 

 The sorceress would not be easily defeated. 

 “But you haven‟t even told her how you feel. What if she feels the same way?” 

 “I‟m done talking about this.” 

 “Look, Igarla and Loraine might leave you alone thanks to your „I don‟t care about 

anything or anyone‟ act, but I can see through it. I studied among sorcerers. I‟ve seen way 

more broody, antisocial boys playing at apathy than they ever have. This whole lonesome, 

silent type thing, it‟s an act, and it takes you effort to keep it up. All you want to do is talk and 

talk and talk about everything inside your soul, all your thoughts and feelings, you just don‟t 

like conflict, and avoid it at all costs. That‟s all that holds you back. You fear causing 

tension.” 

 Tamolar pretended to ignore her, but Belleira could tell that she was getting through to 

him. She went on. 

 “Do you not think that she deserves to know the truth? Or more importantly after all 

you‟ve gone through, all you‟ve done, do you not deserve the right to tell her.” 

 “NO!” 

 Tamolar erupted all of a sudden and stopped in his tracks. Belleira was startled. Igarla 

and Loraine turned around to see what was going on. Tamolar was breathing heavily and 

gridded his teeth.  

 “This is not about me! It never was, it never should have been, it never should be! 

Don‟t you dare! Don‟t you dare spread your wisdom to me, like you‟re some kind of oracle! 

You don‟t know nothing about me, or what I‟ve done! You don‟t know anything! Anything in 

the Lords-damned world!” 

 He turned forward and kept walking in the original direction, and left the stunned 



Belleira where she stood. He passed by Igarla. 

 “What was that all about?” she asked. 

 “Nothing…” 

 Igarla look just as stunned and clueless. When Belleira caught up she asked her. 

 “What happened?” 

 “I think I hit a nerve.” Belleira said. 

 Tamolar remained silent for the rest of the walk. Belleira avoided getting up close to 

him for the time being. She was certain her observations were correct, especially if there were 

such emotions hidden inside, but there was clearly some piece of the puzzle missing. Igarla 

knew nothing about what was going on. She too suspected Tamolar had some sort of ulterior 

motive, but she had no idea what.  

 After a few hours of walking they were met by four faces familiar to Tamolar. They 

had leaped out from behind a rock.  

 “Hello again, hunter.” The leader said. 

Tamolar kept his hand by his sword. Igarla noticed the bandit talking to Tamolar. She spoke. 

 “Who are you, and what do you want?” 

 “Be silent! We have no quarrel with you. All I want is this one-eyed one.” He turned 

to Tamolar. “Thought you got rid of us, did you? We were chasing that false lead for hours. 

You‟ll pay for that.” 

 Tamolar remained silent.  

 “I don‟t know what you want with my friend, but I suggest you walk away while you 

still can.”  

 “Do you even know who this man you call your friend is? I don‟t know what he told 

you, but he‟s no hunter. He‟s a soldier. A deserter. The army is looking for him. His captain, 

Igar, or something or another, betrayed his squad of soldiers, and he helped him.” 

 Tamolar had to fight the urge to giggle. Wherever this bounty hunter got his 

information, he got more than half of it wrong. Even so, he was still a danger.  

 “That‟s a lie! Let us be on our way! I won‟t warn you again.” Igarla threatened.  

 “Has he told you what he‟s done?” the bounty hunter continued. “He‟s wanted for 

desertion, aiding a traitor to the nation, and the murder of two of his fellow soldiers.” 

 “That‟s…” Igarla was confused. “No, that‟s not possible.” 

 Tamolar‟s face however, said otherwise. The muscles on his arms were tightening, his 

eyes were filled with rage.  

 “Oh, it most certainly is. This man is a deserter, a traitor and a murderer. You‟d best 

just leave him to us.” 

 No sooner had he finished talking, that his companions reached for their weapons. 

They were too late. Two daggers flew from Tamolar‟s hands right at them. One hit a throat, 

the other hit an eye. The bandits slowed down in their surprise. Tamolar had already drawn 

his sword and faster than they could react, he took down the remaining two with three precise 

strikes. Three of the bounty hunters bled to death on the spot. One was on the ground grasping 

at his eye, and screaming in pain. Tamolar grabbed him by the collar and stuck his sword to 

his neck. Igarla saw the intention is Tamolar‟s eyes 

 “Tamolar, DON‟T!” 

 She was too late. At the same time as the cry he had already put his sword through the 



man‟s neck. He began to cough up blood and within a few second he was dead. Loraine 

averted her gaze and hid her face in Igarla‟s arms, who could hardly believe her eyes. 

Tamolar pulled his sword out of the body and whipped his blade with the edge of his cape. He 

looked up, and could see all the eyes staring at him. He took a few steps towards Igarla, 

stopped before her then handed her the hilt of his sword. Belleira knew what was going on, 

she grabbed Loraine by the arm and pulled her away from them. 

 “We‟re not in the army, Tamolar, there‟s no need…” 

 “It‟s not your call. I insist.” 

 Igarla was hesitant, but took the sword from him. He then kneeled before her. 

 “What‟s hap…”Loraine tried to ask, but Belleira shushed her. 

 “Sssh!” she then whispered. “It‟s an army tradition. If a soldier has committed a crime 

he has the option of passing judgment to his highest ranking commanding officer. If he does 

this, then he must accept the fact that the officer can take his life for any crime he or she sees 

fit. This is a much more strict version of a court-martial.” 

 “Is she going to…” 

 “Let‟s be quiet. This is serious.” 

 Igarla looked down on the kneeling Tamolar. He was looking down at the ground.  

 “Tamolar, you have been accused of murdering two soldiers. Is this true?” 

 “It is.” 

 Igarla closed her eyes in disappointment.  

 “Why…Why did you do it?” 

 “Because they betrayed my trust.” 

 “Explain!” 

 “After the ambush we returned to nearest garrison. There we met with colonel 

Radomis. Belvar gave his story and presented his evidence. In the end even the colonel was 

forced to believe the charges. I objected to the charges in front of the colonel in private, but he 

would not listen. He said he did not want to believe that you would do such a thing, but in the 

face of the evidence, what choice did he have? After seeing that he was out of the question I 

chose to confide in two of the other survivors, Butrar and Veiros. At first they seemed to 

agree with me. They did not trust Belvar and were reluctant to believe that you would betray 

them. They withdrew however, when I suggested going after you. They were unwilling to 

help, so I decided to carry it out myself. The night I wanted to commence with my plan, they 

tried to stop me. They threatened to inform the colonel and all the other of what I was going 

to do. They said I would never get past Armast. So I had to silence them.” 

 Tamolar finished his speech. 

 “You should not have killed them. You should have found another way!” 

 “Their death saddens me, but I regret nothing. If they had not died, I would not have 

made to Livador when I did. My only regret is having confided in them in the first place.” 

 A teardrop escaped from Igarla‟s closed eye. It was at that moment that the realization 

hit her. Tamolar was a dead man. Desertion was punishable by death in Lomar, but Igarla was 

confident she could have talked down the consul after her name was cleared. Now however, 

Tamolar could chalk up murder to his crimes. Murder of his fellow soldier, and there was no 

escaping death for that crime. 

 “Do you want to say anything else in your defense?” 



 “I have nothing else to say.” 

 The moment of truth had some. Igarla knew that duty required her to end Tamolar 

right where he was. The tears started to flow more intensely. Igarla grasped the hilt of the 

sword, and put it to the back of his neck. As she was getting ready for the execution she felt a 

hand on her shoulder. She turned around and saw Loraine, her eyes soaked in tears. She 

looked into Igarla‟s eyes, then down at Tamolar, then back. Igarla turned back to face 

Tamolar, and tightened her grip. She raised the sword with both hands, and struck. Belleira 

turned her head away, Loraine shut her eyes.  

 Tamolar opened his eyes. The sword had been stabbed into the ground next to him. 

Igarla whipped tears from her eyes, and stepped back. Tamolar got up of the ground and 

looked into her eyes. She was blinking rapidly, then with a fast and unexpected move punched 

him right in the face. The force knocked him on his back. He sat up grasping his jaw. 

 “How could you?!” Igarla shouted. “How could you do that?! You deserted and 

murdered! Soldiers! You killed soldiers! And all because of me?! So you could rescue me?!” 

 “My reasons are my own.” He said getting up off the ground. “But I am convinced that 

what I have done is right. Even if I end up paying for it with my life.” 

 “Tamolar… why?...” Igarla was rubbing her eyes in sorrow. 

 Tamolar remained silent. Loraine and Belleira looked at each other in silence, not sure 

what to do. Loraine tried to approach Igarla, but she was not in the mood. She turned away 

and continued walking in the direction of their goal.  

 “Let‟s go. We‟ve wasted enough time here.” 

 They carried on. Tamolar picked up his daggers from the bodies, and anything else of 

use he found on them. A small bag of coins, bits of food, and a good quality hunting knife. He 

then got up and went after them. Belleira was still staring at him. When he got close to her he 

said just one thing. 

 “Now you know.” 

 They were only a day away from the City of Fire. The mountains were getting closer 

and closer, and beyond that lied the gate. The made camp for the last time, with Igarla taking 

first watch. Belleira was also awake and approached her. 

 “Igarla. Can I speak with you?” 

 “Of course.” 

 “I know you‟re still pondering how to get into the city and what to do once we‟re in, 

but have you thought about what happens once all this is over?” 

 “You mean once we‟ve unmasked Belvar?” 

 “Yes.” 

 “If we prove his guilt then depending on the use of the information we get from him 

he‟s either looking at life in the dungeon or death.” 

 “No, I mean what happens to us.” 

 “Will you get in trouble?” 

 “Me, nah! You will probably get your command back, since you never actually 

committed any of the crimes you are accused of. Loraine will start a new life in the city, and 

should make it just fine with you there for her. All I‟ll get is a scolding for having left my 

master by himself. But Tamolar…” 



 They both faced to look at Tamolar, who was deep asleep. 

 “Tamolar‟s fate is already decided.” Igarla said regretfully.  

 “Are you sure? There‟s nothing we can do for him?” 

 “No. His actions are explainable but against the law. They might possibly have wave 

desertion given the circumstances, but not murder. My good word won‟t be worth much.” 

 “So if they catch him, they‟ll execute him?” 

 “Definitely.” 

 “Igarla!” 

 “Yes?” 

 “If they catch him, they‟ll execute him?” 

 Belleira said the words much more slowly this time as if to strengthen an implication. 

Igarla lowered her eyebrows. The sorceress was clearly trying to say something.  

 “What do you mean?” 

 “I‟m agreeing with you. If Tamolar is captured, then there is no escape for him.” 

 And then it hit her. 

 “Are you trying to suggest he not come with us? That I should send him away?” 

 “I‟m no fool! Can you imagine what trouble I could get into by telling a member of 

the Lomaran army to assist a deserter and a murderer in escaping his punishment? I wouldn‟t 

dream of it. I was just wondering if  you‟d put any thought into it.” 

 She said no more. Igarla didn‟t understand why exactly she was avoiding talking 

straight. Probably just being cautious.  

 “If you were in my position what would you do? And please, speak clearly. No one 

will ever know about this conversation, I promise.” 

 Belleira sighed. 

 “Look, I‟ve seen many people like Tamolar before during my time studying in 

Riverade. Often it‟s up to others to know what‟s best for them. Even if they don‟t want to 

accept it.” 

 “It‟s not that simple. Tamolar seems to have literally found his purpose in aiding me. I 

can‟t just tell him „Well, thanks for all your help so far, but I think it‟s best if you leave and 

save yourself, now that the real danger is around the corner‟.” 

 “All I know is that Tamolar doesn‟t see everything for what it is. He sticks stubbornly 

to the belief that he is dispensable in all this. But I know that isn‟t how you feel. I also think it 

would do him good to hear that from you.” 

 She left Igarla alone and returned to her bed. Igarla was just staring off into the 

distance. There wasn‟t a clown in the sky, the moon was full, and the stars were shining 

brightly. Almost enough to make one forget they‟re about to march straight into deaths 

clutches. Igarla was more concerned about Tamolar at the moment. After yesterday a great 

many things became very clear about him. His attitude was beginning to make sense. He 

wasn‟t looking for attention or trying to get people to feel sorry for him. He was keeping 

people away so as to avoid others getting attached to him. He knew all along that he was 

going to die. From the first moment they were reunited in Lighn, he had known this road 

would not end well for him. 

 The only thing unclear were his motivations. Igarla was not sure she bought this talk 

of the unobvious right decision. Was it possible, that from those few interactions they shared 



he had somehow developed an emotional connection to her? Is he perhaps just driven by 

instinct? If so, seeing her together with Loraine upon first sight must have been hell. Igarla 

was unsure what to do. She did not love him. Not in a romantic way at least. She had never 

been able to truly love any man. 

 When the time came to change watch, she decided to find out the truth.  

 “Tamolar, wake up!” 

 He rubbed his eyes. 

 “Is it time already?” he asked. 

 “Not yet, but I need to talk with you.” 

 “Very well. Talk then.” He said yawning.  

 “Why are you here?” 

 “I don‟t understand the question.” 

 “Back in Armast, when you said you were helping me because it‟s right, I don‟t think 

you were being completely honest.” 

 “Why wouldn‟t I have been?” 

 “Perhaps for the same reason you didn‟t come clean about those murders.” 

 Tamolar took a second before answering. 

 “You‟ve been speaking to Belleira, haven‟t you? What thoughts did she plant in your 

head?” 

 “Don‟t change the subject. I want no more lies.” 

 “I never lied to you, Igarla. Everything I told you was true, and I never kept any 

relevant information from you.” 

 “You think the fact that you killed two soldiers isn‟t relevant?” 

 “Not in the grater scheme of things. I die no matter what. You needed to know I was 

being hunted, nothing more.” 

 “That‟s not the point. If you want me to continue trusting you, I have to know what 

made you come after me.” 

 “You have no right!” Tamolar‟s voice became angered. “You have no reason to doubt 

me! I‟m the reason you weren‟t captured in Livador! I‟m the reason the Tuskers didn‟t kill 

Loraine! I‟m the reason you were able to bring her cross the border! I put myself in the paths 

of countless attacks on your life! Don‟t you dare imply that I can‟t be trusted!” 

 Igarla took a breath and waited for Tamolar to calm down. 

 “You‟re right, I‟m sorry. But I‟m still hurt, that did not trust me enough to tell me the 

whole truth, and I‟m still hurt.” 

 “It‟s not a matter of trust, its…” 

 “You were afraid of how I would react?” 

 “No…” 

 “Please be honest, Tamolar. Do you have feelings for me?” 

 Tamolar hesitated. He didn‟t look her in the eye. 

 “I have many feeling for you. Pride, fear, respect. You are a role model to me.” 

 “I can‟t believe that would be enough for you to kill and be killed for me.” 

 “Why is it so hard to believe I can be motivated by the fate on entire nation? That‟s 

what it‟s all about. Imagine what an uplifting feeling it must be going to your grave knowing 

millions of lives have been made better because you made the right choice when no one else 



would! Can you think of a better feeling do die with?” 

 Tamolar‟s words seemed honest. He even managed to smile once at the end of his 

speech as he stared of at the starry sky. 

 “Yes… about that…” 

 “About what?” 

 “Your imminent execution. Tell me, had it occurred to you, that need not die?” 

 “No. Why? Dou you think you could convince the consul to spare me?” 

 “Not likely, but that still doesn‟t you have to unconditionally except your death.” 

 “I take no joy in knowing I‟m going to die, but I fear it‟s already decided.” 

 “Your fate is definitely sealed if you are caught. But if you‟re not…” 

 “We both know there is no way I‟m escaping the city once this is resolved.” 

 “I know.” 

 Igarla looked deep into his eyes and raised her eyebrows. 

 “Wait, you‟re not trying to say what I think you‟re trying to say?” 

 “”Just think of it! You could leave now, start a new life for yourself in the south, or 

abroad, or anywhere. You could make living hunting, somewhere away from the authorities.” 

 “No. No! Absolutely not.” 

 “But why not?” 

 “It wouldn‟t be just! You can‟t try to prevent what I have coming knowing the things 

I‟ve done!” 

 “Yes, Tamolar, I can!” 

 “Why?” 

 “Because you are important to me!” 

 It was Tamolar‟s turn to look surprised. Igarla closed her eyes and sighed. 

 “I know you think of me only as your superior, but you are more than just another 

soldier to me. You are my friend. You‟ve done something bad, but… Just because the law 

cannot forgive you doesn‟t mean that I can‟t. And as my friend I don‟t want you to end up 

dead.” 

 “I… don‟t know what to say.” 

 “Please, Tamolar. For my sake, leave! Don‟t walk directly into your death. I couldn‟t 

live with myself I you died because of me.” 

 Tamolar looked back at the fire. He stared intently for a few seconds. 

 “Yes, Igarla, you could.” He said breaking silence. “I‟m not dying because of you. I‟m 

dying because of me. And you know it.” 

 Igarla lowered her head. She could see that it was hopeless. 

 “But don‟t grieve! You have no reason to. By allowing me to help you, you have given 

me purpose, and by calling me your friend you have given me happiness.” Tamolar gave the 

most honest smile he had ever shown. “But, I‟m sorry. I‟m afraid you‟re stuck with me. What 

kind of friend would I be, if I chose to abandon you when you needed me most.” 

 “Is trying to persuade you entirely pointless?” 

 “I‟m afraid so.” 

 “So be it then. I‟m truly sorry.” She let her hair down and lay down on her bedroll. 

“You have the next watch. I‟m going to sleep.” 

 “Pleasant dreams!” 



 Igarla‟s homecoming was not what she expected it to be. The gate to her city of birth 

lay before her. In front of the gate were many merchants eager to increase their profit by 

trading outside the city walls, where the city‟s tax laws weren‟t in effect. The traffic was 

huge, people were moving in and out of the city to get their hand on the cheaper merchandise. 

Igarla turned to her companions.  

 “The crowd seems big enough for us to blend in. Let‟s be careful. Keep your distance 

from the guards, but go to great lengths to move out of their way if you don‟t notice them 

immediately. Try to act inconspicuous, and avoid eye-contact. Are you ready?” 

 One by one, they nodded. The four of them started to move toward the gate. Tamolar 

raised his hood and Igarla turned her collar up. They made it through both the gate and the 

crowd without incident. Once inside Loraine was awestruck by the view.  

 “Gods, what a beautiful city!” 

 “Welcome to my home.” Igarla said proudly.  

 “It‟s big, that‟s true…” Belleira interrupted. “but no city in the world can match the 

sheer beauty of Riverade! Am I not right, Tamolar?” 

 “I‟ve never really liked Riverade.” He replied. 

 “Oh, that‟s just great! Leave me all alone against them, why don‟t you…” Tamolar 

was not cheered up by Belleira‟s antics.  

 “What‟s our nest step?” he asked Igarla.  

 “Find some accommodation.” 

 “And then?” 

 “We start scouting. We check out the areas, look around for rumors, we need to figure 

out the easiest way to find Belvar.”  

 “Let‟s waste no more time then.” 

 They visited an outer area of the city, in a clam neighborhood. There they found an inn 

Igarla knew. The owner had changes since she was last there, there was little threat of 

recognition. They rented a larger room this time with enough room for three beds and a closet. 

They also had a nice view of the street. The party put down their things and settled down.  

 “Now, it‟s time we started working on our plan.” Igarla said. 

 “I think I can take care of it.” Said Belleira.  

 “You can?” 

 “Tamolar!” Belleira turned to him. “Is there any more money in that purse?” 

 “Um…yes. A few gold coins and a dozen silver. Why do you ask?” 

 “Give it to me.” 

 “What for?” 

 “You want information, I can get all the information there is.” 

 “How?” Igarla asked. 

 “I‟ve been to the palace many times before with Melovis. I have people there I know. 

Pay the right people and you can find out anything.” 

 “How do you know all this?” 

 “I‟ve been the one conducting my master‟s business since the day I was assigned to 

him, trust me, I know how to get things done in these places. Well? Are you going to give it to 

me or what?” 

 Tamolar looked at Igarla. She nodded. After a brief moment of uncertainty he took the 



purse from his belt and threw it to Belleira.  

 “Don‟t panic, you‟ll get back the rest. I promise. I‟ll be off then. See you in the 

evening.” 

 “Be careful!” Tamolar said. 

 “Naturally.” Belleira smiled. 

 Belleira stepped out the door. The others remained inside. Loraine lay back in bed and 

stared at the ceiling.  

 “This truly is a magnificent city.” 

 “I grew up here. Even with all the wonders I‟ve seen in the world, I‟ve never been 

anywhere I liked better.” Igarla said and lied down next to her. 

 “Not even in Nemeron?” 

 “Nemeron… I don‟t like talking about those days.”  

 “It was that bad?” 

 “No… well, not exactly. Yes and no.” 

 “I don‟t understand.” 

 Igarla sighed. She really didn‟t like talking about Nemeron. 

 “The expeditionary forces of ours in Nemeron were a friendly gesture. There were 

rebellions and bandit raids we helped them to quell. I saw much of their armies, experienced 

much of their tactics, studied lots of their equipment.” 

 “It‟s a show.” Tamolar interjected. “They put their best units with the best equipment 

in display for our soldiers to talk about back home, and spread the renown of the great 

Nemeron armies. ” 

 “Yes, I know. But still… they were formidable. They had very simplistic, but effective 

and easy to make weapons, same can be said about armor, not to even mention siege 

equipment.” 

 “Are they stronger than Lomar?” Loraine asked.  

 Igarla smiled. 

 “I don‟t think so. They substitute quality with quantity everywhere. They think the 

world will shedder before there mere numbers. Just shows they know nothing of the 

Lomarans.” 

 “Throughout history we have faced numbers far bigger than our own all the time.” 

Tamolar said. “And we‟re still standing.” 

 “That‟s probably the reason so many believe all those „demon fire‟ legends. It serves 

to explain why we win when so many others wouldn‟t.” 

 “Is it true?” Loraine asked. 

 “Much smarter people that I have tried and failed to answer that question. If you‟re 

interested in my opinion, I would say no. But like I said, I am no historian.” 

 “You know, Livador is somewhat similar.” Tamolar added. “Still in its infancy, but 

stood its ground against its neighbors when it mattered.” 

 “It‟s not the same.” Said Loraine. “Lomar has been standing for ages. A testament to 

all the people who made it what it was. All of Livador‟s success can be chalked up to two 

people. The king, known as „the magician‟, and the head of his military, general Lemorack.” 

 “Ah, yes.” Igarla proclaimed. “The great general Lemorack. You hear a lot about him 

the army.” 



 “He‟s been made out to look like a hero. Both he and the magician, but they‟re not. 

They amass power by enforcing a religion that believes in no tolerance, control through lies, 

and poor education. I don‟t think Lemorack believes in the magician as a holy man, but he 

carries out his bidding anyway. I wish them both to hell. Thank the gods they aren‟t my 

problem anymore.” 

 “Loraine, now that I think about it you haven‟t really spoken much about Livador or 

your brother since we left.” 

 “No, I haven‟t.” 

 “Dou you ever regret leaving?” 

 “Not for a second. My heart only hurts for Roger. Ever since he found out my secret 

all he ever wanted, was to keep me safe. He never would have accepted that fact, that this is 

what I need, and it does hurt that couldn‟t say goodbye in person, but I know he would have 

tried to stop me.” 

 “When I told you about Lomar‟s laws for same sex relationships you were surprised. 

How much do Livadorians know about the outside world?” 

 “Very little. It‟s not their fault though. The magician is very careful not to let harmful 

information spread throughout his kingdom. Just think about it. If people knew they might be 

able to pursue themselves outside Livador, there would be mass exodus, the population of the 

country would fall, and we can‟t very well have that now, can we? It‟s terrible to think of all 

the people like me back there, living secluded or deluded lives, hoping to get better. I‟m not 

sure what‟s worse to accept who you are and get hated, exiled, stoned or beaten for it, or to 

deny it, try to change and live the rest of your life in a relationship devoid of happiness, and 

you never really know why…”  

 “All countries go through a phase like that.” Tamolar said. “Lomar learned long ago, 

that tyrants cant suppress the true wants of the people forever. The idea of freedom is more 

contagious the worst of plagues.” 

 “Then I hope Livador steppes into the next phase soon. The things going on there are 

unforgivable. This topic is depressing. Let‟s discuss something else.” 

 Igarla was happy to do so. Loraine was very interested in Lomaran politics, so Igarla 

and Tamolar did their best to tell her all they could. Tamolar proved the greater fountain of 

knowledge in the subject. They spoke of a great many different things, and were all happy, 

that even in this terrible predicament, there was a moment to sit back and just talk about 

things. 

 Belleira had reached the gates of the palace. The guard did not get out of her way. 

 “I‟m the apprentice to master Melovis” she said and held up a paper with the masters 

signature and the seal of the Riverade league. “He sent me to discuss financial backing for his 

work with a few nobles.”  

 The guard looked at the paper, nodded and got out of the way. Inside Belleira inquired 

after Belvar‟s whereabouts from the servants. The only answer she ever got, was that he was 

busy and unable to see anyone at the moment. She got the name of the person two talk to 

about an appointment and where to find him. After an introduction Belleira made up a story to 

tell Belvar‟s servant. Her master was researching the Tusakaan language, and wanted to get in 

contact with Nemeron, since they have also had problems with raiders over the years, and 



would likely be interested in the results. Since Belvar was commonly known to be on such 

good terms with Johin Ghrestal she had hoped to acquire his aid in getting Nemeron‟s 

attention. The servant seemingly bought the story, but told her that Belvar‟s duties were 

numerous and he had little time for anything else. Belleira then went on to ask him where she 

might be able to get a hold of Belvar when he was not in the palace, with the excuse of not 

wanting to make a fool out her master in public. Even after producing a few silver coins the 

only answer she was able to get, was that Belvar literally never left the palace grounds. 

Belleira saw no evidence of being lied to, so she bid farewell to the servant and went on 

looking.  

 She looked up every noble‟s assistant who she had previously conversed with, even 

spoke to a few noblemen and women who had indicated interest for her company upon earlier 

encounters, but at the end of the day she had to leave disappointed. She got a rather detailed 

list of what Belvar had scheduled in the future, and every person she spoke to confirmed the 

fact, that he did, in fact, never leave the palace. “Igarla isn‟t going to like this.” She thought to 

herself. 

 She exited the palace through the gate after politely saying goodbye to the guard, who 

was required by duty not to say anything. She kept trying to think of some way she could get 

more information. Belvar must have some point in his schedule when he is vulnerable! As she 

was thinking she bumped into someone walking in the opposite direction. 

 “Oh, I am so sorry! I was ju…” she stopped dead. The man she bumped into was one 

of the palace guards, returning from somewhere in the city, but the collision had knocked 

back his helmet to reveal his face, which like all guards was covered by a visor. His eyes were 

not red and he had Tusker tribal tattoos on his forehead. He stood surprised for a moment, 

then seeing that his cover was blown started to run as fast as he could in the way he came. 

 “HEY! Stop!” She shouted after him, and ran to pursue. The guards in front of the 

palace gates had spotted her. Belleira knew this was not good. They just saw her chasing after 

a man wearing a guard‟s uniform. They were not far enough to have noticed his face and 

began to chase after her. She had however no time to stop and explain herself. The infiltrator 

was getting away and she had to stop him. Turning into one of the side streets that had an 

overpass above the city sewers he jumped down scaling the walls like a skilled acrobat, and 

landed on the ground unharmed. Belleira jumped down after him emitting to waves of fire 

from her hands to slow her fall, landed, and dashed right after him. She noted that her 

pursuers had been shaken. The Tusker ran into a tunnel running under the streets of the city. 

Belleira was doing her very best to stay right on his tail. The passages were very labyrinth 

like, she did however, not lose sight of the man for more than a second at a time. At one point 

he ran into a longer straight passage, and she took the opportunity. She conjured an explosion 

right in front of him that knocked him back. It provided just enough time for her to catch up to 

him. She put a foot on his chest and stuck her staff in his face. It was glowing red.  

 “Lek rat maggat!” Belleira shouted. (I have you now!) 

 “You will gain nothing by it!” the Tusker replied in his own language. “You know not 

what you face!” 

 “Who gave you that uniform? Belvar? Ghrestal?” 

 “We are many! We will ready this land for its fall! You are powerless to stop it. You 

and all the other red-eyed ones will turn to ash amongst the flames of the grey ones!”  



 Before Belleira could reply the Tusker bit something in his mouth, and seconds later 

he stopped breathing. She took her foot off the body, cursing herself for not noticing the 

poison in time. She had lost her prisoner, but perhaps she could still find something useful. 

She searched the body, and she found it. Hidden in a small compartment stitched into the 

armors leather padding was a small note. Upon reading the writing her eyes opened wide, and 

she ran as fast as she could back to Igarla. She had to find out about his as soon as possible. 

 “Psst! Loraine!” 

 Loraine climbed out from under the covers yawning.  

 “Hm? Yes?” 

 She was met by Tamolar‟s face.  

 “Come here. I‟d like to give you something.” 

 She got out of bed and followed him to a pair of chairs in the corner of the room. They 

both sat down. Tamolar reached in and took something out of his bag. It was a small pouch.

 “I‟d like you to take this.” 

 “What is it?” She took it from his hand and shook it. The contents made a rattling 

noise, when she opened it she was shocked to find it full of gold coins.  

 “A little emergency stash I keep on me.” Tamolar said. 

 “A little? There must be at least thirty pieces of gold in here!” 

 “Forty-five actually.” 

 “Where did you get this?” 

 “From my family‟s treasury. I took it years ago. An amount this small going missing 

wouldn‟t be cause for suspicion. I‟ve been wanting to give it to you for a while, I just wanted 

to wait for when Igarla was asleep. Just in case she‟d object or something.” 

 “Why would she?” 

 “Oh, you never know. Just being safe.” 

 “Tamolar, this… this is a lot of money! I can‟t just…” 

 “Sadly, it‟s not quite as much as it seems. It should be enough for you to buy a more 

modest house in an area similar to this one, furnishings too if you handle it well. It should be 

enough to get by on, at least until you find your footing.”  

 “Why are you giving this to me?” 

 “I won‟t need it where I‟m going. Igarla clearly loves you, and I‟m more than certain 

she would support you in any way she was able, but as a soldier her financial capabilities are 

limited. She can get you the rights of citizenship from the consul, but not the money. I‟d like 

to make my contribution. I am going to die soon, after all. It‟s a good time to be generous. Be 

careful though! Lomarans like to try and cheat foreigners when they get the chance. Don‟t let 

them!” 

 “I don‟t even know what to say. Thank you. Oh, come here!” 

 She got out of her chair and gave him a hug.  

 “You have been a good friend to me these past weeks.” He said. “I hope I have been 

the same to you. Take care of Igarla, will you? She would never admit it, but I believe she 

needs your support.” 

 “You have been a good friend too, but…” 

 “Yes?” 



 “Igarla asked me not to try and force it, but… are you sure you wouldn‟t consider just 

running away?” 

 Tamolar smiled and shook his head. 

 “I‟ve had more than enough time to accept my fate.” 

 “But you don‟t have to! You can fight against it. We are all just so worried about 

you.” 

 “And I appreciate it, really. But I‟ve made the choice to see this through, at any cost.” 

 Loraine sorrowfully accepted his decision. Slowly tears started forming in her eyes.  

 “Oh gods, come here! One more!” 

 She leaped at Tamolar a second time and hugged him even stronger. She couldn‟t hold 

her tears back any longer. 

 “Igarla is the luckiest woman in the world to have friends like you.” She said crying.  

 She calmed herself after a few minutes and whipped the tears from her eyes. Right 

thereafter they heard rushing footsteps by the door followed by a loud knock. Tamolar 

reached for the hilt of his sword.  

 “It‟s Belleira! Open up, fast!” the young sorceress‟ voice said. 

 Tamolar rushed to the door and opened the locks. An extremely exhausted Belleira fell 

into the room.  

 “What in the…?” Tamolar gasped. 

 “Quick, close the door! Igarla! Igarla, wake up!” 

 Igarla woke suddenly. 

 “What? How… What is it?” 

 “We‟ve got trouble! Big trouble.” 

 “Belleira, calm down, take a breath! Start from the beginning. What happened?” 

 “Tuskers! There are Tuskers in the city masquerading as palace guards!” 

 “What?” Igarla leaped out of bed.  

 “Are you certain?” Tamolar asked with a look of shock in his eyes. 

 “I just chased down one of them. He swallowed poison before I could interrogate him, 

but he did say something about there being more of them, and that they are readying the land 

for its fall. We are all going to burn… sorry, to turn to ash in the fires of the grey ones.” 

 “The grey ones? Nemeron?” Loraine asked. 

 “Who else?” Tamolar responded. 

 “But that‟s not all. I found more. Take a look! I found this hidden in his armor.” She 

gave the paper to Igarla. Upon close inspection she notice that she did not understand the 

language, but she did know the writing. 

 “This isn‟t written in the Tusakaan language…” she noted. 

 “No, indeed!” Belleira answered. “It‟s written the common alphabet. That‟s written in 

Machtar, the language of Nemeron!” 

 “What does it say?” Tamolar asked. 

 “We acknowledge that the plan has failed. On the day of madran the secondary plan 

will be carried out. The consul will soon be dead.” 

 “Impossible!” Tamolar cried. 

 “I wish! My Tusakaan is weak, but my machtar is flawless. In two days their going to 

try and kill the consul!” 



 “Baranar.” Igarla said. “It has to be Baranar. Amanar was pushing to uphold a 

partnership between the two nations. It must be Baranar they want dead. My Lords, this is 

unbelievable!”  

 “We need a plan, and we need it now!” Said Tamolar.  

 “A plan…yes… but what can we do? What can we do?” 

 “Perhaps the guards would hear our warning?” Loraine suggested. “Maybe they can 

weed out the infiltrators?” 

 “No matter what, they need to be warned.” Igarla said. “Belleira, that must fall to 

you.” 

 “Um…right… remember, I mentioned chasing that Tusker? Well, the guards were saw 

it, and they didn‟t see his face.” 

 “Fuck…” 

 “I‟m sorry.” 

 “Not your fault. That‟s just wonderful. So we have a traitor, a deserter, a foreigner and 

a sorceress who attacked a guard, and one of them is supposed to warn them that the palace if 

full of Tuskers. We‟d be thrown in the dungeon faster than we could see coming.” 

 “What then are we to do?” Belleira asked.  

 “I know this is going to sound surprising…” Tamolar began. “But this is actually 

good.” 

 “What?”  

 “We were trying to find a way to get to Belvar. He spend all his time in the palace. 

Now Baranar‟s life in danger. It coincides with our original goal. We have to find a way into 

the palace.” 

 “Are you serious? You are talking about breaking in to the Lomaran royal palace! It 

can‟t be done.”  

 “I‟m not so sure of that. After all, an entire group of Tuskers was able to…” he said 

with a smirk.  

 Quiet hit the room. The other began to look at each other in turns, and they all slowly 

started to smile. 

 “That‟s brilliant!” Igarla clapped her hands together. ” The only ones allowed into the 

palace are dignitaries, nobles, soldiers, and the guards. Belleira, the Tusker you chased down, 

do you remember where you left him? Can you take us there?”  

 “Sure.” 

 “Good. That‟s one ticket inside. Tamolar can put on his uniform and enter the palace, 

we just need a suitable reason for him to have left his post.” 

 “Igarla.” Loraine said. “It‟s just a thought, but remember how we crossed the border? 

Could we not pull off something similar?”  

 “Fooling a Livador border guard or two is one thing, the entire palace guard, that‟s 

another.” 

 “Wait!” Tamolar interjected. “That‟s actually not a bad idea.” 

 “What do you mean?” 

 “Rich foreign nobles often are issued royal escorts. If we can pass her off as a 

crylinian noblewoman, that could get us in.” 

 “I… hadn‟t actually planed on taking Loraine in with us. She isn‟t trained to handle 



missions like this.” 

 “I can do it!” Loraine said. “Besides, you need someone to scout around and find out 

where the consul is going to be. I can help you.” 

 “It‟s going to be terribly dangerous, Loraine. I don‟t want to see you hurt.” 

 “I‟ll look out for her. She won‟t come to any harm.” Tamolar rushed to calm down 

Igarla. After some hesitation, she agreed.  

 “Ok. So both you and Loraine have a way in. Now what about us?” She gestured 

toward herself and Belleira.  

 “I wasn‟t going to bring this up, but…” Belleira sounded hesitant. “If it‟s just the two 

of us I think I can get us inside.” 

 “You can? How?” 

 “I know of a spell, that can light move through our bodies, effectively turning us 

invisible.” 

 “Are you serious? Why wait until now to mention this?” 

 “Because the spell requires the manipulation of… black magic energy.” 

 “Black magic?!” Loraine opened her eyes wide in horror. “That power is evil!” 

 “Oh for fuck sake…” Belleira said. “Is that the church of Livador talking? The same 

ignorant, manipulative priests who condemn what you and Igarla spent your nights doing?” 

 “Ok, but… that‟s different. Igarla and I aren‟t hurting anyone. I‟ve seen the effects 

black magic has on young mages. It‟s dangerous to everyone around it.” 

 “Black magic is only dangerous if used by irresponsible mages. The power itself is not 

inherently evil, no matter what those idiot white-priests claim. Igarla, trust me! I‟ve only 

hidden myself with it so far, but I‟m confident I could use it on two of us for a short time. ” 

 “I… don‟t know. Are there no… side effects or things like that to consider?” 

 “I know what I‟m doing. My first master was Josintar, one of the greatest sorcerers of 

his time. He taught me all he knew about black magic, including how to keep it under 

control.” 

 “Igarla, I don‟t trust black magic.” Loraine said.  

 “Then it‟s me you don‟t trust.“ said Belleira. ”How many times do I have to explain 

this? There is no trustworthy or untrustworthy school of magic, only mages. Have I ever given 

you reason not to trust my skill? Igarla, you know how complex sorcery is. Have I ever failed 

to light a campfire on my first try? Have any of you ever gotten caught in any of my fire 

spells by accident?” 

 “Tamolar?” Igarla turned to Tamolar, who was leaning against the wall with his arms 

crossed. “You‟re being awfully quiet over there. What are your thoughts?” 

 He raised his eyebrows.  

 “I… have reason to believe Belleira would act responsibly with a power like black 

magic, though I know little about such things. I would, however, not advise using it as 

anything other than a last resort.” 

 “Do you think we could try to sneak some uniforms out of the palace?” Loraine asked. 

 “No way we could walk out of the palace ground carrying two guard uniforms without 

turning heads.” 

 “They could be on their way to get repairs.” 

 “Guard uniforms are repaired by court smiths.” Tamolar answered. “They never 



actually leave the grounds.” 

 Igarla scratched her head. Nothing came to her mind. She had to hide her face once 

inside, but to accomplish this without drawing suspicion, the visor of a guards helmet seemed 

the only solution. If she wanted to get in, she needed to get one, and the only guards to get 

them from, where inside the walls.  

 “Very well. We use the spell.” 

 Loraine crossed her arms. 

 “I just want to go on record and say, I am not comfortable with this.” 

 “Don‟t worry!” Belleira said jokingly. “I‟ll leave enough life force in her for 

nighttime.” 

 “I‟m not even going to respond to that…” 

 “The point…” Igarla interrupted. “is that we have a plan, and one day to prepare for it. 

Belleira, you and I shall go find that Tusker and get his equipment. Tamolar, you will get 

Loraine ready, go buy some clothes, prepare a suitable excuse for her to get in. You know 

more about the dealings of nobles anyway. We have no time to waste, let‟s get to work!” 

 The next day was a busy one. They had until sundown to finish with their work. Igarla 

and Belleira had retrieved the dead Tuskers belongings and cleaned off the filth that had stuck 

upon it in the sewer. Tamolar and Loraine spent hours trying to come up with a good story 

they could prove. The finally chose one where they could use their documents from Livador. 

They also went out and purchased a fine dress for her to wear. It cost nearly all the money 

Tamolar had left from Belleira‟s bribes. After that Tamolar helped her rehearse her role as a 

Crylinean noblewoman. He taught her how to behave, how to walk, and how to treat people. 

The armor fit Tamolar well enough. It also covered up the scar on his eye. Belleira spent her 

spare time meditating, preparing for using her black magic talents. 

 During late afternoon Tamolar took the opportunity to sit down at one of the tables in 

the inn, and get a good meal. The innkeeper prepared him a plate of roasted boar meat with 

vegetables. Tamolar hadn‟t eaten so well in a long time. At one point Belleira joined him at 

the table. 

 “That looks good.” She said. 

 “It is!” Tamolar answered with his mouth full. “You‟re welcome to some if you like.” 

 “You know what? I think I‟ll take you up on that.” 

 Tamolar cut a large piece of the meat off and gave it to her.  

 “All by yourself?” she asked. 

 “Yes. I got Loraine a suitable dress, and we went over the routine extensively. I 

thought she would like to be alone with Igarla for a while. You know, if this all goes to 

hell…” 

 “So…” she said after swallowing the first bite. “Tomorrow is going to be a big day, 

isn‟t it? Loraine is going to pretend to be a noble from Crylin, Igarla is going to face down the 

man who left her to die, I‟m going to be casting black magic, we‟re all going to break into the 

most heavily guarded building in Lomar, and… let‟s see…what else…I know I‟m forgetting 

something….Oh, right! You‟re going to die.” 

 Tamolar looked up from his plate. Belleira‟s usual smiley happy face was gone, 

instead her eyes were wide open, and her forehead was wrinkled. Tamolar finished chewing 



his food, swallowed and responded. 

 “You talked Igarla into trying to send me away. So now that she failed, you‟re going 

to do it yourself?” 

 “Because someone needs to point out how ridiculously stupid you are being. You keep 

behaving as though you were destined to die from the start. Like some kind of religious 

devotee, which by the way, I know you are not.” 

 “It‟s not destiny. It‟s common sense. Something you worship, no?” 

 “Common sense? Are you being serious?” 

 “I‟m a murderer, Belleira. The consul cannot spare me. They have to maintain the law. 

Discipline among soldiers is one of the most important values upheld in Lomar to date. If they 

start to say, that murder is forgivable in some cases, well ok, then how about these cases? Or 

these? They‟re going to have to start making exceptions left and right. It doesn‟t matter what I 

tell them, they will kill me.” 

 “Yes, and I get that. But this is all in the event that you are caught and passed sentence 

on. If you leave…” 

 “I‟m not leaving.” 

 “Why not? It just makes no sense for you to stay! We are all trying to help you. Not to 

annoy you. You know that right?” 

 Tamolar stayed silent. 

 “Is this about Igarla? Are you still hoping to win her heart?” 

 Tamolar looked up at her again, but not with the same look of anger as back before the 

city. 

 “I gave up on that a long time ago…”  

 “You were trying then?” Belleira looked surprised he was admitting to this now. 

 “Look. I see there‟s no fooling you. A part of me was interested in her. That was back 

when I was a soldier under her. It was a part of my motivation to go after her as well, and in 

killing…” he stopped for a second. “Well… you know. Seeing her and Loraine together… it 

was a sign. And I don‟t normally believe in signs. If the lords really exist, then Igarla ending 

up with Loraine was them punishing me for my crimes. If not, then it was still a wakeup call. 

I let my feelings get the better of me. I started out doing this for the wrong reasons, I admit it. 

But now I have better reasons. And I won‟t make the same mistake again. I won‟t let the fear 

of death keep me from helping my friends when they need me most.” 

 Belleira sat in silence.  

 “We are friends, are we not?” he asked her. “Why else would you use black magic to 

save my life?” 

 Belleira looked stunned. 

 “How… how did you know?” 

 “I got wounded in my side and lost enough blood to die. It took an experienced healer 

weeks to get Igarla back on her feet after something like that. I was up fighting Tuskers two 

days later.” 

 “Well I cauterized…” 

 “You stopped my wounds from bleeding, but the blood I lost didn‟t flow back into my 

veins. I read something interesting back at my home in Riverade years ago. You know the 

Crylinian northern kingdom? The one devastated by black magic filled with undead? The 



people who got caught there lose their life-force and replenish it by drinking the blood of 

other living being they can find. I wonder if blood and life-force are connected? If maybe loss 

of blood can be helped by injecting life-force into the victim?” 

 Belleira looked down. 

 “You broke the rules to save my life, and didn‟t even know me.” 

 “You… were in need of help.” 

 “Who‟s was it?” he asked vaguely. Belleira knew exactly what he was talking about. 

 “Mine.” 

 Tamolar nodded and smiled as he took yet another bite of food. The life-force Belleira 

channeled into him to save his life was her own. 

 “‟…though I know little of such things…‟” said Belleira quoting Tamolar‟s earlier 

comment. This got a loud laugh from Tamolar.  

 “Thank you for your concern. But I‟m not going away. You all would fall flat on your 

faces if it wasn‟t for me.”  

 Belleira smiled a bit. 

 “Just promise me one thing, will you?”  

 “What?” Tamolar asked. 

 “As my friend, promise me this. Don‟t give up! Don‟t let the dungeon take your will to 

live. Believe in your friends, and that they will do everything they can to help you.” 

 “But Belleira, there…” 

 “Promise! Please.” 

 “… Ok. I promise.”  

 Evening finally came around and it was time to put the plan into motion. Igarla got all 

the party together to go over it once more before the left. 

 “Alright, now pay close attention. We are about to break into the most heavily guarded 

building in the country. It won‟t be easy, and we may not get out of this alive, so if anyone 

has any concerns I want to hear them now. From here on out, there is no turning back.” She 

looked around at the others. No one said anything, so she continued. “Very well. Our 

objectives are two: prevent the attempt on Baranar‟s life, and to capture Belvar. Eradicating 

the Tusker infiltrators and arresting Ghrestal are secondary. While it is still dark, Belleira and 

I will enter the palace ground and steal the uniforms of two guards. We will then hide 

amongst them. After sunrise Tamolar and Loraine are next. Do what you practiced to get in 

and find us. If we see you we will give this sign.” She put her fingers in a particular way by 

her side. “The signal is only valid if you see two female guards in close proximity to each 

other give it at once. If you don‟t see it, then get Loraine to safety and complete the mission 

on you own, Tamolar. If you find us, then we will remain in our position while you find out 

where the consul is going to be. Once we have that information we will find a place to discuss 

how we continue. Once we stop the assassination, we go after Belvar. Once we have him… 

well our fate is in Baranar‟s hands. Any questions?” All were silent. “Very well. Lords be 

with us. Belleira, let‟s go.” 

 “Igarla, wait!” Loraine cried. They embraced each other and landed a kiss on each 

other‟s lips. “Be careful.” 

 “You too. I love you!” 



 “I love you too.” 

Tamolar stepped in front of Igarla. 

 “Good luck.” He said and gave her his hand. Igarla ignored it and hugged him.  

 “You too, my friend.” 

 “Belleira! Take care of her.” 

 Belleira nodded, and the two of them left the room. Loraine and Tamolar were left 

alone. The new clothes were out and ready. She was pacing up and down taking deep breaths.  

 “Are you nervous?” Tamolar asked. 

 “What do you think? In a few hours I‟ll be giving a performance to the Lomaran 

guards and need to be perfectly convincing. I think I‟m going to faint.”  

 “Calm down.” Tamolar stepped up behind her and began slowly rubbing her 

shoulders. “Just relax, and remember what we discussed. You‟ll do just fine.” 

 “Are you sure?” 

 “Trust me. It‟ll work.” 

 Igarla and Belleira approached the road up to the palace. They stopped just outside the 

guards line of sight. The streets were empty.  

 “Well here goes nothing. Ready, Igarla?” 

 “Yes. What do I do?” 

 “Just move ahead as fast as you can without making too much noise. Remember, you 

won‟t be able to see your own feet, so don‟t trip on anything!” 

 “Alright. Once inside make for the shrubs on the right of the yard.” 

 “As you say. Ready?” 

 “Ready.” 

 Belleira took a deep breath and clenched her fists. Small black puffs of black smoke 

left her hands, then her whole body began blinking. Igarla looked down at her own hand, and 

to her amazement she could see nothing. Her body had become completely transparent. She 

didn‟t have time to admire the effect though, Belleira was undergoing serious efforts in order 

to maintain the spell. She moved quickly and quietly towards the gate. She walked right 

passed the guards without them noticing a thing. Quickly she ran for the shrubbery on the 

right of the palace grounds. She got down behind the bushes, and right after her, Belleira‟s 

image materialized next to her. She fell to the ground panting. 

 “Are you alright?” Igarla asked.  

 “Fine…”she said. “But… I don‟t… think I can … repeat that…” 

 “Ok, then we find our uniforms now.” Igarla looked around for two female guards. 

“Wait for me here.” 

 “I‟ll try… not to go anywhere.” 

 She found a pair. They were patrolling rather far from each other near the walls of the 

building itself. Making sure she wasn‟t spotted she moved silently behind the shrubs up to the 

wall of the palace. She was making good use of her special forces training that day. Her first 

target was walking close to the wall with her back to Igarla. She closed in on her slowly and 

stealthily holding both her arms in a readied position. With a quick motion she covered the 

mouth and nose of the guard with one hand, and strung her other arm around her throat, and 

tightened. Her cries were muffled and silent, Igarla‟s grip was too strong for her. She lost 



consciousness after a few seconds, and fell to the ground. She dragged the body over into the 

bushes and after exchanging her leather clothes for the uniform tied her up. She then looked 

on at the second target. She was standing near a corner a short distance away. She put her 

back to the wall and looked around the corner of the wall to where she was standing. She 

knocked on the wall a few times to attract her attention. I worked. The guard turned her head 

at first, then began to approach the source of the noise with her weapon in hand. She turned 

around the corner. She saw the tied up, unconscious guard and stopped, but before she could 

sound the alarm, she was hit on the back of the neck and fell to the ground out cold. She was 

hit by the hilt of Igarla‟s sword. She hid the body in a different bush, tied her up too, and took 

her armor. She carefully smuggled it back to where Belleira was hiding.  

 “That was fast.” She said. 

 “Here, put this on quick.” 

 Belleira put the armor on over her apprentice robes. She was always told that armor 

restricts movement necessary to cast spells, as such, she was not used to wearing armor. The 

heard a sound. 

 “Who‟s there?” 

 Voice came from the other side of the shrub. 

 “Whoever is behind there, come out now!”  

 The two stood up, hoping the uniforms would protect their identity. They found 

themselves facing another guard, about fifteen steppes away from them. Upon seeing them, he 

lowered his sword.  

 “Oh, you two again?” 

 They froze, not sure what to say. 

 “I‟m telling you this for the last time. This sort of behavior is not appropriate while on 

duty. Now go on! Back to your posts!” 

 They saluted and walked back in the direction of the palace building. When the other 

guard was no longer looking they looked at each other, and giggled silently. Belleira 

whispered to Igarla. 

 “Don‟t, worry. I won‟t tell Loraine, if you won‟t.” 

 Now all they had to do was act natural until Tamolar and Loraine made their move. 

 Nearly an hour after sunrise Loraine and Tamolar were in an alleyway near the palace. 

Tamolar had the guards uniform on, and covered it with a long cape.  

 “Are you ready?” he asked Loraine. 

 “As I‟ll ever be.” 

 After confirming that no one was observing the alley they were in, Tamolar discarded 

the cloak and the two of the set off in the direction of the palace gates. Loraine walked in 

front. With every step she took she tried to give off a feeling of superiority. Tamolar followed 

behind her. As they arrived at the gate, as she was instructed she pretended not to take notice 

when the guards stood in her way. When they did, she rolled her eyes, sighed as though fed 

up, and spoke in her crylinian accent. 

 “I am lady Gina Thronbolte, head of the trade alliance of Nestryl. I‟m here to discuss 

important business with the councilor of trade.” 

 The guard turned to his colleague, who shrugged. 



 “I beg your pardon miss, but we have not been told of your arrival.” 

 Loraine opened her mouth wide in simulated disgust. 

 “How dare you address me in that simple manner!”  

 “Of thee. My apologies, madam. I was not told of thy arrival.” 

 “I have no time for this.” Loraine said impatiently and took out the papers she brought. 

“Listen to me well, you simpleton! Two months ago I sent representatives of my alliance to 

pick up a shipment of fine Lomaran cloth from Lavrador. Then this oh so mighty nation of 

yours decides to start a war and halt trade, forcing the shipment back to its place of origin, this 

city. Not only did I not receive the good I paid an extremely generous advance on, but it was 

upon my arrival to the city that I had to find out that they were in fact shipped to Livador after 

all! I am being lied to by someone, and if the whole noble circle in southern Crylin doesn‟t get 

their new cloth garments because the materials to make them didn‟t arrive, I am declaring 

your leadership responsible!”  

 “Alright, madam. Please calm down…” 

 “Don‟t you dare tell me to calm down! I am perfectly calm!” 

 “Yes, ma‟am. Your papers do appear to be authentic. Very well. We will provide 

entry, however once inside your escort will take you to the seneschal to arrange you meeting 

with the councilor.” The guard looked at Tamolar, and he nodded acknowledging the order. 

 “I‟ve had it up to here with gods forsaken country…” Loraine muttered as she walked 

past the guards towards the entrance. Once out of earshot she silently spoke. 

 “Well?” 

 “Perfect. You had even me scared there for a second.”  

 Loraine smiled. 

 Once they were inside they began looking around for Igarla and Belleira. Standing by 

the entrance to one of the corridors they spotted them. Two female guards, giving the sign 

simultaneously. Tamolar nodded to show them they saw.  

 “What now?” Loraine said to Tamolar as inconspicuously as possible.  

 “Let‟s look around for any nobles I recognize. You will have to mingle with them, try 

to find out where the consul is.” 

 “Ok.” 

 “Are you alright?” 

 “Just a bit nervous.” 

 “Would you rather we tried to find Baranar without you? We can if you‟re not feeling 

up to it.” 

 “No you can‟t. Just leave it up to me. I‟ve got this.” 

 “If you‟re sure. See that man over there sitting on the bench?” 

 Loraine looked where Tamolar was gesturing. She saw a short, plump gentleman in 

black and red robes. He was about in his late fifties, middle aged for a Lomaran.  

 “Yes.” 

 “That‟s councilor Khulfris. He is responsible for the finance of a region north of here. 

He‟s married, but well known for getting „friendly‟ with other women when he‟s away from 

home.” 

 “So getting him to talk can‟t be that hard…” 

 “If you just smile and fake an interest, then sure.” 



 “Ok, wish me luck.” 

 Loraine walked casually over to the gentleman. Tamolar stayed behind, waiting as a 

noblewoman‟s escort is required to when she speaks to men of importance. He observed her 

progress. After the introduction she sat down next to him and made small talk for a bit. 

Tamolar didn‟t actually hear any of the words, but the councilor‟s body-language gave away 

he was definitely interested in her. After about ten minutes of talking she got up and curtsied. 

The councilor kissed her hand. She walked back to Tamolar. 

 “How‟d it go?” he asked. 

 “Well. He said he was waiting for an audience with Baranar to request troops for 

protection of his region, but can‟t until the big meeting is through.” 

 “Big meeting?” 

 “Yes. There is a meeting to be hosted in the east wing with all the great southern 

regents. Care to take a guess as to the man responsible for security?” 

 “No!” 

 “Oh yes! The meeting is in less than a half hour.” 

 “We need to warn Igarla.”   

 Loraine walked into the corridor Igarla and Belleira were guarding the entrance to. 

Once they had passed, the two walked in after them. They all stopped in an empty area of the 

hallway. 

 “Everything go alright?” Igarla asked. 

 “Yes. Loraine was a real upper-class lady out there.” Tamolar said. 

 “And we have big news.” Loraine said. “The consul is holding a meeting in the east 

wing. Belvar is the one who assigned the guards.” 

 “My word…” Igarla said. “He could have the whole room filled with Tuskers!”  

 “We have to get in there!” Tamolar said. 

 “Agreed. Here‟s the plan. We split up again and meet near the eastern wing chamber. 

Tamolar, do you know where it is?” 

 “Passed the entrance to the corridor, by the statue of Polortar.” 

 “Exactly. Let‟s go then, and try not to attract attention.” 

 They went in separate directions. Loraine and Tamolar walked through the main hall, 

while Igarla and Belleira went through the hallway in the back. They passed a few guards on 

patrol, but had no trouble. They arrived at the doors to the room first. There was a man 

wearing a simple soldiers jacket talking to a guard. It was Belvar. He was not talking loud 

enough to hear. When he heard the footsteps behind him he turned. Igarla and Belleira froze 

still. Belvar looked at them for a while then spoke. 

 “Well? What do you want?” 

 Igarla was clearly fighting serious urges. Belleira spoke, so as not to run the risk of 

Igarla‟s voice being recognized. 

 “We… we were sent here by the guard master, sir! We are to add to the security of the 

meeting!” 

 “Really?” Belvar‟s voice showed irritation above all. “I see the guard master has made 

it a hobby of his to interfere in my work. I already placed all the other guards he forced on me 

in the room was that not enough for him?”  He didn‟t wait for an answer. “Fine. I have no 

time to argue with the guard master anymore today. You two can have the door then. You!” 



he turned to the guard he had spoken to. “Inside! Now!” 

 The man did as he asked. Belvar then, without a salute or a goodbye or anything, just 

left and walked away.  

 “That was close.” Belleira said.  

 “Yes. He almost lost his teeth.”  

 “Patience. The time will come for that too.” 

 They stood at the door as instructed from the outside. Tamolar and Loraine arrived 

shortly after. Before Tamolar could turn the corner, Igarla waved to him, to stay where he 

was. Tamolar nodded. He put his hand out to stop Loraine before she walked passed him.  

 “What is it?” she asked. 

 “I don‟t know. Igarla is guarding the door to the room. She wants us to wait here.” 

 And so they did. After about fifteen minutes the regents began to arrive. Igarla and 

Belleira held the door open for them. One by one the all entered the room. Last in line was the 

consul himself, with two guards behind him, and Belvar on his tail. After he had gone through 

the door, Igarla and Belleira closed is with them on the inside. Igarla signaled Tamolar to 

come closer before the door was shut. Tamolar turned to Loraine.  

 “I‟m going to go listen in on the proceedings. You wait here, and stay down. If anyone 

finds you, or questions your presents here, remember what we discussed!” 

 “Keep playing the part, if I get into trouble, call upon my rights as a foreign 

dignitary.”  

 “That‟s right. I‟ll be back for you as soon as I can.” 

 He snuck up to the door and put an ear to the wood. 

 Inside the meeting was about to commence. The chamber was big, and dozens of 

guards were inside. Igarla could only hazard a guess as to how many of them were Tuskers in 

disguise. There were eight nobles altogether. Belvar stood by the other door to the chamber in 

the far back. Belvar stood at the head of the table in the middle of the room.  

 “Gentlemen!” he began. “Thank you for being here. Today we are here to discuss 

details about the requests I‟ve received about increasing the protection of the southern 

region….” 

 Igarla wasn‟t paying any attention to the conversation. It was just nobles complaining 

about minor security concerns, each believing their region was more important than the 

other‟s. She was just observing the guards. All of a sudden she saw it. One of the guards 

moved broke ranks and made a move at the consul. Igarla wasted no time. She jumped 

forward brandishing her sword. Baranar saw Igarla jump forward, and thought the strike was 

aimed at him. With lightning fast reflexes the consul ducked to avoid the strike, but following 

Igarla‟s sword saw the actual target. The disguised Tusker was stabbed through the throat, the 

dagger he was carrying fell to the floor. The guard next to Igarla tried to attack her, but was 

quickly set on fire by one of Belleira‟s fireballs. Igarla threw off her helmet. Seeing this, 

Belvar fled the room through the back 

door.



 
 “Lomarans!” Igarla shouted. “Tuskers have infiltrated your ranks! Take off your 

helmets! Now!”  

 The warning arrived too late for some guards. They were stabbed in the back by 

tuskers who have been waiting to strike. When he heard the fighting Tamolar kicked open the 

door to the chamber, and told the regents to run out the door. He was immediately met by a 

few opponents. Finally the Lomaran guards managed to get themselves together. The took off 

their helmets, and attacked anyone who didn‟t do the same. The noble ran as fast as they 

could. Some didn‟t make it out alive. Baranar picked up a sword off the ground and began to 

defend himself. Igarla, Belleira and Tamolar grouped together and fought off those who came 

near them. Swords clashed everywhere, fireballs flew to hit defenseless Tuskers. The 

Lomaran guards managed to turn the tide and gain the upper hand, thanks in no small part to 

Baranar, who was rallying men to his side.  

 “Igarla!” Belleira shouted. “Belvar! He escaped through the back!” 



 “If we hurry we can catch him!” Tamolar added. 

 “What about the consul?” Igarla asked. 

 As she said this Baranar sent the head of one of his attackes flying off his shoulders. 

 “Alright, lets hurry!” 

 They ran after Belvar. Through the door was a hallway, and at the end, they came to a 

series of stairs. It lead u one floor, to a corridor leading to the palace guestrooms. Once there 

they ran into the most unlikely of people, Johin Ghrestal. His bodyguard was right behind 

him. He was leaving one of the rooms.  

 “Well, well!” the ambassador said. “This is a surprise. 

 “You‟re finished, Ghrestal!” Igarla shouted threateningly. “Your attempt on Baranar‟s 

life has failed! I told you I would have your skin if you ever tried anything like this.” 

 “This is just the beginning, captain. Your determination is admirable, but in the grand 

scheme of things ultimately irrelevant, I fear.” 

 “Where is Belvar?” 

 “Right there.” He pointed to the closed door behind him. “Once his plan failed he tried 

to get me to help him. Now that he is unmasked though he is of no use to me. Your presence 

of course changes everything. He thinks he has enough time to escape. Do as you wish with 

him. I must be on my way.” 

 “You‟re not going anywhere! This is all your doing! I have proof. You won‟t get away 

with this.” 

 “I have no time for this.” He said. He turned to his bodyguard and nodded his head. 

Igarla reached for her weapon when something strange happened. Ghrestal‟s bodyguard 

reached out his hands at them, and Igarla felt odd. Her vision began to blur, her muscles tired 

under the weight of her body. She fell on all fours. Her head was spinning and she could 

hardly breathe. Then there was some kind of strong jolt, and it was over. She gasped for air, 

and turned her face up. The bodyguard was grasping his chest, then he turned and ran. Behind 

her Tamolar had fallen to the ground as well, What ever had hit her, hit him as well. Belleira 

reached a hand out to Igarla. 

 “Are you two alright?” she asked also breathing heavier than normal. 

 “I…I think so.” Igarla replied. “What was that?” 

 “Ghrestal‟s henchman is a black mage. What you felt was your life-force being 

drained from your body. Luckily I knew a counterspell. My black magic knowledge sure has 

come in handy today.” 

 “They must be stopped.” Said Tamolar getting up off the floor. He seemed better. 

 “You wouldn‟t stand a chance against a black mage of that power. I‟ll deal with him. 

Igarla, you go after Belvar.” 

 “I‟ll go with you.” Tamolar said. “Igarla, please give Belvar my greeting as well.”

 “Oh, I will.” 

 Belleira and Tamolar ran after the ambassador, and after some much waiting, Igarla 

prepared to look into the eyes of the man who had betrayed her. 

Tamolar and Belleira ended up chasing the mage all the way up to the roof of the 

palace. Belleira could follow him easily, for he left a trail of magic energy for her to sense. On 

the roof they found the ambassador, as he was looking out toward the mountains surrounding 



the city. The black mage was right there next to him.  

 “I‟m disappointed.” Ghrestal said in machtar to his bodyguard. “Make it right!” 

 The mage launched a series of black lightning bolts in their direction. Belleira raised a 

white magic barrier around them, which absorbed his attacks. The two of them tried to 

approach by flanking the mage. Tamolar lunged forward with his sword in front. The mage 

summoned a cloud of black smoke and was swallowed by it. Tamolar‟s sword met nothing 

but air. He then heard something from behind him, and was only barely able to dodge the 

incoming lightning bolts in 

time.

 
Belleira launched several balls of fire at him, the mage deflected them with small well placed 

black barriers. His counterattack came to fast for Belleira to raise magical defenses. She had 

to jump to the side to avoid the bolts he tossed at her. Tamolar had recovered meanwhile. 

Using his enemies focus on Belleira, he swung on sword, which missed, but his off-hand 

sword left a mark on his face. In his rage the mage launched a wave a black energy in all 

directions, knocking Tamolar back. He then turned his focus yet again to the sorceress, and 

countered the incoming fireballs. Tamolar got back on his feet, though the last strike hurt far 

more. He saw the mage hitting Belleira with stronger and stronger attacks, and her barriers 

were getting weaker. He grabbed one of his swords with the blade facing downwards, and 

threw it at him. The mage could sense the incoming danger, and ducked from the incoming 

sword, not quite in time. The sword flew past him leaving a cut on his shoulder as it went by. 



Belleira took advantage of the mage lowering his defenses and summoned up a huge fire from 

underneath the mages feet. He was caught completely off guard by this. He rolled on the 

ground desperately trying to put out the flames covering his robes and body. That‟s when 

Tamolar showed up behind him and with a perfectly precise strike to the heart, ended the 

mage‟s life. Having won the battle they turned to Ghrestal.  

 “Unless you have any more surprises in store for us, excellency, I believe it is time for 

you to surrender.” Belleira chuckled.  

 Ghrestal looked up at the sky. He clearly did not see what he was hoping for. Seeing 

that there was no escape, he made a choice. He looked down off the edge of the roof, then 

back at the two of them. With a grin on his face, he shook his head. The nest moment he 

leaned back. 

 Tamolar and Belleira ran to the edge, but only saw his bleeding corps on the ground 

below them. 

 “Damn…” Belleira muttered. 

 “He made the right choice. Lomaran interrogators would have been much less nice to 

him than the ground was.” 

 “What do you think he was waiting for? Why was he watching the sky?” 

 “It doesn‟t matter.” Tamolar said. “Come, we have to find Loraine, then get back to 

the captain.” 

Through the first door Igarla entered an empty room, an entranceway into a larger 

room. There was another door on the opposite side of the room. Behind that door she heard 

the sound of someone rummaging wildly. She reached for the doorknob, but just as her hand 

got near, she heard someone fidgeting with the locks. She backed up a step, and when she 

could hear the lock click open, with all her back into it, she kicked open the door. It had hit 

him directly in the face. He fell to the ground with blood dripping from his nose. He tried to 

reach for a shortsword that was lying on the ground, but he was struck across the face by the 

backside of Igarla‟s fist. He fell to the floor again. 

 “Enough!” he cried. 

 Igarla grabbed him by the collar and thrust him up against the wall with the tip of her 

sword at his throat.  

 “You have no idea how long I‟ve been waiting for this!” Igarla was oozing rage by 

now. 

 “I can imagine…” 

 “Every muscle in my body, not to mention the souls of the soldiers and civilians who 

suffered and died at your hand all would demand that I kill you where you stand!” 

 “Then what‟s keeping you?”  

 “I need to know. Why, Belvar? What did Nemeron offer you this? What could 

possibly have been worth all those lives, selling people into slavery, betraying those, who 

trusted you with their lives?! Was it wealth? Power? Your own personal harem?” 

 “You… You think I betrayed Lomar? You think I did all this for myself? Go to hell! 

Everything I have done was in the interest of the people of Lomar!” 

 Igarla tightened her grip and pushed harder. 

 “Don‟t even think for a second that more lies will get out of this!” 



 “I‟m not the one betraying the Lomaran people here! It‟s the ones like Radomis, like 

colonel Gonar, like Baranar… like you. The ones that would have us all fighting to the last 

man rather than know when we are defeated.” 

 “A squad of excellent soldiers are dead because of you! You helped Ghrestal with 

Tusker raids on civilians! You tried to murder the consul not ten minutes ago! Don‟t you dare 

tell me I am the enemy of Lomar here!” 

 “Because you don‟t see. You refuse to see! We are weak. The old glorious powerful 

Lomar is a thing of the past. We would have no hope of winning a war against Nemeron, not 

without bleeding the country dry in the process. Our leaders would rather we fight a hopeless 

war, than change with the times. You were there, Igarla. You were in Nemeron. You saw the 

power they wield, the size of their armies and the strength of their economy. The only option 

is to give in to their demands.” 

 “I can‟t believe what I‟m hearing. You would have us surrender to Nemeron?!” 

 “Yes! If it means we save the Lomaran people from a war that will kill them no matter 

the outcome, then I would do it, without hesitation. But I know you. You would fight even 

when you know there is no victory. That‟s why I took your position at the consul‟s side. I had 

to try and influence him in the right direction.” 

 “By having him killed?”  

 “No! I tried to convince him. That was the purpose behind the raids and attacks. I 

needed to create a climate in which he would see reason. I needed to weaken the integrity of 

the north to open his eyes to the reality. I only committed to the assassination when I saw 

there was no way. He too, was unwilling to see the only right decision. By surrendering to 

Nemeron we insure that the people of Lomar won‟t end up paying for the mistakes of their 

leaders.” 

 “You can‟t be serious! This is why my soldiers died?! This is why you betrayed me?!” 

 “Can you blame me? Your standing right here proving my point. You would never be 

willing to deal with Nemeron.” 

 “Damn right I wouldn‟t! Dou you know why? Because didn‟t spend all those months 

in Nemeron with my eyes closed! I didn‟t only see the things that put in front of my eyes! Tell 

me, Belvar, did you not see anything while you were there? Did you not see what a price 

those people pay for the ambitions of their leaders? Did you not see the peasants dying of 

disease and starvation, because half their belongings are taken by the emperor‟s tax collectors, 

the other half taken by the highborn and the soldiers who are supposed to be there for their 

safety? Did you not see the women abused by the same soldiers? Did you not see the 

thousands of good men and women burned alive for not believing in the church of the Gods? 

Did you not see the young blind children, unable to walk or to talk, who had been worked in 

the mines from infancy and left in the streets to die because they couldn‟t fit in the shafts 

anymore? An I‟ve only just scratched the surface. Were you truly capable of walking through 

Nemeron and not seeing any of this? If you really think that we should bow down to them, 

and give them true influence on Leviron, then you support all the things I just mentioned. 

Lomar is the only nation that stands of freedom in the world. That is why we will fight to the 

last one! That is why we will stand against them if they come! And the fact that you would let 

them turn Lomar into a version of themselves, that you would let all those things happen here 

too - because if they are given influence over Leviron, that‟s what will happen – you disgust 



me.” 

 Belvar said nothing. The two just starred deep into the other‟s eyes.  

 “What will you do now?” he asked. 

 “I will fight every urge in my body to flay you open where you stand. Lucky for you, I 

need you alive to clear my name. I‟m taking you before the consul.” 

 “The consul is already before you, captain.” A voice said from behind her. 

 Igarla turned and saw Baranar, who was still covered in the blood of tuskers, with all 

his guards behind him. 

 “Your majesty!” Belvar cried. “It‟s Igarla, she‟s responsible for all of this! She tried to 

kill you, and…” 

 “That is a very weak attempt, Belvar.” Baranar interrupted. “Do you think me blind? 

Do you think I did not see you flee the room when Igarla slew that assassin?” 

 “I can explain!” 

 “And you waste your breath anyway. I heard more than enough of your little 

conversation. I‟m ashamed to have not seen this coming. Guards! Get this traitor out of my 

sight!” 

 Igarla watched with great pleasure as the guards took Belvar out of the room. 

 “Are you alright, your majesty?” Igarla asked. 

 “Yes, thanks to you.” 

 “Any of my comrades would have done the same, my lord.” 

 “Well. Not any of them, it would seem.” 

 “That man is not my comrade, my lord.” 

 “Sadly we lost a great deal of guards in that attack, and the nobles didn‟t all get out 

unscathed either. Nevertheless, things would have turned out far worse had you not been there 

at the right time. You have my gratitude, Captain!” 

 “What will happen to him?” 

 “He will die. The betrayal is enough for death, but the matter of selling our people into 

slavery… for that he could easily get tortured first. Unless of course he provides us with 

useful information on Nemeron.” 

 “It‟s better than he deserves.” 

 They heard footsteps. Three people arrived in the room, one was wearing a guards 

uniform, one wore the robes of an apprentice sorceress, and one the garments of a 

noblewoman. Igarla rushed to greet her companions. 

 “Ghrestal and his mage are dead.” Tamolar said. 

 “My lord.” Igarla turned towards Baranar. “These three are those who aided me on my 

journey to the city. I owe my life to all of them.” 

 Loraine leaned over to Igarla and began to whisper.  

 “Igarla. Is this your consul?” 

 “Yes.” Igarla said quietly. “This is Baranar.” 

 “And… How does one act in the presence of the consul?” Loraine asked, clearly 

nervous and embarrassed. Baranar heard her words and responded with a smile on his face. 

 “Well, protocol would demand that upon greeting me you bow. Address me as „your 

majesty‟ the first time, after that it‟s „your majesty‟ or „my lord‟.” 

 “Yes. Thanks you, your majesty.” Loraine bowed. 



 “My lord,” Igarla said. “allow me to introduce Loraine of Livador. On the night of 

Belvar‟s betrayal she was the one who saved my life.” 

 “Miss.” Baranar bowed his head. 

 “This is Belleira, apprentice to master Melovis.” 

 Baranar bowed again. 

 “My sympathies.” He said.  

 “That‟s kind of you, your majesty.”  

 “And this… is…” 

 The air in the room chilled. Igarla was not sure what to say when it came to introduce 

Tamolar. He took over. 

 “I am corporal Tamolar, your majesty.” He said and bowed. “Wanted by the army for 

the crimes of desertion and the double murder of two soldiers.” 

 “I know who you are, Tamolar.” The consul said with a stern look. “I would like to 

have heard what your companions were going to say. You do not seem to carry your crimes 

with shame, soldier.”  

 “No, my lord.” 

 “Colonel Radomis told me of the deserter, who murdered two of his fellow soldiers 

seemingly without reason. I think I understand now.” 

 “Your majesty, if I may speak…” Igarla tried to say. 

 “Igarla, don‟t!” Tamolar interrupted. “There‟s no need. Don‟t get into any more 

trouble on my account.” 

 He looked deep into Igarla‟s eyes. She looked back for a while, then nodded, and 

turned her head down. 

 “My lord, I would like to confess in your presents, that the accusations against me are 

true, and accept full responsibility for them. 

 “I commend your straightforwardness, soldier. Do you have anything else you want to 

say in your defense?” 

 “I can say nothing more than my actions already have.” 

 “Very well. Corporal Tamolar, I arrest under the charges of murder and desertion. 

Guards! Take him away. And be gentle.” 

 The guards lead Tamolar away. On the way out he gave a smile to his companions 

before he was gone. There was no fear in his eyes. Igarla watched with a sad and helpless 

expression on her face as he was taken out of sight. Loraine tried to comfort her with a tiny 

embrace. She stepped up to the consul.  

 “My lord, I‟m aware of Tamolar‟s crimes, I know he deserves no mercy in the eyes of 

the law, but I would ask you for a chance to beg for his life.” 

 “I don‟t do this with a light conscience, but…” 

 “My lord, if it wasn‟t for him, I would never have gotten as far as I did. All that I have 

accomplished are greatly thanks to him as well. There is not a man more loyal to Lomar in 

this land.” 

 “He doesn‟t seem to think so.” 

 “He would never admit it, but I know he feels a great deal of guilt over what he did. 

He did not the deaths if those soldiers, he felt they left him no choice. I must stress this, for 

this is the important part, I would have met failure numerous times on my journey without 



him.” 

 Baranar closed his eyes.  

 “If I‟m being very loose with the rules, I can prevent his execution. But he will then be 

locked away in the dungeon for life.” 

 “It‟s worth it, if there is even the slightest chance of getting him out one day.” 

 “That‟s the problem, Igarla. There isn‟t. He has committed two crimes, both 

punishable by death. I can‟t overlook that no matter how noble his intentions. You‟re going to 

have to accept that.” 

 Igarla looked at her companions. She took away from there expressions what she had 

to do. 

 “I have already achieved what most would have considered impossible. There must be 

some hope for him, no matter how small.” 

 “So be it.” Baranar said. “He shall live then. He will be taken to the dungeons, but I 

still must recommend you not hope for his freedom in vain.” 

 “I‟m most grateful for what you‟ve done already, my lord.” 

 “As for you, Igarla, I think it‟s only fitting that you receive your rank back as well as 

command of a new squad. I would also be honored if you were to accompany me to the 

negotiations as my personal advisor.” 

 “I humbly accept, my lord.” 

 “Lastly, I would like to honor your brave deeds by granting you the title of champion. 

We will hold an official ceremony once the dust has settled. Lomar is in your debt, captain, 

and so am I.” 

A week had gone by since the arrest of Belvar. Things had just about fallen into place. 

Igarla took up her position as captain again, and spent lots of time training at the barracks, and 

in the palace advising Baranar. There was one more place though where she spent a great deal 

of time. Most of her night she spent not at the barracks, but the small house now owned by 

Loraine, which she had purchased with the money she got from Tamolar. It had two stories, 

the bottom floor she arranged to be a healing clinic, so that she might work as a city healer. 

There were many at first, who had trouble trusting a foreigner, but as time went by, her 

business started to get better. Loraine had little trouble making a living for herself. Belleira 

returned to Riverade to face the consequences of leaving her master alone. Basically that 

meant listening to old sorcerers preach to her a time that seemed like days. Igarla didn‟t hear 

from her for a while after she left, but before she had gone, she reassured Igarla, that she 

would be in no big trouble, and that they would meet again in the future.  

 Then finally after so long the time had come. In only a few days they would begin the 

long voyage to the city-state of Namar, to take part in the peace talks with Nemeron. Igarla 

was laying in beside Loraine in bed wide awake. After a bit of tossing and turning she got up, 

and put on a nightgown. She stood in the window and watched the starry sky. Loraine awoke 

to the emptiness of the spot next to her, and looked around. Wrapped up in the covers she 

went over to her. 

 “Something bothering you?” she asked softly. 

 “Did I wake you? I‟m sorry.” 

 “It‟s no trouble. I can see something is not right. Do you want to talk about it?” 



 “Yes. As a matter of fact, I‟ve been meaning to work up the courage to talk to you 

about something for a while now.” 

 “Go ahead. You know you can always talk to me.” 

 “It‟s just that, you know, soon I‟ll be sailing to Namar, and the trip is going to be long. 

I will be gone for more than two months.” 

 “I know. And don‟t worry, I‟ll  be waiting for you.” 

 “The problem is this will not be the only time. It‟s part of my duty that I will be gone 

often, for weeks at a time, and I don‟t even want to think what will happen if the war with 

Nemeron breaks out. I love you. I love you with all my heart, but if that is too much for you, 

if you feel you need someone who can be with you more than I can… then I… I‟ll understand 

if you…” 

 “Don‟t be silly! I will be waiting for you, always. I have a new life here, a happy one, I 

can be myself without fear of prosecution, I‟m making friends, and it‟s all thanks to you. You 

are everything to me. I love you!” 

 She gently pushed up against Igarla and kissed her, long and passionately.   

 Radomis was waken in the night by a loud knock. In only his pants he got up to open 

the door.  

 “Yes? Who…Igarla?” 

 “Hello, colonel. Can I come in?” 

 “Yes, of course. What is it? What can I do for you? Should you not be preparing for 

your voyage?” 

 “That‟s why I‟m here, colonel. Before I go, I have to ask you something, and I need 

you to answer me truthfully.” 

 “Let me hear it then.” 

 “Is everything alright with Tamolar?” 

 Radomis shook his head. 

 “Captain, you know I can‟t relay information about high level prisoners. Not even if 

you…” 

 “I know. And you know me. You know I would never ask you to break you vow, but I 

must ask you, to tell me something about him. Anything. I have been losing sleep over this.” 

 “I… really shouldn‟t…” 

 “Radomis, I can see you‟re conflicted. You want to tell me something, but are not sure 

you should. I‟d like to encourage you to do so. Please.” 

 Radomis turned away, and leaned against the window. He held his forehead for a long 

pause, the turned to face her, and say what he had to say. 

 “Tamolar… is dead.” 

 Igarla had a feeling deep down inside that that was what was coming, but she couldn‟t 

believe it. 

 “No… No. That‟s not possible. The consul gave me his word that…” 

 “He wasn‟t executed. He committed suicide. He snuck a knife out of the torcher 

chamber and… yeah.” 

 Some of the muscles on Igarla‟s face began to tremble. 

 “I‟m sorry.” The colonel added.  



 “Th… Thank you for… telling me.” 

 Igarla walked out of Radomis‟ lodging. She stayed in the barracks yard, leaned against 

one of the walls, and for the first time in years, started to cry. 

 

Epilogue 

 

 Igarla had seen much in her lifetime. Lomar alone was filled with architectural 

wonders famed throughout the world. Namar outdid them all. When she first glanced at their 

destination from the deck of the ship, she did not yet fully comprehend the sheer enormity of  

what she was looking at. When they got closer, she was amazed. The city had no shores. The 

waves of the ocean washed right up against giant walls, that stretched higher in the sky than 

the cathedral in the City of Fire. The lookout towers went even higher. As the ship 

approached the city, the giant iron gates opened up to allow the ships to sail through them into 

the docks. There wasn‟t an engineering achievement in the world equal to Namar. 

 With defenses like these it became understandable how this city was able to stand 

against Nemeron‟s siege attempts. At present Namar was neutral city-state, but it wasn‟t 

always like that. It used to be under constant siege from the Nemeron during the empire‟s 

conquering period. But when there is no land before the walls of the city, besieging it can be 

difficult indeed. The engineers of Nemeron simply couldn‟t come up with war machines to 

effectively scale the walls. Namar survived the war, and claimed its independence.  

 The Lomaran envoy docked in the harbor. Amanar was the first to step off the deck, 

with his apprentice, Lalin at his side. Amanar was in fact a sorcerer himself, not only a 

diplomat. Following him was Baranar, on one side colonel Gonar and on the other Igarla. 

They were accompanied by a small escort. At the docks a group of armored soldiers clad in 

white were there to greet them. They were the Namar guard. The officer among them was the 

first to speak. 



 
 “Welcome to Namar. You honor us with your visit.” 

 “The honor is ours.” Amanar bowed. 

 “The delegation from Nemeron has already arrived. I am to give you a message from 



them. They regret to inform you that due to unforeseen circumstances the emperor has been 

unable to attend in person. Despite this, they are prepared to commence with the 

negotiations.” 

 “What?” Baranar said infuriated.  

 “We acknowledge the message.” Amanar said. “We would not like to delay this any 

longer. Please let the gentlemen from Nemeron know, that we would wish to begin as soon as 

possible.” 

 “Yes, your majesty. My guardsmen will escort you to your accommodations until you 

receive an answer.” 

 “Our thanks.” 

 The guardsman bowed and left. The delegation followed their hosts to a chamber in 

the castle. There the guard left them in privacy.  

 “The emperor isn‟t going to show?” Baranar raged once they were alone. “Unforeseen 

circumstances? What could possibly have happened? They tried to kill me, and yet here I 

am!” 

 “Perhaps something occurred at home that needed his personal attention.” Amanar 

answered. “Perhaps upon seeing who we planned to send along he felt intimidated. Those are 

my naïve answers. More likely he‟s sending us a message, showing us just how insignificant 

he believes we are. A way to show us, that we pose no threat to him.” 

 “His goals can‟t possibly be that complex?” Gonar said. 

 “You‟d be surprised colonel. Most of the talking in politics isn‟t done through words. 

There is a well thought out reason behind every act. And Nemeron is a mater when it comes 

to politics.” 

 “Perhaps we should go over the proceedings once more.” Baranar said. 

 “Very well.” Amanar began. “The following is what‟s going to happen. In the interest 

of upholding peaceful relations they are going to make demands. The bargain from an 

advanced position, and they probably know it. The demands of course, have a second 

purpose. They will be checking our confidence. Personally I believe that Nemeron wants a 

war. The new emperor has started and economic bloom in his empire, and it would be a 

crowning achievement for him to defeat the nation‟s greatest rival. Not to mention the 

numerous advantages that would come if their influence were to take root  in Leviron. We 

need to try and discourage them from the thought. From our part, I shall do most of the 

talking. If any of you have any input to the situation feel free to interject. A also have no 

abjection to the occasional angry outburst.” He said looking to Baranar. “Leave the politics to 

me. Military is where you come in. I want you to have a strong presents in the room. Nemeron 

thinks us weak. We have to prove them wrong.” 

 “Understood.” Baranar said. “Gonar, Igarla, remember the consul‟s words well!” 

 “Yes, my lord.” The two responded in chorus.  

 After about an hour the guard officer returned to inform the delegation, that Nemeron 

was ready to begin the talks. He lead them to the place that the meeting would be held in. At 

the entrance he referred them to a diplomat of Nemeron. 

 “Gentlemen, welcome.” He said politely. “My name is Hratnek, and it is my duty to 

announce you.” 

 “Good day. Please inform those inside, that the delegation from Lomar is ready to 



attend in full numbers.” Amanar said. 

 “Yes, before I do there is an… awkward matter to address. You see, Namar is a city of 

the Gods, and as such it is that religion that must be followed.” 

 “Speak clearly. What is the matter?” 

 “Well, your lordship, you see there are certain customs. It would disrespectful to the 

Gods if these aspects of their religion were to be ignored. I fear it is not allowed in places 

under watch of the Gods for… women to be present.” 

 “I beg your pardon?” Baranar asked in uproar.  

 “I know, my lord. We should have notified you well before, but when we read captain 

Igarla‟s name in lord Amanar‟s letter, we did not realize that the captain was a woman. It was 

most irresponsible of us, but you understand, there are no female soldiers in our home, and we 

had no reason to believe otherwise.” 

 Amanar scratched his head. 

 “I would like a few minutes to discuss this with my envoy.” 

 “Absolutely.” 

 They stepped out of earshot. 

 “Didn‟t know she was a woman, my ass! I made sure to make note of it, specifically to 

avoid this situation.” 

 “They want to keep me out of the negotiations?” 

 “Yes, but I wouldn‟t take it personally. There toying with us. If we ignore his request, 

we are disrespecting their religion, which they could see as provocation. If we agree it‟s a 

clear sign of weakness.” 

 “And this is why I avoid politics.” Gonar said. 

 “What would you recommend? What‟s the right course of action?” Baranar asked 

Amanar. 

 “Neither. We are in a lose-lose situation. She is your advisor. I‟ll leave it up to you.”

 “Igarla? Any preference?” Baranar asked her. 

 “I have no desire to provoke Nemeron, and I also feel no need to prove my conviction. 

I do believe however, that my place is at your side in these talks, my lord. I recommend you 

not listen to Hratnek.”  

 “I agree. They expect us to back off? They have another thing coming!” 

 “Good.” Amanar said, and turned back to the diplomat. “Hratnek, please inform the 

gentlemen from Nemeron that the full delegation from Lomar is ready to begin the 

negotiations.” 

 “But, gentlemen… I made it clear, that allowing Igarla to enter is in violation of 

the…” 

 “If you have a problem with me,” Igarla raised her voice. “Say it to my face, Hratnek. 

Do not speak of me as though I wasn‟t here.” 

 The diplomat took a step back, and raised his hands in the air, absolving himself of the 

consequences. He opened the door to the chamber and stepped inside. 

 “Announcing the arrival of the delegation from Lomar. Consul Amanar, apprentice 

Lalin, consul Baranar, colonel Gonar… and captain Igarla.” 

 As their names were spoken they entered the room. They were met by three Nemeron 

officials, standing behind a table with a map of the known world on it. Two wore decorated 



suit of armor with no helmets. One wore a bulky suit of black armor decorated in gold and 

silver. He was a large man, with a strong muscular build. He was the highest representative of 

the armies soldiers, the high warlord, Tenedach. The two generals exchanged glances for a 

moment then spoke to the Lomarans in the common tongue.  

 “Begging your pardon, gentlemen, it would seem the ambassador has failed to 

mention, that…” 

 “The ambassador was quite careful to inform us of everything, my lord generals. 

Captain Igarla is to attend the negotiation with us regardless.” Baranar said. 

 “But gentlemen, this is most inappropriate. It is made clear by the law of the city, 

that…” 

 “I refuse to listen to any more of this!” Igarla shouted. “You want to talk about what‟s 

appropriate? I sailed across an ocean and abandoned my duties to my soldiers and my loved 

ones to serve my consul is this meeting, which means I have already done more to preserve 

peace between our nations, the your own emperor has!”  

 “But…” 

 “Of course, if any of you gentlemen have doubts as to my abilities, let him step 

forward, so I may relieve him of them.” 

 The generals did not respond. The high warlord was grinning though. He was clearly 

enjoying every second of this. 

 “Now that we‟ve got that out of the way, let us get on with the matters at hand.” 

Amanar said. 

 “Yes… indeed.” One of the generals said. “The case of ambassador Ghrestal. Upon 

hearing about the treachery he was involved in, the emperors agents ran an investigation into 

the matter. The ambassador was in contact with a criminal organization based in the empire. It 

was their bidding he was carrying out. Needless to say, the emperor was shocked to find out 

what he had been up to all this time…” 

 Igarla leaned over to Baranar and whispered in his ear. 

 “My lord, he is lying.” 

 “Are you certain?”  

 “Yes. Ghrestal‟s Tuskers‟ reports traveled on to the emperor. They kept copies.” 

 “Very well.” 

 The general kept on talking.  

 “The investigation proved the clear link between Ghrestal and this organization. There 

is no room left for doubt.” 

 “So the emperor now employs criminals to take responsibility for his own actions, 

does he?” Baranar interjected. 

 “Do tell me, what kind of syndicate sends regular reports to the emperor?” 

 “The emperor never received any such reports. There is no basis to this accusation.” 

 “And if I were to tell you that we have some of these reports as evidence.”  

 “Then they are clearly fabrications.” 

 “Gentlemen, ” said Amanar. “The ambassador has been taken care of, and his 

treachery dealt with. Let us move on to more important matters.” 

 “Yes, I agree.” Amanar took note of the generals willingness to change the topic. “The 

matter of the southern islands.” 



 “Exactly how many of our colonies does the emperor lay claim too?” 

 “All of them.” 

 “Out of the question.” He said firmly. 

 “The southern Islands were ours to begin with. Every Lomaran colony stands on 

ground that belongs to Nemeron. The emperor asks for nothing more, than what is ours.” 

 “The islands didn‟t belong to Nemeron. We conquered the islands from various 

nations before they were then later defeated by Nemeron. Technically those colonies where 

ours before Nemeron even existed.” 

 “All of the nations you refer to are now part of the empire, and as such, so are all of 

their lands, people, and history. However, his majesty is not without kindness. He has allowed 

us a margin within which we are able to negotiate. You may keep the colonies on the western 

rim. The rest, including Ninantarrol are to be handed over to us.”  

 “The rim colonies are the poorest, and Ninantarrol is the center of trade in the whole 

archipelago. You truly expect us to just hand them over.” 

 “That‟s enough.” The high warlord interrupted with his voice raised. “I‟ve had enough 

of arguing with dwarves, and listening to their demands.” 

 The room fell silent. Baranar stepped up. 

 “You do not want to mess with us!” 

 “Watch your tongue, Lomaran. There is no army to back you up here, like at your 

election.” 

 Baranar‟s blood pressure began to rise. The warlord went on. 

 “Let‟s look at the facts. Lomar is weak. Nemeron is strong. We outnumber you three 

to one, and have no reason to fear you. I refuse to play the games of diplomats any longer. Let 

me tell you how things are going to be. The emperor believes, and I agree with him, that it has 

come time for Nemeron to practice a more… permanent presence on the continent of Leviron. 

We demand all of Lomar‟s colonies in the southern Islands, as well as their two southern 

provinces on the mainland.”  

 “You expect me to unconditionally give over my own lands to you?!” 

 “I do. For you have no choice. If Nemeron does not get what he wants then we will 

take it. Trust me, you do not want us to arrive on your shores in full force. The choice you 

have to make is simple. Hand over the southern provinces, or we will take your entire nation 

for ourselves by force.” 

 Baranar opened his mouth to speak, but he was cut off by Amanar. His voice was loud 

and imposing, his eyes began to glow red. 

 “How dare you!? Your emperor hired a criminal and a black mage to cause riots and 

panic in our lands, and to try and kill my fellow consul, above all else he proves himself to 

much of a coward to show up and face us in person, and you have the balls to make demands 

of me?! You are right, the games are now officially through! You have given us your terms, 

now here are ours. You will receive no more than a third of the requested colonies, 

Ninantarrol stays in our hands. If you want more than that, come and take it. Lomar has 

spoken!” 

 The room fell silent yet again. Igarla was surprised by Amanar‟s outburst, but it sure 

was effective. The high warlord seemed merely amused, the generals however were scared 

stiff.  



 “Very well.” One of the generals said after a moment of silence. “If that is your final 

word, we shall deliver your terms to the emperor for consideration.” 

 “You do that.” Amanar said. 

 “I can‟t wait till we meet again.” The high warlord added. 

 The ships had left back for Lomar. Igarla was on deck looking out at the sea. The sun 

was setting, and the ocean was beautiful. She was considering the events of the day. Lomar 

left for the negotiations expecting the worst, and that is exactly what they received. Nemeron 

got what they wanted. An excuse for war. What did this mean for the future of Lomar? Would 

they be able to protect themselves? If Nemeron wins, do all of the ideals that Lomar stands for 

go to the grave as well? Nemeron would slowly turn all of Leviron into an image of the 

empire. Would the world ever recover? Her thoughts wondered to Loraine. She rescued her 

from one hell, brought her into a world of freedom. But how will it end? What if Lomar 

becomes that hell she had been trying to get away 

from?

 
 “What are you pondering?” 

 Igarla turned around. Baranar was behind her. 

 “Just… those I care about…” 

 “The girl from Livador?”  

 “… Yes.” 

 Baranar stood next to her and leaned on the side of the ship too. 

 “She was very lucky you found her.” 

 “We were both lucky, your majesty.” 

 “True. How is she doing?” 



 “She was doing fine when we left. She works as a doctor, and loves every minute of 

it.” 

 “And… how are the two of you?” 

 “I‟m … having a harder time than I believe she is. I miss her tremendously.” 

 “I know the feeling. When I was a soldier I was already married. Every time I left my 

wife and my kids alone… and I did it so often…” 

 “My lord, may I speak freely?” 

 “Absolutely.” 

 “Dou you think we have a chance?” 

 “You don‟t think we do?” 

 “I‟m a soldier. If my country needs me, I fight for it, no matter the odds. But with all 

that‟s going on, I have become slightly uncertain towards the future.” 

 “There is nothing wrong with that. The only person without doubts is the one who 

never thinks. But to answer your question, yes, I believe we have a chance. And I‟m not just 

saying this to keep up moral. We a great many advantages. We have the time to prepare, we 

have allies, but most importantly we have motivation. If there is an army with a true purpose 

to fight, it is us.” 

 “Definitely.” 

 “Igarla. We are going to win. It will be long, it will be hard, full of sweat, pain, and 

tears, but in the end, it will be we who emerge triumphant. Of this I am sure. Never doubt 

that!” 

 Igarla stood up straight.  

 “Yes, sir!” 

 Baranar put a hand on her shoulder, said goodnight and went below deck. Igarla 

looked back out at the ocean in the direction of Lomar, with renewed strength, ready for 

anything. 
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